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Abstract

The objects of study in this thesis are automorphism groups of free and

right-angled Artin groups. Right-angled Artin groups are defined by a

presentation where the only relations are commutators of the generating

elements. When there are no relations the right-angled-Artin group is

a free group and if we take all possible relations we have a free abelian

group.

We show that if no finite index subgroup of a group G contains a normal

subgroup that maps onto Z, then every homomorphism from G to the

outer automorphism group of a free group has finite image. The above

criterion is satisfied by SLm(Z) for m ≥ 3 and, more generally, all irre-

ducible lattices in higher-rank, semisimple Lie groups with finite centre.

Given a right-angled Artin group AΓ we find an integer n, which may

be easily read off from the presentation of AΓ, such that if m ≥ 3 then

SLm(Z) is a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of AΓ if and only

if m ≤ n. More generally, we find criteria to prevent a group from having

a homomorphism to the outer automorphism group of AΓ with infinite

image, and apply this to a large number of irreducible lattices as above.

We study the subgroup IA(AΓ) of Aut(AΓ) that acts trivially on the

abelianisation of AΓ. We show that IA(AΓ) is residually torsion-free nilpo-

tent and describe its abelianisation. This is complemented by a survey of

previous results concerning the lower central series of AΓ.

One of the commonly used generating sets of Aut(Fn) is the set of White-

head automorphisms. We describe a geometric method for decomposing

an element of Aut(Fn) as a product of Whitehead automorphisms via

Stallings’ folds. We finish with a brief discussion of the action of Out(Fn)

on Culler and Vogtmann’s Outer Space. In particular we describe trans-

lation lengths of elements with regards to the ‘non-symmetric Lipschitz

metric’ on Outer Space.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A motivating theme in this thesis is the principle that we may reduce questions about

Aut(Fn) to questions about GLn(Z) and the group IAn, the subgroup of Aut(Fn) that

acts trivially on the abelianisation of Fn. This is because of the exact sequence:

1→ IAn → Aut(Fn)→ GLn(Z)→ 1.

The fact that Aut(Fn) has a torsion-free finite-index subgroup follows from fact that

IAn is torsion-free and most congruence subgroups of GLn(Z) are torsion free. Dyer

and Formanek’s proof [33] that Aut(Aut(Fn)) = Aut(Fn) also heavily involves the

structure of IAn, in particular Magnus’ generating set [56] of this group. However,

a look through the literature will reveal that this mantra is utilised less often than

one would expect. One reason could be that besides Magnus’ 1935 result, not much

progress on IAn has been made in the intervening 70 years. Indeed, although IA2
∼=

F2, and IA3 is not finitely presented [49], it is not known if there exists a finite

presentation for IAn when n ≥ 4. We do not claim to transform this situation in

this thesis, but we will use the above principal productively. In fact, we use it to

reinforce a second, more fruitful, philosophy, that “Out(Fn) behaves like a lattice in

a higher-rank semisimple Lie group.”

Roughly speaking, Margulis’ superrigidity tells us that the only maps between

such lattices are the obvious ones. In particular:

Theorem 1.1 (Margulis). Let Λ be an irreducible lattice in a real semisimple Lie

group G that has finite centre, no compact factors, and real rank rankRG ≥ k. Then

every homomorphism f : Λ→ SLk(Z) has finite image.

As there aren’t any obvious maps from a higher-rank lattice to Out(Fn), at least

with infinite image, the above aphorism leads one to expect that there shouldn’t be

any maps at all with infinite image. We show that this indeed the case:
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Theorem 5.2 (Bridson–W, [17]). If G is a connected, semisimple Lie group of real

rank at least 2 that has finite centre, and Λ is an irreducible lattice in G, then every

homomorphism from Λ to the outer automorphism group of a finitely generated free

group has finite image.

In Theorem 5.2, our input from the technology that Margulis developed is his

normal subgroup theorem, which implies that no finite index subgroup of such a lattice

contains a normal subgroup that maps onto Z. Theorem 5.2 is then deduced from

the following:

Theorem 5.1. Let Λ be a group. Suppose that no subgroup of finite index in Λ has

a normal subgroup that maps surjectively to Z. Then every homomorphism from Λ

to the outer automorphism group of a finitely generated free group has finite image.

We say that a group Λ satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 is Z-averse. The

proof of Theorem 5.1 roughly goes as follows: we use some deep geometric results by

Bestvina and Feighn [11], Dahmani, Guirardel and Osin [25], and Handel and Mosher

[43] to analyse the action of the image of a Z-averse group on the abelianisation of

Fn (that is, on H1(Fn)). We show that the group must act trivially on H1(Fn), and

therefore its image lies in IAn, the projection of IAn to Out(Fn). One can show that

if N is a torsion-free nilpotent group then every subgroup of N maps onto Z and

therefore any homomorphism from a Z-averse group to N is trivial. We complete our

proof by appealing to the following theorem of Bass and Lubotzky:

Theorem 1.2 ([5], Theorem 10.4). IAn is residually torsion-free nilpotent.

After comparing Theorems 1.1 and 5.2, we were drawn naturally to right-angled

Artin groups. Such groups have become of central importance in geometric group

theory in recent years, most notably through their association with special cube

complexes [42] and Bestvina–Brady groups [9]. A right-angled Artin group AΓ, or

RAAG for short, is determined by a graph Γ, and depending on your choice of Γ,

the group AΓ can exhibit both free and free-abelian behaviour. Indeed, if Γ is a

discrete graph then AΓ is a free group, and if Γ is a complete graph then AΓ is a free-

abelian group. One therefore expects traits shared by both Zn and Fn to be shared

by an arbitrary RAAG. Similarly, one optimistically hopes that properties shared by

both GLn(Z) and Out(Fn) will also by shared by Out(AΓ) for an arbitrary right-

angled Artin group. For instance, there is a Nielsen-type generating set of Out(AΓ)

given by the work of Laurence [52] and Servatius [68], and Out(AΓ) has finite virtual
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cohomological dimension [20]. Out(AΓ) is residually finite [21, 61], and for a large

class of graphs, Out(AΓ) satisfies the Tits alternative [21].

Unlike Out(Fn), there are maps from higher-rank lattices to the outer automor-

phism groups of some right-angled Artin groups. Suppose that Γ′ is a k–vertex

subgraph of Γ which is a clique (i.e. any two vertices of Γ′ are connected by an edge).

Then AΓ′
∼= Zk is a subgroup of AΓ and it is tempting to look for a copy of SLk(Z) in

Out(AΓ) supported on AΓ′ . In general, such a copy of SLk(Z) does not exist, but if

every vertex in v has the same star (the set of vertices at distance less than or equal to

one from v) then the embedding Zk → AΓ induces an injection SLk(Z) → Out(AΓ).

Define the SL–dimension of Out(AΓ), written dSL(Out(AΓ)), to be the number of

vertices in the largest subgraph Γ′ satisfying this condition. This can reasonably be

thought of as a notion of rank for Out(AΓ). We generalise Margulis’ theorem and

Theorem 5.2 like so:

Theorem 5.16. Let G be a real semisimple Lie group with finite centre, no com-

pact factors, and rankRG ≥ 2. Let Λ be an irreducible lattice in G. If rankRG ≥
dSL(Out(AΓ)), then every homomorphism f : Λ→ Out(AΓ) has finite image.

Note that dSL(GLn(Z)) = n and dSL(Out(Fn)) = 1. Our previous observation

that Out(AΓ) contains a copy of SLm(Z) for m = dSL(Out(AΓ)) tells us that the

bound on rankRG given in Theorem 5.16 is the best that one can provide. As with

Theorem 5.2, the above result is deduced from a more algebraic criterion:

Theorem 5.10. Suppose that dSL(Out(AΓ)) = m. Let

F (Γ′) = max{|V (Γ′)| : Γ′ ⊂ Γ and AΓ′ ≤ AΓ is a free group}.

Let Λ be a group. Suppose that for each finite index subgroup Λ′ ≤ Λ, we have:

• Every homomorphism Λ′ → SLm(Z) has finite image,

• For all N ≤ F (Γ), every homomorphism Λ′ → Out(FN) has finite image.

Then every homomorphism f : Λ→ Out(AΓ) has finite image.

The constant F (Γ) can be viewed as the maximal rank of a free subgroup of AΓ

that arises from a subgraph of Γ. Again, the proof of this theorem is split into two

steps: we first analyse the action of such a group Λ on H1(AΓ), using the projection

homomorphisms for Out(AΓ) developed by Charney and Vogtmann [20, 21]. These

allow one to reduce questions about Out(AΓ) to questions about outer automorphism
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groups of RAAGs associated to subgraphs of Γ, thus allowing for an inductive argu-

ment on the size of Γ. We show that the image of Λ must lie in IA(AΓ), the subgroup

of Out(AΓ) that acts trivially on H1(AΓ). We then prove the following analogue of

the theorem of Bass and Lubotzky:

Theorem 4.22. For any graph Γ, the group IA(AΓ) is residually torsion-free nilpo-

tent.

This theorem was discovered independently by Toinet [70]. The groups IA(AΓ) and

IA(AΓ) are less well understood than IAn and IAn, so we will spend time developing

the machinery behind the proof of Theorem 4.22.

One would ideally like to understand the lower central series of IA(AΓ) in detail.

However a direct method for studying this lower central series has remained elusive.

We therefore replace the lower central series with a coarser central series that we

call the Andreadakis–Johnson filtration. Let γ1(AΓ), γ2(AΓ), γ3(AΓ), . . . be the lower

central series of AΓ. As each term in the lower central series is a characteristic

subgroup of AΓ, for each c there is a homomorphism Aut(AΓ)→ Aut(AΓ/γc+1(AΓ)).

Let Gc be the kernel of this map. Then G0 = Aut(AΓ) and G1 = IA(AΓ). The

Andreadakis–Johnson filtration of IA(AΓ) is the central series given by G1, G2, G3, . . ..

This was first defined in the case of the free group by Andreadakis [3]. This central

series can be studied with the following homomorphisms found by Andreadakis for

use with Aut(Fn), and used by Johnson [45] in an analogous situation with surface

homeomorphisms:

Proposition 4.13. Let φ ∈ Gc, where c ≥ 1. Define a map

τc(φ) : H1(AΓ)→ γc+1(AΓ)/γc+2(AΓ)

by τc(φ)(ḡ) = g−1φ(g).γc+2(AΓ). Then τc is a homomorphism

τc : Gc → Hom(H1(AΓ), γc+1(AΓ)/γc+2(AΓ))

with ker(τc) = Gc+1.

We say that τc is the cth Johnson homomorphism. A good understanding of

the lower central series of AΓ will help us to understand the Andreadakis–Johnson

filtration. In Chapter 2 we give a description of the work of Duchamp, Krob and

Lalonde [31, 32, 50, 51, 48] in this direction. The information we require is contained

in the lower central series algebra LC =
∑∞

c=1 γc(AΓ)/γc+1(AΓ) associated to AΓ.

We show that each term γc(AΓ)/γc+1(AΓ) is a free abelian group; combined with
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Proposition 4.13 this implies each consecutive quotient Gc/Gc+1 is also a free abelian

group. In turn, this implies IA(AΓ) is residually torsion-free nilpotent. However, we

are interested in IA(AΓ) rather than IA(AΓ), and this is a more subtle object. In

Chapter 4 we use machinery developed by Bass and Lubotzky to analyse the image

of G1, G2, G3, . . . in IA(AΓ). The key step involving the lower central series algebra is

the following theorem, which we prove in Chapter 2. We use use Z( ) to denote the

centre of a Lie algebra.

Theorem 2.56. Suppose that Z(AΓ) = 1. Then Z(LC) = Z((Z/pZ)⊗Z LC) = 0 and

Z(LC/⊕i>c LC,i) is the image of LC,c under the quotient map LC → LC/⊕i>c LC,i.

This information allows us to complete the proof of Theorem 4.22. Even in the

free group case, it is not known if the Andreadakis–Johnson filtration coincides with

the lower central series of IAn or if there is an equivalent of Witt’s formula ([57],

Theorem 5.11) that gives the rank of Gc/Gc+1 in general. In the free group case,

Pettet and Satoh give descriptions of G1/G2, G2/G3 and G3/G4 [64, 66], and it is

known that G2 = γ2(IAn) and G3 is finite index in γ3(IAn) (see [64]). The proof that

γ2(IAn) = G2 goes as follows: one takes Magnus’ generating set for IAn and shows

that the generators map to linearly independent elements in the free abelian group

that is the image of the first Johnson homomorphism. It follows that the commutator

subgroup of IAn contains G2, the kernel of this map. As the terms in any central

series contain the respective terms of the lower central series, we know that G2 is

contained in [IAn, ian], and equality follows. We reprove a result of Day [27] that

gives a finite generating set MΓ of IA(AΓ), and show that γ2(IA(AΓ)) = G2 for a

general RAAG.

Theorem 4.23. The first Johnson homomorphism τ1 maps MΓ to a free generating

set of a subgroup of Hom(H1(AΓ), γ2(AΓ)/γ3(AΓ)). The abelianisation of IA(AΓ)

is isomorphic to the free abelian group on the set MΓ, and G2 is the commutator

subgroup of IA(AΓ).

The first part of this thesis uses mostly combinatorial methods (although, as

previously stated, we do use algebraic results whose proofs arise from techniques in

geometric group theory). In Part 2, we consider two more modern approaches to

automorphisms of free groups. Chapter 6 has a topological flavour, looking at how

Stallings’ folding algorithm gives a method of decomposing an element of Aut(Fn) as a

product of Whitehead automorphisms, and hence Nielsen automorphisms. This gives

a pictorial description of how such a decomposition occurs, via a sequence of folding
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operations on a graph with fundamental group Fn. This is in contrast with the more

combinatorial methods of Nielsen’s original proof that Aut(Fn) is finitely generated.

We use this algorithm to show that if Y is a subset of a generating set of Fn then the

subgroup Fix(Y ) of Aut(Fn) that fixes each element of Y is finitely generated. So

too is the subgroup Fixc(Y ) that fixes each element of Y up to conjugacy. (This can

also be proved using methods of McCool [59], though we feel that the proof using the

folding algorithm is more informative and intuitive.)

In Chapter 7 we look at the non-symmetric Lipschitz metric on Culler and Vogt-

mann’s Outer Space (written CVn.) Outer Space (introduced in [24]) is a finite

dimensional, contractible space on which Out(Fn) acts properly discontinuously with

finite stabilisers. This makes it a central tool in the study of Out(Fn). Previously,

much of the work on Outer Space has focused on its topological properties, but at-

tention has recently shifted to its metric properties.

Given a metric d on a space X, and an action of a group G on X by isometries,

a natural problem is to find which elements of G are elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic

with respect to this action. These terms are defined as follows: we start with the

displacement function D : G→ R≥0 given by

D(g) = inf{d(x, gx) : x ∈ X}.

An element g ∈ G is said to be elliptic if D(g) = 0 and the infimum is realised,

so that g fixes a point in X. We say that g is hyperbolic if D(g) > 0 and there

exists x ∈ X with d(x, gx) = D(g). We say that g is parabolic if D(g) is not realised

at a point in X, so that g is neither elliptic nor hyperbolic. We study the action

of Out(Fn) on CVn with the Lipschitz metric. We do not succeed in completely

classifying the elements of Out(Fn) with respect to this action: we do not yet have

a pleasing description of when an element with positive displacement is hyperbolic

or parabolic. However, we do determine the value of the displacement function for

an arbitrary element Φ ∈ Out(Fn). We show that D(Φ) is equal to three related

concepts: the asymptotic translation length of Φ, the exponential growth rate of Φ,

and the maximal Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue of a relative train track representative

of Φ. Definitions of these concepts are given in Chapter 7.

With this final result, we reach the end of a path that has taken us through selected

parts of a century of study on automorphisms of free groups, from the combinatorial

methods championed by Nielsen and Magnus, though the topological ideas introduced

by Whitehead and Stallings in the second half of the twentieth century, and ending at

the geometric approach to Outer Space that is still in development. We take pleasure
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in seeing a similar toolbox form for automorphisms of right-angled Artin groups:

we have a Nielsen type generating set thanks to Laurence [52] and Servatius [68], an

approach to Whitehead’s theory of peak reduction by Day [26], and for certain graphs

Charney, Crisp and Vogtmann [19] have defined a topological space that satisfies many

of the properties we’d like from an equivalent of Outer Space for Out(AΓ). We hope

to convince the reader that combining these three lines of thought will lead to new

results, and exciting new mathematics.
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Part I

Rigidity, IA automorphisms, and
central series
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Chapter 2

The lower central series of a
right-angled Artin group

One can often translate problems concerning Lie groups to the world of Lie algebras.

When we linearise a problem our life becomes much easier: we understand vector

spaces and their endomorphisms very well, and we may use our knowledge here to

give us information about the underlying Lie group. By analogy, given a discrete

group G, one may form a Lie Z–algebra by taking the direct sum
∑∞

i=1 γi(G)/γi+1(G),

where γi(G) is the ith term in the lower central series; the bracket operation is given by

taking commutators in G. In general, this Lie algebra may not give much information

about G, but if G is a free group the picture is very nice indeed. The Lie algebra one

attains is a free Lie algebra, and the structure theory of free Lie algebras not only

allows us to obtain information about free groups, but Aut(Fn) and Out(Fn) also.

This correspondence is well-known, and is covered in detail by Magnus in Chapter 5

of [57]. The aim of this chapter is to give a description of the analogous theory for

right-angled Artin groups. These results are not new, however we feel that a unified

summary of key parts of the papers of Duchamp, Krob, and Lalonde [31, 32, 50, 51, 48]

will make a useful reference.

We have attempted to make this work as self contained as possible. In particular,

we do not assume any results concerning free Lie algebras, which allows the theory

of free Lie algebras and the partially-commutative free Lie algebras studied here to

be developed in parallel. This comes at the cost of assuming certain facts about the

combinatorics of words in RAAGs. We feel that this is a reasonable trade-off.

This algebraic approach to the study of the lower central series of a RAAG has

much wider implications than the methods in this chapter might suggest. In Chapter 4

we shall use the structure of the lower central series to study IA(AΓ), and Linnell,

Okun, and Schick used the fact the RAAGs are residually torsion-free nilpotent (also
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shown by this theory) as part of their proof of the strong Atiyah conjecture for RAAGs

[53].

Let Γ be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Let ι and τ be the maps

that send an edge to its initial and terminal vertices respectively. We will work with

a fixed right-angled Artin group determined by Γ and defined like so:

AΓ = 〈v ∈ V |[ι(e), τ(e)] : e ∈ E〉.

We will assume Γ is finite with vertex set v1, . . . , vn.

This chapter is set out as follows: we start with a basic introduction to associative

algebras and Lie algebras and recount how, given a central series G = {Gi}∞i=1 of a

group, one can build a Lie algebra LG. This is a generalisation of the construction of

the Lie algebra associated to the lower central series mentioned before. It is functorial

in the sense that if you have two central filtrations G = {Gi} and H = {Hi} of groups

G and H respectively, and φ : G→ H is a homomorphism such that φ(Gi) ⊂ Hi for

all i, then there is an induced algebra homomorphism LG → LH.

In Section 2.3 we build up a host of partially-commutative objects associated to

a right-angled Artin group. Of central importance is the free partially-commutative

monoid M , which may be viewed as the monoid of positive elements in AΓ. We define

U to be the free Z–module on M . The module U inherits a graded algebra structure,

with the grading coming from word length in AΓ, and multiplication induced by

multiplication in AΓ. One can extend U to an algebra U∞ by allowing infinitely

many coefficients in a sequence of elements of M to be nonzero. U∞ behaves very

much like an algebra of formal power series. For instance, 1+vi is a unit in U∞, with

inverse

(1 + vi)
−1 = 1− vi + vi

2 − vi
3 + · · ·

and if we define U∗ to be the group of units of U∞, the mapping vi 7→ 1 + vi gives an

embedding

µ : AΓ → U∗,

called the Magnus map. We define a sequence of subsets D = {Di}∞i=1 of AΓ by saying

that g ∈ Di if and only if µ(g) is of the form:

µ(g) = 1 + (elements of U of degree ≥ i).

As U∞ can be treated like an algebra of formal power series, this allows us to show

that the sequence of subsets D has a particularly nice stucture. This is encapsulated

in the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.20. For all k, the set Dk is a subgroup of AΓ. These subgroups satisfy:

1. D is a central filtration of AΓ.

2. Dk+1 E Dk and Dk/Dk+1 is a finitely generated free abelian group.

3. γk(AΓ) ⊂ Dk.

As µ is injective, we have ∩∞k=1Dk = {1}, and this fact combined with properties

(1) and (2) imply that a right-angled Artin group is residually torsion-free nilpotent. If

C is the central filtration given by the lower central series, then property (3) implies

that we have a Lie algebra homomorphism LC → LD. We finish our study of the

Magnus map by using it to give a new proof of the normal form theorem for words

in right-angled Artin groups.

The free Z–module U has an associated Lie algebra L(U) consisting of the ele-

ments of U and bracket operation [a, b] = ab − ba. In Section 2.5, we study the Lie

subalgebra LΓ of L(U) generated by the set V = {v1, . . . ,vn} by looking at Lalonde’s

description of the partially commutative free Lie algebra determined by the graph Γ

[50, 51]. His construction goes as follows. One first defines a subset LE(M) ⊂ M

known as the set of Lyndon elements of M . These have a very rigid combinatorial

structure. In particular there is a way of assigning a bracketing to each Lyndon el-

ement; given a subset X = {x1, . . . , xn} of a Lie algebra L, this bracketing induces

a Z–module homomorphism φX : Z[LE(M)] → L. When X = V , the induced map

φV : Z[LE(M)]→ LΓ is an isomorphism. This gives a basis of LΓ as a free Z–module,

and allows us to give a universal defining property of LΓ:

Theorem 2.49. Let Γ be a graph with vertices v1, . . . , vn. Let L be a Lie algebra,

and suppose that X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a subset of L that satisfies:

[xi, xj] = 0 when vi and vj are connected by an edge in Γ.

Then there is a unique algebra homomorphism ψX : LΓ → L such that

ψX(vi) = xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

We use this in Section 2.6 to construct a chain of algebra homomorphisms

LΓ → LC → LD → LΓ

and show that the composition of the three maps is the identity on LΓ. In fact:
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Theorem 2.52. LΓ, LC, and LD are isomorphic as graded Lie algebras. Furthermore,

the central filtrations C and D are equal, so that γk(AΓ) = Dk for all k ≥ 1.

We are now able to use Lyndon elements and LΓ to describe the lower central

series of AΓ in more detail. For instance, Proposition 2.20 now implies:

Theorem 2.53. If k ∈ N, then γk(AΓ)/γk+1(AΓ) is free-abelian, and AΓ/γk(AΓ) is

torsion-free nilpotent.

A wonderful aspect of Magnus’ approach to the study of free groups is how nicely

the overall structure of his work translates to right-angled Artin groups. An avid

reader is encouraged to compare Section 2.4 of this chapter with Section 5.5 of [57].

The statements contained in this chapter are adapted to deal with the more general

setting of RAAGs, however very little work needs to be done in ensuring the proofs

then follow through as well.

2.1 Associative algebras, Lie algebras, and central

filtrations

An R–algebra is a (left) R–module A equipped with a bilinear map:

· : A× A→ A,

which we call multiplication. An R–algebra A is associative if multiplication is asso-

ciative: for all a, b, c ∈ A,

(a · b) · c = a · (b · c).

In this case we may ignore the brackets when multiplying elements. Furthermore we

will often write a · b as simply ab. We say that A is a Lie algebra if it satisfies the

following pair of identities:

a · a = 0 (2.1)

a · (b · c) + b · (c · a) + c · (a · b) = 0 (2.2)

Equation (2.2) is called the Jacobi identity. In this case, we usually call multipli-

cation the bracket operation, and write [a, b] rather than a · b. Given any associative

algebra A we may form a Lie algebra L(A) consisting of the elements of A with the

bracket operation

[a, b] = a · b− b · a.
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Given a subset S ⊂ A we define 〈S〉 to be the smallest subalgebra of A containing S.

We say that 〈S〉 is the subalgebra of A generated by S, and if 〈S〉 = A we say that S

generates A. We say that S is a basis of A if A is free as an R–module on the set S.

A map φ : A → B is an algebra homomorphism if φ respects multiplication and the

R–module structure of A and B. If S generates A then φ is uniquely determined by

where it sends S. If A and B are associative, then a morphism φ : A → B induces

a morphism L(φ) : L(A) → L(B) (L is a functor from the category of associative

algebras to the category of Lie algebras). If U and V are two subalgebras of A, define

the algebra U.V to be the linear span of the set {u.v : u ∈ U, v ∈ V }. We recursively

define Uk = U.Uk−1. We say that an algebra A is graded if there exist subspaces Ai

of A indexed by N such that A = ⊕∞i=0Ai and Ai.Aj ⊂ Ai+j for all i, j. If ⊕∞i=0Ai is a

grading of an associative algebra A, then ⊕∞i=0Ai is also a grading of the associated

Lie algebra L(A). A homomorphism φ : A→ B of algebras is graded if A and B are

graded and φ(Ai) ⊂ Bi for all i ∈ N.

2.2 Lie algebras from central filtrations

Let G be a group. Let G = {Gk}k≥1 be a sequence of subgroups of G such that for

all k, l:

(F1) G1 = G,

(F2) Gk+1 ≤ Gk,

(F3) [Gk, Gl] ⊂ Gk+l.

We say that G is a central filtration, or a central series of G. The above conditions

imply that Gk E G and Gk+1 E Gk for all k. The main construction in this section

is a Lie algebra LG built out of the consecutive quotients Gk/Gk+1 of G.

One example of a central filtration is γ(G) = {γk(G)}k≥1, the lower central series

of G. This is defined recursively by γ1(G) = G and γk+1(G) = [G, γk(G)]. Where it

is clear which group we are using, we shall simply write γk (or γ) rather than γk(G)

(or γ(G)). The lower central series is contained in all central filtrations of G:

Proposition 2.1. Let G = {Gk} be a central filtration of G. Then γk ⊂ Gk for all k.

Proof. We use induction on k. When k = 1 we have G = G1 = γ1. Thereafter, if

γk−1 ⊂ Gk−1 then γk = [γ1, γk−1] ⊂ [G1, Gk−1] ⊂ Gk by (F3).
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Central filtrations tell us about residual properties of groups. We say that a central

filtration G is separating if ∩∞k=1Gk = {1}. The following proposition encapsulates a

key observation that we shall use throughout this thesis:

Proposition 2.2. Suppose that G is a central filtration of G that is separating. Fur-

thermore, suppose that each consecutive quotient Gk/Gk+1 is free-abelian. Then:

(1) Gk is a normal subgroup of G.

(2) For all k the group G/Gk is torsion-free nilpotent.

(3) G is residually torsion-free nilpotent.

Proof. Part (1) is a general fact about central filtrations. By (F2) and (F3) if g ∈ G
and h ∈ Gk then ghg−1h−1 ∈ Gk+1 ⊂ Gk, therefore ghg−1 ∈ Gk and Gk is a normal

subgroup of G. Let H = {H1, H2, . . .} be the image of G in H = G/Gk. Then H is

a central filtration of H such that Hl = {1} for l ≥ k. By Proposition 2.1 we have

γk(H) ⊂ Hk, so γk(H) = {1} and H is nilpotent. Let gGk be a nontrivial element

of H. There exists l < k such that g ∈ Gl but g 6∈ Gl+1. As Gl/Gl+1 is free-abelian,

g has infinite order in Gl/Gl+1, and therefore has infinite order in Gl/Gk, which can

naturally be viewed as a subgroup of H. Hence H is torsion free. As G is separating,

for any nontrivial element g ∈ G we may find a k such that g 6∈ Gk, whence g is

nontrivial in G/Gk, and G is residually torsion-free nilpotent.

We shall provide a proof that γ is a central filtration in Proposition 2.5. We

first have to take a short detour to look at some commutator identities. We use the

convention that for x, y ∈ G we have [x, y] = xyx−1y−1, and for conjugation we write
yx = yxy−1.

Lemma 2.3. Let x, y, z be elements of G. Then the following identities hold:

yx = [x, y].y (2.3)

[xy, z] = [y, z]x .[x, z] = [x, [y, z]].[y, z].[x, z], (2.4)

[x, yz] = [x, y]. [x, z]y = [x, y].[y, [x, z]].[x, z], (2.5)

As well as the Witt–Hall identity:

[[x, y], zy ].[[y, z], xz ].[[z, x], yx ] = 1.
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The reader should be aware that the above equations are different to those that

occur in many group theory text books; the commutation and conjugation conventions

we use are set up for left, rather than right, actions. The Witt–Hall identity implies

the following ‘3 subgroup’ theorem:

Theorem 2.4 (Hall, 1933). Let X, Y and Z be three normal subgroups of G. Then

[[X, Y ], Z] ⊂ [[Y, Z], X].[[Z,X], Y ]

Proof. If x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z, then as X and Y are normal, we have xz ∈ X and

yx ∈ Y . The Witt–Hall identity implies that [[x, y], zy ] ∈ [[Y, Z], X].[[Z,X], Y ]. As

Z is a normal subgroup of G we may replace z with y−1zy to show that [[x, y], z] ∈
[[Y, Z], X].[[Z,X], Y ], and the result follows.

We may now prove the previously promised result:

Proposition 2.5. The lower central series is a central filtration of G.

Proof. (F1) holds by definition of the lower central series. For (F2), a simple induction

argument shows that γk E G, therefore if x ∈ G and y ∈ γk we have [x, y] = yx .y−1 ∈
γk. As γk+1 is generated by elements of this form, γk+1 ≤ γk, and (F2) also holds.

We are left to show that

[γk, γl] ⊂ γk+l

for all k, l. We allow l to vary and proceed by induction on k. Note that [γ1, γl] = γl+1

by definition. For the inductive step, suppose that [γk−1, γl] = [γl, γk−1] ⊂ γk+l−1 for

all l. Then by Theorem 2.4:

[γk, γl] = [[γ1, γk−1], γl]

⊂ [[γk−1, γl], γ1].[[γl, γ1], γk−1]

⊂ [γk+l−1, γ1].[γl+1, γk−1]

⊂ γk+l.

Hence the lower central series satisfies (F1), (F2), and (F3) and is a central filtration

of G.

Now let G = {Gi}i≥1 be any central filtration of G. Let LG,i = Gi/Gi+1. As

[Gi, Gi] ⊂ G2i ⊂ Gi+1 each LG,i is an abelian group, therefore we can form a Z–

module LG = ⊕∞i=1LG,i. Any element in LG is of the form
∑

i xiGi+1, where each

xi ∈ Gi and only finitely many xi are not equal to the identity. As we are in the
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abelian setting, when there is no danger of confusion we will switch between additive

and multiplicative notation. For instance, kxiGi+1 = xkiGi+1, and xiGi+1 − yiGi+1 =

xiy
−1
i Gi+1 in LG. We write

x = y mod Gi

if xGi = yGi.

Proposition 2.6. The bracket operation

[
∑
i

xiGi+1,
∑
j

yjGj+1] =
∑
i,j

[xi, yj]Gi+j+1

gives LG the structure of a graded Lie Z–algebra.

Proof. We need to show that the bracket operation is well-defined, bilinear, and

satisfies the Lie algebra axioms (2.1) and (2.2) from Section 2.1. First note that if

x ∈ γi, y ∈ Gj and z ∈ Gi+1 then [x, [z, y]] ∈ G2i+j+1 and [z, y] ∈ Gi+j+1. Therefore

by Equation (2.4) of Lemma 2.3, we have

[xz, y] = [x, [z, y]].[z, y].[x, y]

= [x, y] mod Gi+j+1.

Hence the choice of coset representatives in the left hand side of the product does

not affect the bracket operation. Similarly, Equation (2.5) shows that the choice of

coset representatives in the right hand side of the bracket does not affect the bracket

operation, so the bracket operation is well-defined. We may also use Equation (2.4)

to show that if x, y ∈ Gi and z ∈ Gj then

[xy, z] = [x, z] + [y, z] mod Gi+j+1,

which gives linearity of the bracket operation in the left hand side. Linearity in the

right hand side follows in the same way. For the first of the Lie algebra axioms:

[
∑
i

xiGi+1,
∑
j

xjGj+1] =
∑
i,j

[xi, xj]Gi+j+1

=
∑
i

[xi, xi]G2i+1 +
∑
i 6=j

([xi, xj] + [xj, xi])Gi+j+1

= 0,

as [xi, xi] = 1 and [xi, xj] = [xj, xi]
−1 for all i, j. To prove the Jacobi identity, we first

note that if x ∈ Gi, y ∈ Gj and z ∈ Gk then

[[x, y], zy ] = [[x, y], [y, z]z] by (2.3)

= [[x, y], [y, z]].[[y, z], [[x, y], z]].[[x, y], z] by (2.5)

= [[x, y], z] mod Gi+j+k+1,
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and similarly we have:

[[y, z], xz ] = [[y, z], x] mod Gi+j+k+1

[[z, x], yx ] = [[z, x], y] mod Gi+j+k+1.

The Witt–Hall identity of Lemma 2.3 then implies that

[[x, y], z] + [[y, z], x] + [[z, x], y] = 0 mod Gi+j+k+1,

and the Jacobi identity for a general triple of elements in LG follows.

The identities (2.4) and (2.5) imply that if G has a generating set {x1, . . . , xn}
then any consecutive quotient γk(G)/γk+1(G) of terms in the lower central series is

generated by elements of the form [xi1 , [xi2 , [· · · [xik−1
, xik ] · · · ]]].γk+1(G). In particular:

Proposition 2.7. If G is generated by {x1, . . . , xn} then Lγ(G) is generated by the

set {x1γ1(G), . . . , xnγ1(G)}.

We finish this section with a useful observation:

Proposition 2.8. Let G = {Gi} and H = {Hi} be central filtrations of groups G and

H respectively. Let φ : G → H be a homomorphism such that φ(Gi) ⊂ φ(Hi) for all

i ∈ N. Then φ induces a graded Lie algebra homomorphism Φ : LG → LH.

Proof. Define Φ(
∑

i xiGi+1) =
∑

i φ(xi)Hi+1. As φ(Gi) ⊂ Hi, this map is well-

defined, and the fact that φ is a homomorphism ensures that the map Φ is a graded

algebra homomorphism.

2.3 The cast

In this section we introduce a host of partially-commutative structures associated

with AΓ.

2.3.1 The monoid MΓ and algebra UΓ

Let W (V ) be the set of (positive) words in {v1, . . . , vn}. The empty word is denoted

by ∅ or 1. We write |w| to denote the length of a word in W (V ). We define ‖w‖,
the multidegree of a word w = ve1p1

· · · vekpk to be the element of Nr with ith coordinate

given by ∑
pj=i

ej.
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If w,w′ ∈ W (V ), we write w ↔ w′ if there exist w1, w2 ∈ W (V ) and vi, vj ∈ AΓ such

that [vi, vj] = 1 and

w = w1vivjw2

w′ = w1vjviw2.

We then define an equivalence relation on W (V ) by saying that w ∼ w′ if there exist

w1, . . . , wn ∈ W (V ) such that

w = w1 ↔ w2 ↔ · · · ↔ wn = w′.

Let MΓ = W (V )/ ∼. Let w be the equivalence class of w under the equivalence

relation ∼ . If w1 ∼ w′1 and w2 ∼ w′2 then w1w2 ∼ w′1w
′
2, therefore multiplication

of words in W (V ) descends to a multiplication operation on MΓ, with an identity

element given by the equivalence class of the empty word. Similarly, if w ∼ w′ then

|w| = |w′| and ‖w‖ = ‖w′‖, so we may define the length and multidegree of an element

m ∈MΓ to be the respective length and multidegree of a word in W (V ) representing

m. Length and multidegree are additive with respect to multiplication, so that if

m1,m2 ∈MΓ we have:

|m1.m2| = |m1|+ |m2|

‖m1.m2‖ = ‖m1‖+ ‖m2‖

This gives the free Z–module on MΓ a graded algebra structure in the following

way:

Proposition 2.9. Let UΓ be the free Z–module with a basis given by elements of

MΓ. Let UΓ,i be the submodule of UΓ spanned by the elements of MΓ of length i.

Then UΓ = ⊕∞i=0UΓ,i , and multiplication in MΓ gives UΓ the structure of a graded

associative Z–algebra.

As we will be keeping the graph Γ fixed throughout this chapter, we will refer

to MΓ as M , UΓ simply as U , and a graded piece as Ui rather than UΓ,i. We will

distinguish elements of U from AΓ by writing positive words in {v1, . . . ,vn} rather

than {v1, . . . , vn}.
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2.3.2 U∞, an ideal X, and the group of units U ∗

Let U∞ be the algebra extending U by allowing infinitely many coefficients of a

sequence of positive elements to be non-zero. Any element of U∞ can be written

uniquely as a power series a =
∑∞

i=0 ai, where ai is an element of Ui. We say that ai

is the homogeneous part of a of degree i, and a0 is the constant term of a. Each ai is

a linear sum of elements of Mi, so is of the form ai =
∑

m∈Mi
λmm, where λm ∈ Z. If

a =
∑∞

i=0 ai and b =
∑∞

i=0 bi then the homogeneous part of a.b of degree i is

ci =
i∑

j=0

ajbi−j.

If a(0), a(1), a(2), . . . is a sequence of elements of U∞, then the sum
∑∞

j=0 a
(j) does

not always make sense. However, if the set

Si = {j : a
(j)
i 6= 0}

is finite for all i we define
∑∞

j=0 a
(j) to be the element of U∞ with homogeneous part

of degree i equal to ∑
j∈Si

a
(j)
i .

Let X be the ideal of U∞ generated by v1, . . . ,vn. Alternatively, X is the set of

elements of U∞ with a trivial constant term. In a similar fashion, Xk is the ideal of

U∞ containing all elements a ∈ U∞ such that ai = 0 for all i < k.

Let U∗ be the group of units of U∞. One can show (cf. Proposition 2.11) that

a ∈ U∗ if and only if a = ±1 + x for some x ∈ X. Note that this is much larger

than the group of units of U : there is an embedding of AΓ into U∗ called the Magnus

morphism, or Magnus map (Proposition 2.13).

2.4 The Magnus map

To make U∞ easier to work with, we would like to treat it as a (noncommutative)

polynomial algebra. Specifically, we would like to have an idea of ‘substitution’ of

elements of U∞ ‘into other elements of U∞’. For instance, given a positive word

w = vp1 . . . vpk in W (V ) and Q1, . . . , Qn in U∞ we may define w(Q1, . . . , Qn) =

Qp1 . . . Qpk ∈ U∞. Suppose that Q1, . . . , Qn satisfy

QiQj = QjQi for all i, j such that [vi, vj] = 1. (2.6)
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If w and w′ are words such that w ↔ w′ then

w(Q1, . . . , Qn) = w′(Q1, . . . , Qn).

It follows that if w and w′ represent the same element of M , the above equality also

holds. Therefore we may define m(Q1, . . . , Qn) = w(Q1, . . . , Qn), where w is any word

in the equivalence class m. This definition respects multiplication in M , so that for

m1,m2 ∈M we have:

m1(Q1, . . . , Qn)m2(Q1, . . . , Qn) = m1m2(Q1, . . . , Qn). (2.7)

We can’t quite substitute variables in any element of U∞ with this level of gener-

ality; for example it is not possible to set x = 1 in

1 + x+ x2 + x3 + · · · .

However, as long as Q1, . . . , Qn have a trivial constant part (in other words they all

lie in the ideal X) this problem does not occur.

Proposition 2.10. Let Q1, . . . , Qn be elements of X which satisfy condition (2.6).

Then the mapping

vi 7→ Qi

may be extended to an algebra morphism φ : U∞ → U∞.

Proof. Let a =
∑∞

i=0 ai, with ai =
∑

m∈Mi
λmm. We define:

φ(ai) =
∑
m∈Mi

λmm(Q1, . . . , Qn).

If |m| = i then as Qj ∈ X for all j, it follows that m(Q1, . . . , Qn) lies in X i. Therefore

the smallest nonzero homogeneous part of φ(ai) is of degree at least i. Hence the sum

φ(a) =
∑∞

i=1 φ(ai) is well defined. It is clear from the definition that φ is well-behaved

under addition and scalar multiplication. Equation (2.7) tells us that φ also behaves

well under multiplication, and is an algebra homomorphism.

Such substitutions make our life much easier while working in U∞; this is exem-

plified by the following three propositions:

Proposition 2.11. If a is of the form a = 1 +
∑∞

i=1 ai, then a ∈ U∗ and

a−1 = 1− (a1 + a2 + · · · ) + (a1 + a2 + · · · )2 − . . . = 1 +
∞∑
i=1

ci.

Here c1 = −a1 and ci = −
∑i−1

j=0 cjai−j = −
∑i

j=1 ajci−j recursively.
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Proof. One first checks that if a = 1 + vi then the element a−1 = 1− vi + vi
2 − · · ·

satisfies a.a−1 = a−1.a = 1. We then attain the general formula for an element

of the form a = 1 + x with x ∈ X by applying the algebra homomorphism given

by Proposition 2.10 under the mapping vi 7→ x for all i. The recursive formula is

obtained by equating homogeneous parts in the equation a−1.a = a.a−1 = 1.

Proposition 2.12. Let x, y ∈ X. Then the following formulas hold:

(1 + x)(1 + y)(1 + x)−1 = 1 + y + (xy − yx)
∞∑
i=0

(−1)ixi, (2.8)

(1 + x)(1 + y)(1 + x)−1(1 + y)−1 = 1 + (xy − yx)
∞∑

i,j=0

(−1)i+jxiyj. (2.9)

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.11, we first note that these identities hold for

x = vi and y = vj for any i and j. For the general case, we wish to apply Proposition

2.10. If xy = yx then we may pick any i and j and study the algebra homomorphism

induced by the mappings vi 7→ x, vj 7→ y, and vk 7→ 0 when k 6= i, j. If xy 6= yx

then in particular AΓ is not abelian: in this case pick vertices vi and vj such that

[vi, vj] 6= 1, and use the same map as above.

Proposition 2.13. The mapping vi 7→ 1+vi induces a homomorphism µ : AΓ → U∗.

Proof. The mapping vi 7→ 1 + vi induces a homomorphism µ : F (V )→ U∗ from the

free group on the set V . If [vi, vj] = 1 in AΓ then vivj−vjvi = 0 in U∞, therefore by

Equation (2.9), relations in the standard presentation of AΓ are sent to the identity

in U∗, and µ descends to a homomorphism µ : AΓ → U∗.

The homomorphism µ is called the Magnus map, and is the central object of study

in this section. Our first task is to gain some understanding of the image of a generic

element of AΓ under µ.

Definition 2.14. We say that an element m ∈ M is square-free if for all words

w ∈ W (V ) representing m there exists no element v ∈ V (Γ) such that vv occurs as a

subword of w.

We will now relate square-free elements of M to reduced words representing ele-

ments of AΓ. (Note that our words representing elements of AΓ are in W (V ∪ V −1)

rather than just W (V )).

Definition 2.15. Let g ∈ AΓ and suppose that w = ve1p1
· · · vekpk is a word representing

g with ei ∈ Z. We say that w is fully reduced if ei 6= 0 for all i and for all i, j such

that vpi = vpj there exists i < l < j such that [vpi , vpl ] 6= 1.
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We define three moves on the set a words of the form w = ve1p1
· · · vekpk :

(M1) Remove veipi if ei = 0.

(M2) Replace the subword veipiv
ei+1
pi+1

with vei+ei+1
pi

if pi = pi+1.

(M3) Replace the subword veipiv
ei+1
pi+1

with vei+1
pi+1

veipi if [vpi , vpi+1
] = 1.

Given any word w representing g we may find a fully reduced representative of g

by applying a sequence of moves of the form (M1), (M2), and (M3). Moves of type

(M3) are called swaps. If w = ve1p1
ve2p2
· · · vekpk is fully reduced then vp1vp2 · · ·vpk

is

square-free. The following key lemma shows that we can find this square-free form in

the kth homogeneous part of µ(g). We will use µ(g)i to denote the ith homogeneous

part of µ(g).

Lemma 2.16. Let g be a nontrivial element of AΓ. There exists k ∈ N such that k

is the largest integer such that there is a square-free element m ∈ Mk with nonzero

coefficient λm in the decomposition of µ(g)k. This element is unique. Furthermore,

if ve1p1
ve2p2
· · · velpl is a fully reduced representative of g then l = k, vp1 · · ·vpl

= m, and

e1 · · · el = λm.

Proof. By an induction argument on ei , we have

µ(veipi) = 1 + eivpi
+ v2

pi
ui

for some ui ∈ U∗. Therefore if ve1p1
ve2p2
· · · vekpk is a fully reduced representative of g, we

have:

µ(g) = µ(ve1p1
)µ(ve2p2

) · · ·µ(vekpk)

= (1 + e1vp1 + v2
p1
u1)(1 + e2vp2 + v2

p2
u2) · · · (1 + ekvpk

+ v2
pk
uk).

In this expansion we see that any positive element occurring with length greater

than k must contain v2
pi

as a subword for some i, and the only element of length k

without such a subword is m = vp1 · · ·vpk
, with coefficient λm = e1 · · · ek. As µ(g)

is independent of the choice of fully reduced representative of g, every fully reduced

representative vf1
q1
. . . vflql must satisfy l = k, with vq1 · · ·vql

= m and f1 · · · fl =

λm.

We have shown that for every nontrivial g ∈ AΓ there exists k > 0 such that µ(g)k

is nontrivial.

Corollary 2.17. The homomorphism µ : AΓ → U∗ is injective.
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We may now use µ to study the lower central series of AΓ.

Definition 2.18. Let g ∈ AΓ. We define the derivation δ(g) of g to be equal to

µ(g)k, where k is the smallest integer ≥ 1 such that µ(g)k 6= 0. If no such k exists,

then g = 1 and we define δ(g) = 0.

The derivation δ : AΓ → U satisfies the following properties:

Lemma 2.19. Let g, h ∈ AΓ and suppose that δ(g) = µ(g)k and δ(h) = µ(h)l.

1. For all integers N , δ(gN) = Nµ(g)k.

2. If k < l then δ(gh) = δ(hg) = µ(g)k.

3. If k = l and µ(g)k + µ(h)l 6= 0 then

δ(gh) = δ(hg) = µ(g)k + µ(h)l.

4. If k = l and µ(g)k + µ(h)l = 0 then either

gh = 1 or δ(gh) ∈ Xk+1.

5. If µ(g)kµ(h)l − µ(h)lµ(g)k 6= 0 then

δ([g, h]) = µ(g)kµ(h)l − µ(h)lµ(g)k.

6. If µ(g)kµ(h)l − µ(h)lµ(g)k = 0 then either

[g, h] = 0 or δ([g, h]) ∈ Xk+l+1.

Proof. Parts (2) , (3) and (4) follow from standard properties of multiplication in

U∞. Part (1) follows from part (3), an induction argument on N > 0, and induction

on N < 0. Parts (5) and (6) follow from Equation (2.9) in Proposition 2.12.

Let Dk = {g ∈ AΓ : µ(g)l = 0 if 0 < l < k}. Alternatively, Dk is the set of

elements g ∈ AΓ such that either g = 1 or δ(g) ∈ Xk.

Proposition 2.20. For all k, the set Dk is a subgroup of AΓ and these subgroups

satisfy:

1. D = {Di}∞i=1 is a central filtration of AΓ.

2. Dk/Dk+1 is a finitely generated free abelian group.
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3. γk(AΓ) ⊂ Dk.

Proof. Parts (2)–(4) of Lemma 2.19 imply that Dk is a subgroup of AΓ. By definition,

D1 = AΓ and Dk+1 ≤ Dk for all k. Also, if g ∈ Dk and h ∈ Dl, then [g, h] ∈ Dk+l

by parts (5) and (6) of Lemma 2.19. Therefore D = {Di} satisfies the requirements

(F1), (F2) and (F3) given in Section 2.2 and is a central filtration of AΓ. For part

(2), we define the map φ : Dk → Uk by defining φ(g) = µ(g)k. Equivalently:

φ(g) =

{
δ(g) if δ(g) = µ(g)k

0 otherwise, when δ(g) ∈ Xk+1.

Parts (2)–(4) of Lemma 2.19 imply that φ is a homomorphism to Uk, with kernel

Dk+1. Therefore the quotient group Dk/Dk+1 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Uk. As

Uk is a finitely generated free abelian group, so is Dk/Dk+1. Part (3) is satisfied for

all central filtrations of AΓ by Proposition 2.1.

As D is a central filtration of AΓ, we have γi(AΓ) ⊂ Di for all i, and as the Magnus

map is injective, ∩∞i=1Di = {1}. Hence we may apply Proposition 2.2 to the central

filtration D to obtain:

Theorem 2.21. The intersection ∩∞i=1γi(AΓ) = {1} and AΓ is residually torsion-free

nilpotent.

We finish this section with a proof of a normal form theorem for elements of

AΓ. This is reasonably well-known; Green’s thesis [39] contains a combinatorial proof

involving case-by-case analysis. Green’s work also extends more generally to graph

products of groups. We give a proof for RAAGs using the Magnus map. The first

step is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.16:

Proposition 2.22. Let g ∈ AΓ. Let w = ve1p1
· · · vekpk and w′ = vf1

q1
· · · vflql be two fully

reduced representatives of g. Then k = l.

In fact, we can prove something much more detailed:

Theorem 2.23. Let g ∈ AΓ. Let w = ve1p1
· · · vekpk and w′ = vf1

q1
· · · vfkqk be two fully

reduced representatives of g. Then we may obtain w from w′ by a sequence of swaps

(moves of the form veipiv
ei+1
pi+1 7→ v

ei+1
pi+1v

ei
pi

when [vpi , vpi+1
] = 1).

Proof. We proceed by induction on k. We first look at the element v−e1p1
g ∈ AΓ. Note

that ve2p2
· · · vekpk and v−e1p1

vf1
q1
· · · vfkqk are two representatives of v−e1p1

g, and the former
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representative is fully reduced. By Proposition 2.22 the latter cannot be fully reduced,

so there exists l such that ql = p1 and [vp1 , vqi ] = 1 for i ≤ l. If fl 6= e1, then

vf1
q1
· · · vfl−e1ql

· · · vfkqk

is a fully reduced representative of v−e1p1
g, however this also contradicts Proposition

2.22. Therefore e1 = fl, and after applying a sequence of swaps to w′ we may assume

that vp1 = vq1 and e1 = f1. By induction, ve2p2
· · · vekpk may be obtained from vf2

q2
· · · vfkqk

by a sequence of swaps, therefore w may be obtained from w′ by a sequence of

swaps.

Given g ∈ AΓ, let init(g) (respectively term(g)) be the set of vertices of Γ that can

occur as the initial (respectively terminal) letter of a fully reduced word representing

g. We say that g is positive if g = 1 or g can be written as a product ve11 · · · v
ek
k with

ei > 0 for all i. As any two fully reduced representatives may be obtained from each

other by a sequence of swaps, we have the following immediate corollaries:

Corollary 2.24. For any g ∈ AΓ r {1}, the sets init(g) and term(g) form cliques in

Γ : any pair of vertices in init(g) or term(g) commute.

Corollary 2.25. The monoid M is isomorphic to the set of positive elements of AΓ

under multiplication.

2.5 Lyndon elements of M

We will now study the Lie subalgebra of L(U) generated by the set {v1, . . . ,vn}. We

call this subalgebra LΓ. The approach is as follows: we first introduce a subset of M

called the set of Lyndon elements, LE(M). We describe a method for supplying each

Lyndon element with a bracketing. If L is a Lie algebra and X = {x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ L

then this bracketing induces a homomorphism (as Z–modules) φX : Z[LE(M)]→ L.

In the case that X = {v1, . . . ,vn} ⊂ LΓ we call this induced homomorphism `, and

show that ` is bijective. Thus we obtain a basis of LΓ in terms of bracketed Lyndon

elements. In general, if X ⊂ L satisfies

[xi, xj] = 0 if [vi, vj] = 1

then we will show that φX`
−1 : LΓ → L is an algebra homomorphism taking vi to xi.

This property will then be used in the next section to show that LΓ and the lower

central series algebra of AΓ are isomorphic.
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We deviate here from the approach in Magnus, and instead follow the paper of

Lalonde [50]. The analogous free group version is contained in Chapter 5 of [54], and

we must start in this world. We first define a lexicographic order on W (V ):

Definition 2.26. The lexicographic ordering on W (V ) is the unique total order <

on W (V ) that satisfies the following:

1. For any nonempty word w, we have ∅ < w.

2. If w1 and w2 are distinct nonempty words and x, y ∈ W (V ) such that w1 = vix

and w2 = vjy, then w1 < w2 if either

(a) i < j or:

(b) i = j and x < y.

In particular, ∅ < v1 < v2 < . . . < vn. We state two basic properties of this order:

Lemma 2.27. Let x, y, z ∈ W (V ).

• if y < z then xy < xz

• if |x| ≥ |y| and x < y then xz < yz

The above lemma remains valid if we replace all occurrences of strong inequalities

with weak inequalities. The natural projection π : W (V ) → M , when coupled with

the ordering of W (V ), gives us a way of choosing a representative in W (V ) for each

m ∈M :

Definition 2.28. Let m ∈ M . Then we define std(m) ∈ W (V ), the standard repre-

sentative of m to be the largest element of π−1{m} with respect to the lexicographic

order.

We then define a total order on M as follows: if a, b ∈M we say

a < b if and only if std(a) < std(b).

In view of Lemma 2.27, the following is true:

Lemma 2.29. Let a, b, c ∈M

• std(ab) ≥ std(a)std(b) ≥ std(a)

• If b < c then std(a)std(b) < std(a)std(c)

• If |a| ≥ |b| and a < b, then std(a)std(c) < std(b)std(c)
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2.5.1 Lyndon words

We now describe the notion of Lyndon words. These were first introduced by Chen,

Fox, and Lyndon in [23]. In this paper, the authors show that in the free group case,

the groups Dk introduced in the last section are equal to the terms of the lower central

series of Fn, and they give an algorithm to determine a presentation of a consecutive

quotient γk/γk+1 of the lower central series for any finitely presented group. This

algorithm is quite complicated, however we shall use the notion of Lyndon elements

in M , introduced by Lalonde in [50], to give a simple algorithm to describe γk/γk+1 in

an arbitrary right-angled Artin group. Chen, Fox, and Lyndon also relate coefficients

of elements in µ(g) to Fox derivatives. Unfortunately these have no natural analogue

in the partially commutative setting.

We say that w1 and w2 are conjugate in W (V ) if there exist x, y ∈ W (V ) such that

w1 = xy and w2 = yx. Alternatively, w1 and w2 are conjugate if they are conjugates

in the free group Fn in the usual sense, where W (V ) is viewed as a subset of Fn. The

conjugacy class of w in W (V ) is the set of all elements conjugate to w in W (V ). A

word w is primitive if there does not exist x, y ∈ W (V ) \ {∅} such that w = xy = yx.

Definition 2.30. w ∈ W (V ) is a Lyndon word if it is nontrivial, primitive and

minimal with respect to the lexicographic ordering in its conjugacy class.

Example 2.31. If V = {v1, v2, v3, v4} then vi is a Lyndon word for all i, and v1v2v1v3

and v1v1v2 are Lyndon words. v1v1 is not a Lyndon word as it is not primitive, and

v1v3v1v2 is not a Lyndon word as it is not minimal in its conjugacy class (v1v2v1v3

is).

There is an assortment of equivalent definitions of Lyndon words.

Theorem 2.32 ([23], Theorem 1.4). Let w ∈ W (V ). The following are equivalent:

1. w is a Lyndon word.

2. For all x, y ∈ W (V ) r {∅} such that w = xy , w < y.

3. Either w = vi for some i or there exist Lyndon words x and y with x < y such

that w = xy.

The third of these characterisations is particularly appealing, as it allows one to

build up a list of Lyndon words recursively.
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Example 2.33. If V = {v1, v2, v3}, then the Lyndon words of length less than or equal

to 3 are:

v1, v2, v3,

v1v2, v1v3, v2v3,

v1v1v2, v1v1v3, v1v2v3, v2v2v3, v1v2v2, v1v3v3, v2v3v3.

Note that the decomposition of a Lyndon word of length > 1 as a product of two

smaller Lyndon words assured to us by part (3) of Theorem 2.32 is not always unique.

In this example v1v2v3 may be decomposed as v1.v2v3 and v1v2.v3.

Figure 2.1: A small example graph Γ.

2.5.2 Lyndon elements

Lyndon elements are the natural generalisations of Lyndon words to the partially

commutative setting. Defining conjugation here is more tricky. We first say that two

elements m1,m2 of M are transposed if there exist x, y ∈ M such that m1 = xy and

m2 = yx. Unfortunately transposition is not an equivalence relation; if Γ is the graph

shown in Figure 2.1, then

v2v1v3 ↔trans. v1v3v2 = v1v2v3 ↔trans. v3v1v2,

however v3v1v2 cannot be obtained from v2v1v3 by a single transposition. We therefore

say two elements of M are conjugate if one can be obtained from the other by a

sequence of transpositions. Equivalently, two elements are conjugate in M if and

only if they are conjugate in AΓ in the group theoretic sense (when M is viewed as

a subset of AΓ). The set of all elements in M conjugate to m is its conjugacy class.

We say that m is primitive if there do not exist nontrivial x and y in M such that

m = xy = yx.

Definition 2.34. m ∈ M is a Lyndon element if it is nontrivial, primitive, and

minimal with respect to the ordering of M in its conjugacy class.
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Given g ∈ AΓ, we remind the reader that init(g) is the set of vertices that can

appear as the initial letter in reduced words representing g.

Proposition 2.35 ([48], Corollary 3.2). If m is a Lyndon element, then init(m) is

a single vertex.

Given m ∈ M , we say that vi ∈ ζ(m) if either vi ∈ supp(m) or there exists

vj ∈ supp(m) such that [vi, vj] 6= 1. Equivalently vi ∈ ζ(m) if and only if either

vi ∈ supp(m) or vim 6= mvi. In a similar fashion to Lyndon words, there is a selection

of equivalent definitions of Lyndon elements.

Theorem 2.36 ([48], Propositions 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7). Let m ∈M . The following are

equivalent.

1. m is a Lyndon element.

2. For all x, y ∈M r {1} such that m = xy , m < y.

3. Either |m| = 1 or there exist Lyndon elements x, y such that x < y, init(y) ∈
ζ(x) and m = xy.

4. std(m) is a Lyndon word.

Once again, the third part of the classification gives a simple recursive process for

writing down Lyndon elements.

Example 2.37. If Γ is the small example graph of Figure 2.1, then the Lyndon elements

of length ≤ 3 are:

v1, v2, v3

v1v2, v1v3

v1v1v2, v1v1v3, v1v2v2, v1v2v3, v1v3v3

The words given here are a subset of the set of Lyndon words on {v1, v2, v3}. So

for example, the element v2v3 does not appear in this list as v3 6∈ ζ(v2) = {v1, v2}.
As with Lyndon words, the decomposition of a Lyndon elements of length > 1 as a

product of Lyndon elements is not necessarily unique. In this example v1v2v3 has two

possible decompositions as v1v2.v3 and v1v3.v2.
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2.5.3 The standard factorisation of a Lyndon element

We now give each Lyndon element a unique ‘bracketing’. If m is a Lyndon element of

length greater than 1, there may exist many pairs of Lyndon elements x and y such

that m = xy. If y is minimal in the lexicographic ordering out of all such pairs, we

say that S(m) = (x, y) is the standard factorisation of m. The standard factorisation

behaves well with respect to standard decompositions:

Theorem 2.38 ([51], Proposition 2.1.10). If S(a) = (x, y) is the standard factorisa-

tion of a, then std(a) = std(x)std(y).

Note that if x, y are any two elements of M with x < y then std(x)std(y) is a

Lyndon word, and is strictly less than its nontrivial conjugates, hence

std(x)std(y) < std(y)std(x). (2.10)

We shall use this trick repeatedly in the work that follows. There is one final combi-

natorial fact we need before we can move on:

Theorem 2.39 ([51], Proposition 2.3.9). If a and b are Lyndon elements with a < b

and init(b) ∈ ζ(a), then S(ab) = (a, b) if and only if |a| = 1 or S(a) = (x, y) and

y ≥ b.

Example 2.40. We now have a recursive way of giving a bracketing to any Lyndon

element. Given m ∈ M , take its standard factorisation S(m) = (a, b), and de-

fine the bracketing on m to be equal to [[a], [b]], where [ ] denotes the bracketing

on a and b respectively. In our small example graph, the only interesting case is

std(v1v2v3) = v1v3v2 = std(v1v3)std(v2). We then obtain the following bracketing on

Lyndon elements of length 3:

[v1, [v1, v2]], [v1, [v1, v3]], [[v1, v2], v2], [[v1, v3], v2], [[v1, v3], v3].

2.5.4 A basis theorem for the algebra LΓ

Let LE(M) be the set of Lyndon elements of M . Let Z[LE(M)] be the free Z–module

with basis LE(M).

Definition 2.41. Let L be a Lie algebra, and let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a subset

of L. Let φX : Z[LE(M)] → L be the Z–module homomorphism defined recursively

as follows:

φX(vi) = xi for all i

φX(a) = [φX(x), φX(y)] if |a| > 1 and S(a) = (x, y).
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Example 2.42. Let LΓ be the Lie subalgebra of L(U) generated by the set V =

{v1, . . . ,vn}. We attain a Z–module homomorphism φV : Z[LE(M)] → LΓ. We

write φV = `. The map ` can be thought of as the bracketing procedure for Lyndon

elements described above.

The following technical lemma gives us a way of understanding the bracket oper-

ation in L(U).

Lemma 2.43. Suppose that f =
∑

b∈I αbb and g =
∑

c∈J βcc are two homogeneous

elements in U∞, so that |b| = |b′| for all b, b′ ∈ I and |c| = |c′| for all c ∈ J . Let x

be the minimal element in I with αx nonzero and y be the minimal element in J with

βy nonzero. Suppose that x and y are Lyndon elements, x < y and init(y) ∈ ζ(x), so

that xy is a Lyndon element. Then

• [f, g] is a homogeneous element of U∞ of degree |xy|;

• xy is the minimal element of M with nonzero coefficient in [f, g];

• The coefficient of xy in [f, g] is αxβy.

Furthermore, if f and g are homogeneous with respect to multidegree, so that ‖b‖ =

‖b′‖ for all b, b′ ∈ I and ‖c‖ = ‖c′‖ for all c, c′ ∈ J , then [f, g] is homogeneous with

respect to the multidegree ‖xy‖ .

Proof. We have:

[f, g] =
∑
b∈I

∑
c∈J

αbβc(bc− cb), (2.11)

where we may assume that b ≥ x and c ≥ y, and |bc| = |cb| = |xy|. If either b > x or

c > y then by Lemma 2.29:

std(bc) ≥ std(b)std(c)

> std(x)std(y)

= std(a).

By the identities in Lemma 2.29 and the identity (2.10) we also have:

std(cb) ≥ std(c)std(b)

≥ std(y)std(x)

> std(x)std(y)

= std(a).
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Hence cb > xy for all b ∈ I, c ∈ J and bc ≥ xy with equality if and only if b = x

and c = y, so the coefficient of a in the above sum is αxβy. The final remark about

homogeneity with respect to multidegree follows as if f and g are homogeneous with

respect to multidegree then ‖bc‖ = ‖cb‖ = ‖xy‖ for all b ∈ I and c ∈ J .

Proposition 2.44. For each a ∈ LE(M), there exists a subset I ⊂ M and a set of

nonzero integers {αb}b∈I indexed by I such that

`(a) =
∑
b∈I

αbb.

Furthermore, a ∈ I with αa = 1, and for all b ∈ I we have ‖b‖ = ‖a‖ and b ≥ a.

Proof. We proceed by induction on |a|. If |a| = 1 then `(a) = a and we are done.

Suppose that |a| > 1. Let S(a) = (x, y) be the standard decomposition of a. By our

inductive hypothesis we may write

`(x) =
∑
b∈I

αbb and `(y) =
∑
c∈J

βcc

with b ≥ x, c ≥ y and ‖b‖ = ‖x‖, ‖c‖ = ‖y‖ for all b ∈ I and c ∈ J . Furthermore we

may assume αx = βy = 1. As `(a) = [`(x), `(y)] the result follows from Lemma 2.43.

A consequence of the above theorem is that the image of LE(M) under ` forms a

linearly independent set.

Corollary 2.45. The map ` : Z[LE(M)]→ LΓ is injective.

We now go back to the more general situation.

Lemma 2.46. Let L be a Lie algebra, and suppose that X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a subset

of L that satisfies

[xi, xj] = 0 when [vi, vj] = 1.

Suppose that a is a Lyndon element of M , and vi ∈ V such that [vi, a] = 0 in U . If

φX is defined as in Definition 2.41, then

[φX(a), φX(vi)] = 0.
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Proof. We induct on the length of a. If a = vj for some j then [vi, vj] = 1. There-

fore [φX(a), φX(vi)] = [xj, xi] = 0. If |a| > 1 then S(a) = (x, y) for some x, y ∈
LE(M) such that [x,vj] = [y,vj] = 0. Therefore by induction [φX(vi), φX(x)] =

[φX(y), φX(vi)] = 0, and by the Jacobi identity in L:

[φX(a), φX(vi)] = [[φX(x), φX(y)], φX(vi)]

= −[[φX(vi), φX(x)], φX(y)]− [[φX(y), φX(vi)], φX(x)]

= −[0, φX(y)]− [0, φX(x)]

= 0.

What follows is the main technical theorem of this section, which will allow us to

extend the Z–module homomorphism φX to something that behaves well with respect

to brackets also.

Proposition 2.47. Let L be a Lie algebra, and suppose that X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a

subset of L that satisfies

[xi, xj] = 0 if [vi, vj] = 1.

Let φX be the homomorphism defined in Definition 2.41. Let a, b ∈ LE(M) be such

that a < b. Then there exists a subset Ia,b ⊂ LE(M) and a set of integers {αc}c∈Ia,b
indexed by Ia,b such that

[φX(a), φX(b)] =
∑
c∈Ia,b

αcφX(c).

Furthermore, each c ∈ Ia,b satisfies the following:

(B1) c < b,

(B2) std(c) ≥ std(a)std(b),

(B3) ‖c‖ = ‖ab‖,

and the sets Ia,b and {αc}c∈Ia,b are independent of L and X.

Proof. The first step is to define an order ≺ on the set of pairs (a, b) ∈ LE(M) ×
LE(M) satisfying a < b. We say (a, b) ≺ (a′, b′) if

• |ab| < |a′b′|, or

• |ab| = |a′b′| and std(a)std(b) > std(a′)std(b′), or

• std(a)std(b) = std(a′)std(b′) and b < b′.
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Note that the second criterion is possibly the reverse of what one might expect.

We shall prove Proposition 2.47 by using induction on the order given by ≺. We

drop the subscript of φX for the remainder of this proof. The base case is when

(a, b) = (vn−1, vn) and is trivial. The inductive step splits into two cases.

Case 1. init(b) ∈ ζ(a).

If |a| = 1, then Theorem 2.39 tells us S(ab) = (a, b), and [φ(a), φ(b)] = φ(ab) by

definition. Also, ab < b by part 2 of Theorem 2.36, and std(ab) ≥ std(a)std(b).

If |a| > 1, let S(a) = (x, y). This now splits into two subcases.

Subcase 1. y ≥ b. By Theorem 2.39, we have S(ab) = (a, b), and we are in

exactly the same situation as case 1.

Subcase 2. y < b We use the Jacobi identity in L:

[φ(a), φ(b)] = [[φ(x), φ(y)], φ(b)]

= −[[φ(b), φ(x)], φ(y)]− [[φ(y), φ(b)], φ(x)]

= [[φ(x), φ(b)], φ(y)] + [φ(x), [φ(y), φ(b)]]

We look at the two parts of this sum separately.

The [[φ(x), φ(b)], φ(y)] part:

Note that x < a < b, and |xb| < |ab|, so we have (x, b) ≺ (a, b). Therefore by

induction there exists a decomposition:

[φ(x), φ(b)] =
∑
c∈Ix,b

αcφ(c)

with each c satisfying (B1)–(B3) with respect to (x, b). Then for each c, if y < c then

std(y)std(c) ≥ std(y)std(x)std(b) by (B3)

> std(x)std(y)std(b) by (2.10)

= std(a)std(b),

so that (y, c) ≺ (a, b). If y = c then [φ(y), φ(c)] = 0. If c < y then as std(c) ≥
std(x)std(b) and std(y) < std(b) we have:

std(c)std(y) ≥ std(x)std(b)std(y)

> std(x)std(y)std(b)

= std(a)std(b),
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so that (c, y) ≺ (a, b). In any case, by induction there exists a decomposition:

[φ(c), φ(y)] =
∑
d∈Ic,y

βdφ(d)

with each d satisfying (B1)–(B3) with respect to either (y, c) or (c, y). As the c

here satisfies (B1)–(B3) with respect to (x, b) one can check that each d also satisfies

(B1)–(B3) with respect to (a, b) and we have the required decomposition:

[[φ(x), φ(b)], φ(y)] =
∑
c∈Ix,b

∑
d∈Ic,y

αcβdφ(d).

The [φ(x), [φ(y), φ(b)]] part:

Since y < b and |yb| < |ab| there exists a decomposition [φ(y), φ(b)] =
∑

c∈Iy,b αcc

with each c satisfying (B1)–(B3) with respect to (y, b). Also for each c we have

std(c) ≥ std(y)std(b)

≥ std(y)

> std(x),

so that x < c and

std(x)std(c) ≥ std(x)std(y)std(b)

= std(a)std(b).

Hence (x, c) ≺ (a, b), and by induction we have the decomposition

[φ(x), φ(c)] =
∑
d∈Ix,c

βdφ(d)

with each d satisfying (B1)–(B3) with respect to (x, c). As c < b and std(x)std(c) ≥
std(a)std(b) each d also satisfies (B1)–(B3) with respect to (a, b). This gives our

required decomposition

[φ(x), [φ(y), φ(b)]] =
∑
c∈Iy,b

∑
d∈Ix,c

αcβdφ(d)

Adding the above two parts gives the required decomposition of [φ(a), φ(b)], and

finishes the inductive step in this first case.

Case 2. init(b) 6∈ ζ(a).
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If |b| = 1 then [φ(a), φ(b)] = 0 by Lemma 2.46, and we are done. If |b| > 1, then

we write S(b) = (x, y). By the Jacobi identity in L:

[φ(a), φ(b)] = [φ(a), [φ(x), φ(y)]]

= −[φ(x), [φ(a), φ(y)]]− [φ(y), [φ(x), φ(a)]]

= [[φ(a), φ(y)], φ(x)]− [[φ(a), φ(x)], φ(y)].

Again we look at the two separate parts in this sum. First, [[φ(a), φ(y)], φ(x)]. As

(a, y) ≺ (a, b) by induction there exists a decomposition

[φ(a), φ(y)] =
∑
c∈Ia,y

αcφ(c),

with each c satisfying (B1)–(B3) with respect to (a, y). We would like to show that

c < x and (c, x) ≺ (a, b). Note that the smallest letter (with respect to the ordering

v1 < v2 < · · · < vn) of any Lyndon word must be its initial letter, otherwise there

would be a conjugate of that word that is smaller with respect to the ordering of M .

Let inf(g) denote the smallest letter in supp(g) for any g ∈ M . As ‖c‖ = ‖ay‖, we

have:

init(c) = inf(c) = inf(ay) ≤ inf(a) = init(a) < init(b) = init(x).

The strict inequality holds in the above as a < b and init(a) 6= init(b) because

init(b) 6∈ ζ(a). Hence c < x, and

std(c)std(x) ≥ std(a)std(y)std(x)

> std(a)std(x)std(y)

= std(a)std(b)

Therefore (c, x) ≺ (a, b), and there is a decomposition

[φ(c), φ(x)] =
∑
d∈Ic,x

βdφ(d),

with each d satisfying the required (B1)–(B3) with respect to (c, x). Once again

it is not hard to check that d also satisfies (B1)–(B3) with respect to (a, b). For

[[φ(a), φ(x)], φ(y)] the same methods apply as before and we will spare the reader any

further details.

This completes the induction proof. The only part we have not covered is the fact

that the sets Ia,b and {αc}c∈Ia,b are independent of X and L, however this is clear as

we did not need use our choice of L or X at any point in the proof.
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Proposition 2.47 implies that that the image of ` in LΓ is closed under the bracket

operation, so is a subalgebra of LΓ. As LΓ is the smallest subalgebra of L(U) con-

taining {v1, . . . ,vn}, and this set is in the image of `, this means that ` is surjective.

We have shown in Corollary 2.45 that ` is also injective.

Corollary 2.48. The map ` : Z[LE(M)]→ LΓ is bijective.

For our toils, we can now show that LΓ satisfies the following universal property:

Theorem 2.49. Let Γ be a graph with vertices v1, . . . , vn. Let L be a Lie algebra,

and suppose that X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a subset of L that satisfies:

[xi, xj] = 0 when vi and vj are connected by an edge in Γ.

Then there is a unique algebra homomorphism ψX : LΓ → L such that

ψX(vi) = xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

Proof. As LΓ is generated by V , if such a map exists then it is unique. Let ψX =

φX`
−1. As ψX is a Z–module morphism, we only need to check the bracket operation

on the basis `(LE(M)) of LΓ. Let a, b ∈ LE(M) and without loss of generality

suppose that a < b. By Proposition 2.47 there exists I ⊂ LE(M) and a set of

integers {αc}c∈I such that

[`(a), `(b)] =
∑
c∈I

αc`(c)

and [φX(a), φX(b)] =
∑
c∈I

αcφX(c).

Therefore

ψX([`(a), `(b)]) = ψX(
∑
c∈I

αc`(c))

=
∑
c∈I

αcψX`(c)

=
∑
c∈I

αcφX(c)

= [φX(a), φX(b)]

= [ψX(`(a)), ψX(`(b))].
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2.6 An isomorphism between LΓ and the LCS al-

gebra of AΓ

The algebra LΓ inherits a grading from L(U) by letting LΓ,i = LΓ ∩ L(U)i. We note

that

LΓ,i = 〈`(a) : a ∈ LE(M), |a| = i〉.

Previously we defined C and D to be the linear filtrations of AΓ given by the lower

central series, and the central series {Di} given in section 2.4 respectively.

Lemma 2.50. Let X = {viγ1(AΓ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊂ LC. The algebra homomorphism

ψX : LΓ → LC given by Theorem 2.49 respects the gradings of LΓ and LC.

Proof. We show that ψX(LΓ,k) ⊂ LC,k by induction on k. As ψX(vi) = viγ1(AΓ),

and LΓ,1 is spanned by {v1, . . . ,vn}, the case k = 1 holds. For the inductive step,

pick a ∈ LE(M) such that |a| = k. Let S(a) = (b, c) be the standard decomposition

of a, with |b| = i, |c| = j, and i + j = k. Then by induction ψX(`(b)) ∈ LC,i and

ψX(c) ∈ LC,j, hence

ψX(`(a)) = [ψX(`(b)), ψX(`(c))] ∈ LC,i+j = LC,k.

By Proposition 2.20 we know that γk(AΓ) ⊂ Dk for all k. Hence by Proposition 2.8

the identity map AΓ → AΓ induces a graded algebra homomorphism α : LC → LD.

Lemma 2.51. The mapping gDk+1 7→ µ(g)k induces a graded algebra homomorphism

β : LD → L(U).

Proof. The group Dk+1 is the kernel of the homomorphism Dk → Uk given by g 7→
µ(g)k. Therefore the induced map β : LD → L(U) is well-defined. As µ(g)k ∈ L(U)k,

this map also respects gradings. The fact that β is a homomorphism is implied by

parts (1), (5) and (6) of Lemma 2.19.

We now have a chain of graded algebra homomorphisms

LΓ
ψX−−→ LC

α−→ LD
β−→ L(U),

which allows us to prove the main theorem of this chapter.

Theorem 2.52. LΓ, LC, and LD are isomorphic as graded Lie algebras. Furthermore,

the central filtrations C and D are equal, so that γk(AΓ) = Dk for all k ≥ 1.
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Proof. We start by calculating the image of {v1, . . . ,vn} under βαψX . We have

βαψX(vi) = βα(viγ1(AΓ))

= β(viD1)

= µ(vi)1

= vi.

Therefore the image of βαψX is LΓ, and as βαψX takes the generators to them-

selves, it is the identity map on LΓ. In particular, ψX must be injective. By Proposi-

tion 2.7, the algebra LC is generated by the set X, hence ψX is also surjective, and is

an isomorphism. We now know that LC and LΓ are isomorphic as graded Lie algebras.

Then βα maps LC isomorphically onto LΓ, so the map α is also injective. Looking at

each graded piece, each homomorphism

γk(AΓ)/γk+1(AΓ)
αk−→ Dk/Dk+1

is injective. We shall use this to show that γk(AΓ) = Dk by induction on k, and this

will complete the proof of the main theorem. Note that D1 = γ1(AΓ) by definition.

Suppose that γk(AΓ) = Dk. Then αk is also surjective, so is an isomorphism. If

g ∈ Dk = γk(AΓ), then

g ∈ Dk+1 ⇐⇒ gDk+1 = 1 in Dk/Dk+1

⇐⇒ α−1
k (gDk+1) = 1 in γk(AΓ)/γk+1(AΓ)

⇐⇒ gγk+1(AΓ) = 1 in γk(AΓ)/γk+1(AΓ)

⇐⇒ g ∈ γk+1(AΓ).

Hence γk+1(AΓ) = Dk+1.

We conclude with an important consequence of Theorem 2.52 and Proposition

2.20:

Theorem 2.53. If k ∈ N, then γk(AΓ)/γk+1(AΓ) is free-abelian, and AΓ/γk(AΓ) is

torsion-free nilpotent.

Example 2.54. Let Γ be the small example graph given in Figure 1. We have already

worked out the bracketing of Lyndon elements of length 3 in example 2.40. The

isomorphism given in Theorem 2.52 tells us that γ3(AΓ)/γ4(AΓ) is freely generated

by [v1, [v1, v2]]γ4(AΓ), [v1, [v1, v3]]γ4(AΓ), [[v1, v2], v2]γ4(AΓ), [[v1, v3], v2]γ4(AΓ), and

[[v1, v3], v3]γ4(AΓ).
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2.7 More information on the structure of the LCS

algebra

In Chapter 4 we shall use the structure of LC to study IA(AΓ). The relevant proofs

are contained in this section.

Proposition 2.55. The free abelian group LC,2 = γ2(AΓ)/γ3(AΓ) has a basis given

by the set S = {[vi, vj]γ3(AΓ) : i < j, [vi, vj] 6= 0}.

Proof. By Theorem 2.52 we know that LC,2 is freely generated by the image of the

elements of AΓ obtained by taking the Lyndon elements of M of length 2 with their

unique bracketing. The Lyndon elements of M of length 2 are exactly the elements

of the form vivj with i < j and [vi, vj] 6= 1 and have a unique bracketing [vi, vj].

We shall use Proposition 2.55 in Chapter 4 to describe the abelianisation of

IA(AΓ). We also want to understand the centre of LC and some associated struc-

tures. We use Z( ) to denote the centre of a Lie algebra. The following theorem is

similar to Exercise 3.3 in Chapter 2 of [16].

Theorem 2.56. Suppose that Z(AΓ) = 1. Let p and c be positive integers. Then

Z(LC) = Z((Z/pZ) ⊗Z LC) = 0 and Z(LC/ ⊕i>c LC,i) is the image of LC,c under the

quotient map LC → LC/⊕i>c LC,i.

Proof. As LC and LΓ are isomorphic as graded algebras, we may work in LΓ. Let

f =
∑

ai∈Ui
ai be a nontrivial element of LΓ. Let j be the smallest integer such that

aj 6= 0, and suppose that aj =
∑

b∈I αbb, where I ⊂ Mj. Let x be the minimal

element of I with nonzero coefficient. As f ∈ LΓ, we know that aj is a sum of

bracketed Lyndon elements, and therefore by Proposition 2.44 we know that x is a

Lyndon element. As Z(AΓ) 6= 0, there exists a vertex v such that [v, init(x)] 6= 1,

so that v ∈ ζ(x) and init(x) ∈ ζ(v). Either v < x or x < v. Without loss of

generality, assume the former. Then by Lemma 2.43 vx is the minimal element in

the decomposition of [v, aj] with coefficient αx. As the bracket operation respects

degrees, vx has coefficient αx in the decomposition of [v, f ]. Hence [v, f ] 6= 0 and

Z(LΓ) = 0. If f is nonzero in Z((Z/pZ)⊗ZLΓ) we may assume that p does not divide

αx so that [v, f ] is nonzero in (Z/pZ) ⊗Z LΓ. Hence Z(Z/pZ ⊗Z LΓ) = 0. Finally,

if f nonzero in LΓ/ ⊕k>c LΓ,k and not in the image of LΓ,c then j < c and |vx| ≤ c.

Hence f is not in Z(LΓ/ ⊕k>c LΓ,k) and therefore Z(LΓ/ ⊕k>c LΓ,k) is the image of

LΓ,c under the quotient map LΓ → LΓ/⊕k>c LΓ,k.
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Chapter 3

Foundations for studying Out(AΓ)

In this chapter we shall describe some background material on Out(AΓ), where AΓ

is the right-angled Artin group determined by the graph Γ. The key tools are the

restriction and projection homomorphisms developed by Charney and Vogtmann in

[20, 21]. These allow one to study the automorphism group of a right-angled Artin

group in terms of automorphism groups of RAAGs with strictly smaller defining

graphs. Our contribution to this machinery is to slightly extend the standard gener-

ating set of Out(AΓ) (described below) so that this generating set is preserved under

the restriction and projection homomorphisms. This allows one to study all sub-

groups of Out(AΓ) generated by subsets of the generating set. This is important as

the restriction and projection homomorphisms are usually not surjective, and in our

applications (and we suspect this will be useful in future work) it is important that

we only study the image of the homomorphism, rather than the whole automorphism

group that the image is contained in. We study how such subgroups act on the

abelianisation of AΓ. At the end of the chapter, we define a notion of rank, called

SL–dimension, for a subgroup of G < Out(AΓ). We show that if G is generated by a

subset of our generating set, then the rank of G does not increase under restriction

and projection homomorphisms.

3.1 A generating set of Aut(AΓ)

Given a vertex v, the link of v is the set of vertices of Γ adjacent to v. The star of v

is the union of v and the link of v. We write lk(v) for the link of v, and st(v) for the

star of v.

Laurence [52] proved a conjecture of Servatius [68] that Aut(AΓ) has a finite

generating set consisting of the following automorphisms:
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Graph symmetries If a permutation of the vertices comes from a self-isomorphism

of the graph, then this permutation induces an automorphism of AΓ. These

automorphisms form a finite subgroup of Aut(AΓ) called Sym(AΓ).

Inversions These are automorphisms that come from inverting one of the generators

of AΓ, so that:

si(vk) =

{
v−1
i i = k

vk i 6= k.

Partial conjugations Suppose [vi, vj] 6= 0. Let Γij be the connected component

of Γ − st(vj) containing vi. Then the partial conjugation Kij conjugates every

vertex of Γij by vj, and fixes the remaining vertices, so that:

Kij(vk) =

{
vjvkv

−1
j vk ∈ Γij

vk vk 6∈ Γij.

Note that if lk(vi) ⊂ st(vj) then Γij = {vi}, so in this case Kij fixes every basis

element except vi.

Transvections If lk(vi) ⊂ st(vj), then there is an automorphism ρij which acts on

the generators of AΓ as follows:

ρij(vk) =

{
vivj i = k

vk i 6= k.

There are two important finite index normal subgroups of Aut(AΓ) that we ob-

tain from this classification. The first is the subgroup generated by inversions, partial

conjugations, and transvections and is denoted Aut0(AΓ). The second is the smaller

subgroup generated by only partial conjugations and transvections. Denote this group

SAut0(AΓ). In some cases we will need to look at groups generated by (outer) auto-

morphisms that conjugate more than one component of Γ− st(vj) by vj.

Definition 3.1. Let T be a subset of Γ − st(vj) such that no two vertices of T lie

in the same connected component of Γ − st(vj). An extended partial conjugation is

defined to be an automorphism of the form
∏

t∈T Ktj.

We will abuse notation by describing the images of the above elements in Out(AΓ)

by the same names, so that the groups Out0(AΓ) and SOut0(AΓ) are defined in the

same manner. If φ ∈ Aut(AΓ), we use [φ] to denote the equivalence class of φ in

Out(AΓ).
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Definition 3.2. Let SΓ be the enlarged generating set of Out(AΓ) given by graph

symmetries, inversions, extended partial conjugations, and transvections.

We shall be studying subgroups of Out(AΓ) generated by subsets of SΓ, however

some of these groups are not generated by subsets of the standard generating set. This

is because under the restriction, exclusion and projection maps defined in Section 3.3,

partial conjugations are not always mapped to partial conjugations, but are always

mapped to extended partial conjugations. Throughout we will assume Aut(AΓ) and

Out(AΓ) act on AΓ on the left.

3.2 Ordering the vertices of Γ

We look at two methods of ordering the vertices of Γ. These orderings allow us to

describe the action on Aut(AΓ) and Out(AΓ) on the abelianisation of AΓ and, later

on, define the aforementioned restriction and projection homomorphisms.

3.2.1 The standard order on V (Γ)

Extending the definition of the link and star of a vertex, given any full subgraph Γ′

of Γ, the subgraph lk(Γ′) is defined to be the intersection of the links of the vertices

of Γ′, and we define st(Γ′) = Γ′ ∪ lk(Γ′). Given any full subgraph Γ′, the right-angled

Artin group AΓ′ injects into AΓ, so can be viewed as a subgroup. As we shall only be

interested in full subgraphs of Γ we shall often blur the distinction between a subset

of the vertex set and the full subgraph of Γ spanned by this vertex set.

Definition 3.3 (Standard order). We define the binary relation ≤ on V (Γ) to be

such that u ≤ v if and only if lk(u) ⊂ st(v).

This was introduced in [47], where it was shown that the relation is transitive

as well as reflexive, so defines a pre-order on the vertices. As the structure of this

ordering is important in all of our work on Out(AΓ) we will supply a proof. Let dΓ

be the edge metric on Γ. We do not suppose that Γ is connected, so allow distances

to be infinite.

Proposition 3.4 (cf. [20], page 95). Let u, v, and w be distinct vertices of Γ such

that u ≤ v ≤ w. Then u ≤ w and ≤ is a pre-order on V (Γ). Furthermore, either:

(i) u is an isolated vertex, i.e. lk(u) = ∅,

(ii) dΓ(u, v) = dΓ(v, w) = dΓ(w, u) = 1, or
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(iii) dΓ(u, v) = 2.

If [v] is an equivalence class of the equivalence relation induced by this pre-order then

A[v] is either free or free-abelian.

Proof. If u is isolated, then lk(u) = ∅ and u ≤ w. Suppose that u is not isolated.

Then there exists a vertex u′ ∈ lk(u) and u′ ∈ st(v), so dΓ(u, v) ≤ 2.

Suppose that dΓ(u, v) = 1. Then u ∈ lk(v) ⊂ st(w), and therefore dΓ(u,w) = 1.

Also w ∈ lk(u) ⊂ st(v), so dΓ(v, w) = 1. If u′ ∈ lk(u) then either u′ 6= v, so

u′ ∈ lk(v) ⊂ st(w), or u′ = v, which also lies in st(w). Hence lk(u) ⊂ st(w) and

u ≤ w.

Suppose that dΓ(u, v) = 2. Then v 6∈ lk(u), so lk(u) ⊂ lk(v) ⊂ st(w) and v ≤ w.

We have shown that ≤ is transitive. As ≤ is also reflexive, it is a pre-order, and so

induces an equivalence relation by saying that u ∼ v if and only if u ≤ v and v ≤ u.

Let [v] be an equivalence class of ∼. If no pair of vertices in [v] are adjacent then A[v]

is a free group. If any two vertices in [v] are adjacent, it follows from point (ii) that

all vertices in [v] are adjacent, and A[v] is a free abelian group.

We say that the equivalence class [v] is abelian if A[v] is a free-abelian group,

and [v] is non-abelian if A[v] is a non-abelian free group. The pre-order descends

to a partial order of the equivalence classes. We say that [v] is maximal if it is

maximal with respect to this ordering. Suppose that there are r equivalence classes

of vertices in Γ. We may choose an enumeration of the vertices so that there exists

1 = m1 < m2 < . . . < mr < n such that the equivalence classes are the sets

{v1 = vm1 , . . . , vm2−1}, . . . , {vmr , . . . , vn}. With further rearrangement we may assume

that vmi
≤ vmj

only if i ≤ j. We formally define mr+1 = n + 1 so that for all i, the

equivalence class of [vmi
] contains mi+1 −mi vertices.

3.2.2 G–ordering vertices

Given a subgroup G ≤ Out(AΓ), we may define the relation ≤G on the vertices of Γ by

letting vi ≤G vj if either i = j or the element [ρij] lies in G. Note that this is a subset

of the previous relation ≤ defined on the vertices. Also, ≤G is reflexive by definition

and transitive as ρil = ρ−1
jl ρ

−1
ij ρjlρij, so ≤G is a pre-order, induces an equivalence

relation ∼G on the vertices, and induces a partial ordering of the equivalence classes

of ∼G. Let [vi]G be the equivalence class of the vertex vi. Each equivalence class

[vi]G is a subset of the equivalence class [vi]. In particular the subgroup A[vi]G is

either free abelian or free and non-abelian, so [vi]G may also be described as abelian
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or non-abelian. Suppose that there are r′ ≥ r equivalence classes of vertices in ∼G.

We may further refine the enumeration of the vertices given previously so that there

exists 1 = l1 < l2 < . . . lr′ < n such that the equivalence classes of ∼G are the sets

{v1 = vl1 , . . . , vl2−1}, . . . , {vlr′ , . . . , vn}, and vli ≤G vlj only if i ≤ j. Define lr′+1 = n+1

so that for all i, the equivalence class of [vli ]G contains li+1 − li vertices.

3.2.3 Relation of G–orderings to the action on H1(AΓ)

Let G be a subgroup of Out(AΓ) generated by a subset T ⊂ SΓ. We shall assume

that T is maximal, so that T = SΓ ∩ G. We are going to study the action of G on

H1(AΓ), and to simplify matters we want to avoid graph symmetries and inversions.

Definition 3.5. Let G0 be the subgroup of G generated by the extended partial

conjugations, inversions, and transvections in T and let SG0 be the subgroup of G

generated solely by the extended partial conjugations and transvections in T .

Proposition 3.6. Let G be a subgroup of Out(AΓ) generated by a subset T of SΓ.

Then G0 and SG0 are finite index normal subgroups of G.

Proof. Suppose α is a graph symmetry that moves the vertices according to the

permutation σ. We find that αKijα
−1 = Kσ(i)σ(j), αρijα

−1 = ρσ(i)σ(j) and αsiα
−1 =

ασ(i). We may assume that T is maximal, so that if [φ] and [α] belong to T , then so

does [αφα−1]. Therefore if W is a word in T ∪T−1 one may shuffle graph symmetries

along so that they all occur at the beginning of a word W ′ representing the same

element as W . As the group of graph symmetries is finite, this shows that G0 is finite

index in G, and the above computations verify that G0 is normal in G. Similarly,

with inversions one verifies that:

ρklsi =


siρkl i 6= k, l

siρ
−1
ki i = l

siK
−1
il ρ

−1
il i = k, [vi, vl] 6= 0

siρ
−1
il i = k, [vi, vl] = 0

and Kklsi =

{
siKkl i 6= l

siK
−1
kl i = l

.

These show that SG0 is normal in G0, and we may write any element of G0 in the form

[sε11 . . . s
εn
n φ
′], where εi ∈ {0, 1} and φ′ is a product of extended partial conjugations

and transvections. Therefore SG0 is of index at most 2n in G0.

Now let us look at the generators of Aut(AΓ) (respectively Out(AΓ)) under the

map Φ : Aut(AΓ) → GLn(Z) (respectively Φ : Out(AΓ) → GLn(Z)). If α is a graph

symmetry, then Φ(α) is the appropriate permutation matrix corresponding to the
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permutation α induces on the vertices. For a partial conjugation Kij we see that

Φ(Kij) is the identity matrix I; Φ sends the inversion si to the matrix Si which

has 1 everywhere on the diagonal except for −1 at the (i, i)th position, and zeroes

everywhere else, and Φ sends the transvection ρij to the matrix Tji = I + Eji, where

Eji is the elementary matrix with 1 in the (i, j)th position, and zeroes everywhere else.

The swapping between ρij and Tji may seem a little unnatural, but occurs as a choice

of having Aut(AΓ) act on the left. It follows that the image of SAut0(AΓ) under Φ is

the subgroup of GLn(Z) generated by matrices of the form Tji, where vi ≤ vj. If we

order the vertices as in Section 3.2.1, then vi ≤ vj only if either vi and vj are in the

same equivalence class of vertices, or i ≤ j. It follows that a matrix in the image of

Φ|Out0(AΓ) has a block decomposition of the form:

M =


M1 0 . . . 0
∗ M2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
∗ ∗ . . . Mr

 ,

where the ∗ in the (i, j)th entry in the block decomposition may be nonzero if [vmj
] ≤

[vmi
], but zero otherwise.

Similarly, given a subgroup G ≤ Out(AΓ) generated by a subset of SΓ, if we order

the vertices by the method given in Section 3.2.2, a matrix in the image of Φ|G0 has

a block decomposition of the form:

M =


N1 0 . . . 0
∗ N2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
∗ ∗ . . . Nr′

 ,

where the ∗ in the (i, j)th entry in the block decomposition may be nonzero if [vlj ]G ≤
[vli ]G, but is zero otherwise.

3.3 Restriction, exclusion, and projection homo-

morphisms.

Suppose that Γ′ is a full subgraph of Γ, so that AΓ′ can be viewed as a subgroup

of AΓ in the natural way. Suppose that the conjugacy class of AΓ′ is preserved by

some G < Out(AΓ). Then there is a natural restriction map RΓ′ : G → Out(AΓ′)

obtained by taking a representative of an element [φ] ∈ G that preserves AΓ′ . This

is well defined because the normaliser of AΓ′ in AΓ is generated by AΓ′ and the
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centraliser CAΓ
(AΓ′) = Alk(Γ′). (One can see this via the normal form theorem for

elements of RAAGs: if v ∈ Γ′ and gvg−1 ∈ AΓ′ , then supp(g) must be contained in

st(Γ).) Similarly, if the normal subgroup of AΓ generated by AΓ′ is preserved by some

G < Out(AΓ), then there is a natural exclusion map EΓ′ : G → Out(AΓ/〈〈AΓ′〉〉) ∼=
Out(AΓ−Γ′). There are two key examples:

Example 3.7. If Γ is connected and v is a maximal vertex then the conjugacy classes

of A[v] and Ast[v] are preserved by Out0(AΓ) ([20], Proposition 3.2). Therefore there

is a restriction map

Rv : Out0(AΓ)→ Out0(Ast[v]),

an exclusion map

Ev : Out0(AΓ)→ Out0(AΓ−[v]),

and a projection map

Pv : Out0(AΓ)→ Out0(Alk[v])

obtained by taking a representative of an element that preserves both Ast[v] and the

normal closure of A[v] and taking the induced automorphism on Ast[v]/〈〈A[v]〉〉 ∼= Alk[v].

We can take the direct sum of these projection maps over all maximal equivalence

classes [v] to obtain the amalgamated projection homomorphism:

P : Out0(AΓ)→
⊕

[v] maximal

Out0(Alk[v])

Example 3.8. If Γ is not connected, suppose that Γ has m isolated vertices and {Γi}ki=1

is the set of connected components of Γ containing at least two vertices. Then AΓ
∼=

Fm ∗ki=1 AΓi
. By looking at the action of the generating set of Out0(AΓ), we find

that the conjugacy class of AΓi
is fixed by Out0(AΓ), therefore for each i we obtain a

restriction map

Ri : Out0(AΓ)→ Out0(AΓi
),

and as the normal subgroup generated by ∗i∈IAΓi
is preserved by Out(AΓ) there is

an exclusion map

E : Out(AΓ)→ Out(Fm).

Charney and Vogtmann have shown that when Γ is connected, the maps in Ex-

ample 3.7 describe Out(AΓ) almost completely. There are two cases: when the centre

of AΓ, which we write as Z(AΓ), is trivial, and when Z(AΓ) is nontrivial. In the first

case, they show the following:
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Theorem 3.9 ([20], Theorem 4.2). If Γ is connected and Z(AΓ) is trivial, then kerP

is a finitely generated free abelian group.

In [21], Theorem 3.9 is extended by giving an explicit generating set of kerP.

However we will not need this description in the work that follows. When Z(AΓ) is

nontrivial there is a unique maximal abelian equivalence class [v] consisting of the

vertices in Z(AΓ), and we are in the following situation:

Proposition 3.10 ([20], Proposition 4.4). If Z(AΓ) = A[v] is nontrivial, then

Out(AΓ) ∼= Tr o (GL(A[v])×Out(Alk[v])),

where Tr is the free abelian group generated by the transvections [ρij] such that vi ∈
lk[v] and vj ∈ [v]. The map to GL(A[v]) is given by the restriction map Rv, and the

map to Out(Alk[v]) is given by the projection map Pv. The subgroup Tr is the kernel

of the product map Rv × Pv.

In the above proposition we do not need to restrict Rv and Pv to Out0(AΓ), as

every automorphism of AΓ preserves Z(AΓ) = A[v]. When Γ is disconnected, the

restriction and exclusion maps of Example 3.8 give us less information. As above, we

may amalgamate the restriction maps Ri and the exclusion map E, however in this

situation the kernel of the amalgamated map is much more complicated.

3.4 SL–dimension for subgroups of Out(AΓ).

In the introduction we defined the SL–dimension of Out(AΓ) to be the size of a

largest abelian equivalence class of vertices in Γ. Unfortunately this definition can

behave badly under projection, restriction, and exclusion homomorphisms. In partic-

ular, if v is a maximal vertex in a connected graph Γ, then it is not always true

that dSL(Out(Alk[v])) ≤ dSL(Out(AΓ)). To get round this problem, we will ex-

tend the definition of SL–dimension to arbitrary subgroups of Out(AΓ), and show

that if instead we look at the image of Out(AΓ) under such homomorphisms, then

the SL–dimension will not increase (for instance, it will always be the case that

dSL(Pv(Out(AΓ))) ≤ dSL(Out(AΓ))). Once again we fix a subgroup G of Out(AΓ)

generated by a subset T ⊂ SΓ. We look at the G–ordering on V (Γ). If [v]G is an

abelian equivalence class of vertices, then G contains a copy SL(A[v]G) generated by

the [ρij] with vi, vj ∈ [v]G. This fact lends itself to the following definition:

Definition 3.11. For any subgroup G ≤ Out(AΓ), the SL–dimension of G, dSL(G),

is defined to be the size of the largest abelian equivalence class under ∼G.
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Roughly speaking, dSL(G) is the largest integer such that G contains an obvious

copy of SLdSL(G)(Z). Note that dSL(Out(AΓ)) is simply the size of the largest abelian

equivalence class under the relation ≤ defined on the vertices, so this generalises our

previous definition. As each abelian equivalence class of vertices is a clique in Γ,

the SL–dimension of Out(AΓ) is less than or equal to the dimension of AΓ. We can

now look at how G and its SL–dimension behave under restriction, exclusion, and

projection maps.

Lemma 3.12. Let G be a subgroup of Out(AΓ) generated by a subset T ⊂ SΓ. Suppose

that Γ′ is a full subgraph of Γ and the conjugacy class of AΓ′ in AΓ is preserved by

G. Then under the restriction map RΓ′, the group RΓ′(G) is generated by a subset of

SΓ′, and dSL(RΓ′(G)) ≤ dSL(G).

Proof. One first checks that for an element [φ] ∈ T , either RΓ′([φ]) is trivial or

RΓ′([φ]) ∈ SΓ′ . This is obvious in the case of graph symmetries, inversions, and

transvections. In the case of partial conjugations if vj is not in Γ′, or if Γij ∩ Γ′ = ∅,
then RΓ′([Kij]) is trivial. Otherwise, Γij ∩ Γ′ is a union of connected components of

Γ′ − st(vj), so that RΓ′([Kij]) is an extended partial conjugation of AΓ′ . This proves

the first part of the lemma. To prove the second part of the lemma, we first give an

alternate definition of dSL(G). Elements in the image of G0 under Φ are of the form:

M =


N1 0 . . . 0
∗ N2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
∗ ∗ . . . Nr′

 , (3.1)

where each Ni is an invertible matrix of size li+1− li. Each of the blocks is associated

to either an abelian or non-abelian equivalence class in ∼G, so dSL(G) is the size

of the largest diagonal block in this decomposition associated to an abelian equiva-

lence class. Each abelian equivalence class with at least 2 vertices in ∼RΓ′ (G) is the

image of an abelian equivalence class of ∼G, and the action of RΓ′(G)0 on AabΓ′ is

obtained by removing rows and columns from the decomposition given in Equation

(3.1). Therefore, the largest diagonal block in the action of RΓ′(G)0 on AabΓ′ associated

to an abelian equivalence class will be of size less than or equal to dSL(G). Therefore

dSL(RΓ′(G)) ≤ dSL(G).

The following lemma is shown in the same way:

Lemma 3.13. Let G be a subgroup of Out(AΓ) generated by a subset T ⊂ SΓ. Let

Γ′ be a full subgraph of Γ. Suppose that the normal subgroup generated by AΓ′ in AΓ
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is preserved by G. Then under the exclusion map EΓ′, the group EΓ′(G) is generated

by a subset of SΓ′, and dSL(EΓ′(G)) ≤ dSL(G).

As projection maps are obtained by the concatenation of a restriction and an

exclusion map, combining the previous two lemmas gives the following:

Proposition 3.14. Let G be a subgroup of Out(AΓ) generated by a subset T ⊂ SΓ.

Suppose that Γ is connected and v is a maximal vertex of Γ. Under the projection

homomorphism Pv of Example 3.7, the group Pv(G
0) is generated by a subset of Slk[v]

and dSL(Pv(G
0)) ≤ dSL(G) = dSL(G0).

3.5 An example

Figure 3.1: Our example graph Γ is pictured on the left. On the right is a diagram
indicating the partial order on the equivalence classes, with the maximal equivalence
classes at the top.

Let Γ be the graph given in Figure 3.1. The equivalence classes given by the

standard order on the vertices are {v1}, {v2}, {v3, v4}, {v5} and {v6, v7, v8}. All are

abelian except for {v6, v7, v8}, therefore dSL(Out(AΓ)) = 2. The partial ordering

is indicated by the diagram on the right in Figure 3.1. The maximal equivalence

classes are {v5} and {v6, v7, v8}. The link of this latter equivalence class is Γ′ =

lk({v6, v7, v8}), shown in Figure 3.2 below.

There is a projection map

Pv6 : Out0(AΓ)→ Out(Γ′).

Let G = Pv6(Out0(AΓ)). The transvections in G are exactly the images of transvec-

tions in Out0(AΓ), so are ρ13, ρ14, ρ15, ρ34, ρ43, ρ53 and ρ54. The G–ordering on Γ′ is

then given by restriction of the standard order on Γ, so has equivalence classes {v1},
{v3, v4} and {v5}. Note here that dSL(Out(AΓ′)) = 3, but dSL(G) = 2.
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Figure 3.2: The graph Γ′ = lk({v6, v7, v8}) is shown on the left, and on the right is a
diagram of the equivalence classes given by the G–ordering of Γ′.
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Chapter 4

IAn and IA(AΓ)

As the commutator subgroup of a group is invariant under automorphisms, there is

a homomorphism:

Φ : Aut(G)→ Aut(G/[G,G]) ∼= Aut(H1(G)).

We call the kernel of this map IA(G). The I stands for ‘identity’ and the A for

‘abelianisation.’ We have previously used the name Torelli subgroup, as this is the

name for IA(G) when G is a surface group, however this isn’t very respectful of the

history of such groups. Lyndon and Schupp [55, p. 25] tell us that the IA notation

was coined by Bachmuth, and we feel that it is more fitting in the general situation.

Inner automorphisms act trivially on H1(G), therefore there is an induced map

Φ : Out(G)→ Aut(H1(G)),

and we call the kernel of this map IA(G). When G is a free group we write IA(Fn) =

IAn. The study of this group goes back to Magnus [56], who found a finite generating

set for IAn. Krstić and McCool [49] have shown that IA3 is not finitely presentable.

Bestvina, Bux, and Margalit [10] have strengthened this result to show that IAn has

cohomological dimension 2n − 4 and H2n−4(IAn,Z) is not finitely generated. The

question of whether IAn admits a finite presentation for n ≥ 4 is still a large open

problem.

Magnus’ generating set of IAn is given by elements of the form:

Kij(xl) =

{
xjxix

−1
j i = l

xl i 6= l

Kijk(xl) =

{
xi[xj, xk] i = l

xl i 6= l,
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where i, j, and k are distinct. Now let Y be a subset of Fn, and define Fix(Y ) and

Fixc(Y ) to be the subgroups of Aut(Fn) consisting of the automorphisms that respec-

tively fix each element of Y , and fix each element of Y up to conjugacy. Chein [22]

showed that when n = 3 and Y is a subset of our chosen basis for F3 then Fix(Y )∩IA3

is generated by the elements of Magnus’ generating set that lie Fix(Y ). He also

proved the same result for Fixc(Y ) ∩ IA3 when Y = {x1, x2, x3}. In his paper, he

states: “Some, although not all, of our results can be obtained for n > 3 by the same

methods.” We show that in the Fixc(Y ) case, this is indeed true:

Theorem 4.4. IAn ∩ Fixc({xm+1, . . . , xn}) is generated by the set

Cm = {Kij : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {Kijk : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n}.

We do not give any results for the Fix case, although we compare the above to

results of Day and Putman [28] that suggest the analogue of Chein’s result may not

be true for n > 3.

The group IA(AΓ) has only recently become an object of interest, this coming with

the rise of interest in Aut(AΓ). Day [27] has found a generating set MΓ of IA(AΓ)

similar to Magnus’ generating set of IAn. In Section 4.1.2 we give a description of

MΓ and a proof of Day’s result that MΓ does indeed generate IA(AΓ).

In Section 4.2 we move on to studying the Andreadakis–Johnson filtration of

IA(AΓ). This is a central series G = {G1, G2, G3, . . .} of IA(AΓ) that is separating

in the sense that ∩∞c=1Gc = {1}. Furthermore each consecutive quotient Gc/Gc+1 is

free-abelian. This latter fact is proved by constructing a Johnson homomorphism τc

from each Gc to an free-abelian group with kernel Gc+1. A consequence is that IA(AΓ)

is residually torsion-free nilpotent (and in particular is torsion-free). For a general

group G, Bass and Lubotzky [5] give a general method for deciding when the image

H = {H1, H2, H3, . . .} of G in IA(G) satisfies the same properties. The work on the

lower central series of AΓ discussed in Chapter 2, along with results of Toinet [70] and

Minasyan [61] combine to show that this criteria is fulfilled by IA(AΓ). In particular:

Theorem 4.22. For any graph Γ, the group IA(AΓ) is residually torsion-free nilpo-

tent.

This was discovered independently by Toinet [70]. Our methods differ from

Toinet’s because the full force of the Bass–Lubotzky machinery is not required in

the RAAG situation, and we give a simplification of their methods to assemble a

proof of Theorem 4.22.

In Section 4.2.3 we study H1(IA(AΓ)). We show the following:
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Theorem 4.23. The first Johnson homomorphism τ1 maps MΓ to a free generating

set of a subgroup of Hom(H1(AΓ), γ2(AΓ)/γ3(AΓ)). The abelianisation of IA(AΓ)

is isomorphic to the free abelian group on the set MΓ, and G2 is the commutator

subgroup of IA(AΓ).

This mimics an analogous result in IA(Fn), and has the following corollary:

Corollary 4.24. MΓ is a minimal generating set of IA(AΓ).

We finish this chapter by looking at these results through a specific example: when

Γ is a pentagon graph.

4.1 Finitely generated subgroups of IAn and IA(AΓ)

Magnus’ proof that IAn is finitely generated comes from the following general proce-

dure:

Procedure 4.1. Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup of G and G = G/H. Let

A be a generating set of G, let A be the image of A in G, and let R be a set of words

in G such that G has the presentation G = 〈A|R〉. Then H is the subgroup of G

normally generated by the elements of R.

If B is a subset of H such that B generates a normal subgroup of G and 〈B〉
contains R, then B is a generating set of H.

Hence to find a finite generating set for the kernel of a map, one method is to

find a presentation for the quotient group and then hope we are lucky enough that a

subset B of H satisfying the above criteria is easy to find.

We apply this in two situations. In the first case we show that when Y is a subset

of our chosen basis basis for Fn, the intersection Fixc(Y ) ∩ IAn is finitely generated,

and in the second we describe a theorem of Day [27] that gives a Magnus-esque

generating set of IA(AΓ).

4.1.1 Fixc({xm+1, . . . , xn}) ∩ IAn

Let Y = {xm+1, . . . , xn} to be a subset of a fixed basis for Fn. As mentioned pre-

viously, Fixc(Y ) is the subgroup of Aut(Fn) given by automorphisms that fix each

element of {xm+1, . . . , xn} up to conjugacy. We shall use an adaptation of Magnus’

proof (also used by Chein [22]) to show that Fixc(Y ) ∩ IAn is generated by Magnus’

generators that lie in Fixc(Y ). (This includes Magnus’ theorem in the case Y = ∅.)
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Proposition 4.2. Fixc(Y ) = Fixc({xm+1, . . . , xn}) is generated by the set

Bm = {Kij : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} ∪ {si, ρij : i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}

This can be proved by using peak reduction, and we shall give an alternative

proof via folding in Chapter 6. To show that Fixc(Y ) ∩ IAn is generated by Magnus’

generators that lie in Fixc(Y ) we shall proceed as follows: we first find a presentation

for the group

Gm =

{(
A 0
B I

)
: A ∈ GLm(Z), B ∈Mn−m,m(Z)

}
≤ GLn(Z)

in Proposition 4.3. The group Gm is the image of Fixc(Y ) under the homomorphism

Φ : Aut(Fn) → GLn(Z). Hence the kernel of this restricted map is Fixc(Y ) ∩ IAn.

It only remains to check that all the relations lie in the subgroup generated by our

chosen set, and that this set generates a normal subgroup of Fixc(Y ).

Let Mij be the matrix taking the value 1 in the (i, j)th entry, and zeroes every-

where else. When i 6= j let Eij = I+Mij, and let Ti = I−2Mii, the matrix that takes

the value −1 in the (i, i)th entry, 1 in the other diagonal entries, and zero everywhere

else. The group Gm is isomorphic to the semidirect product Z(n−m)moGLm(Z), where

Z(n−m)m ∼=
{(

I 0
B I

)
∈ Gm

}
GLm(Z) ∼=

{(
A 0
0 I

)
∈ Gm

}
,

therefore to find a presentation of Gm it is sufficient to find presentations for Z(n−m)m

and GLm(Z), and relations that describe the action of GLm(Z) on Z(n−m)m by con-

jugation. The Z(n−m)m part of Gm has the obvious presentation 〈Eij |R1,m 〉, where

m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m and R1,m contains the commutators of these elements.

The GLm(Z) part of Gm has a presentation 〈T1, Eij |R2,m 〉, where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m and

R2,m =



T 2
1

(E12E
−1
21 E12)4

E12E
−1
21 E12E21E

−1
12 E21

[Eij, Ekl] i 6= k, j 6= l

[Eij, Ejk]E
−1
ik i, j, k distinct

[T1, Eij] i 6= 1, j 6= 1

T1EijT1Eij 1 ∈ {i, j}


.
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This is easily deduced from the Steinberg presentation of SLn(Z), which can be

found in [60, pages 81–82], and the decomposition GLn(Z) = SLn(Z) o 〈T1〉. There

is an exception for m = 1, which has the much simpler presentation 〈T1 |T 2
1 〉. The

relations that occur from the action of GLm(Z) on Z(n−m)m by conjugation are of the

form:

R3,m =



EijEklE
−1
ij = Ekl i 6= k

EijEklE
−1
ij = E−1

kj Ekl i = l and i, j, k are distinct

T1EklT1 = Ekl k, l 6= 1

T1EklT1 = E−1
kl 1 ∈ {k, l}


where Eij is taken over elements in our copy of GLm(Z) and Ekl is taken over elements

in our copy of Z(n−m)m. Summarising:

Proposition 4.3.

〈T1, Eij 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m |R1,m ∪R2,m ∪R3,m〉

is a presentation of Gm.

Theorem 4.4. IAn ∩ Fixc({xm+1, . . . , xn}) is generated by the set

Cm = {Kij : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {Kijk : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n}.

Proof. We can remove the elements S2, . . . , Sm from the generating set Bm of the

group Fixc(Y ), as Si = S1ρ1iρ
−1
i1 S1ρ

−1
1i S1ρ1iS1ρi1ρ

−1
1i S1, to make a smaller generating

set B′m. Then B′m maps onto the generating set of Gm given in Proposition 4.3 by

taking ρij → Eji, S1 → T1. The elements Kij are taken to the identity matrix.

Using Procedure 4.1, it suffices to show that 〈Cm〉 is a normal subgroup of Fixc(Y )

that contains the lift of each element of R1,m ∪ R2,m ∪ R3,m obtained by swapping

Eij with ρji and T1 with S1. It is not hard to check that the lift of each relation to

Aut(Fn) lies in 〈Cm〉. To prove normality it is sufficient to show that the conjugate

of every element of Cm by each element of B′m∪B′−1
m lies in langleCm〉. Most of these

computations are simple, except in the case of ρpkKkpqρ
−1
pk and ρ−1

pkKkpqρpk, which we

write as products of elements of Cm below:

ρpkKkpqρ
−1
pk = KqkKqpKpqKpqkKkpKkpqK

−1
kq K

−1
kp K

−1
qp K

−1
qk ,

ρ−1
pkKkpqρpk = K−1

qk KqpK
−1
pq K

−1
qp KkpqKpqkKqkKkq.
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The two long identities in this proof are the main difficulty in showing that

Fix(Y ) ∩ IAn is finitely generated. As with the fixing-up-to-conjugacy case, one

can show that the set Cm normally generates Fix(Y )∩ IAn, however we cannot prove

that Cm generates a normal subgroup of Fix(Y ): the element Kqk appears in our de-

composition of ρpkKkpqρ
−1
pk , and if xq ∈ Y , this causes trouble. We would conjecture

that Fix(Y )∩ IAn is not finitely generated in general. Our reasoning behind this is a

recent paper of Day and Putman [28] who prove the following:

Theorem 4.5. [28, Theorem A, Theorem E] Let Y = {xl+1, . . . , xm+1, . . . , xn} with

l ≤ m < n and m ≥ 2. Let

θ1 : Fixc(Y )→ Aut(Fm)

θ2 : Fix(Y )→ Aut(Fm)

be the maps induced by the homomorphism Fn → Fm taking xi 7→ xi if i ≤ m and

xi 7→ 1 if i > m. Then ker(θ1) is finitely generated. In contrast, H1(ker(θ2),Q) is not

finitely generated. In particular, ker(θ2) is not finitely generated.

Day and Putman give an explicit description of an infinite set of independent

cycles in H1(ker(θ2),Q). It would be interesting to see if they could be adapted to

study H1(Fix(Y ) ∩ IAn,Q).

4.1.2 A generating set of IA(AΓ)

We shall now describe an analogous generating set of IA(AΓ). For each i, j we take

Kij to be the partial conjugation described in Section 3.1. We’d also like generators

of the form Kijk. The map

Kijk(vl) =

{
vi[vj, vk] i = l

vl i 6= l,

induces a nontrivial automorphism of AΓ if [vj, vk] 6= 1 and any basis element of AΓ

that commutes with vi also commutes with vj and vk. Hence we are lead to the

following definition:

Definition 4.6. Let MΓ be the subset of Aut(AΓ) consisting of:

1. Partial conjugations.

2. Elements of the form Kijk, where [vj, vk] 6= 1, lk(vi) ⊂ st(vj)∩st(vk), and j < k.
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We add the restriction that j < k for elements of the form Kijk as K−1
ijk = Kikj.

Magnus’ result may be generalised as follows:

Theorem 4.7. MΓ is a finite generating set of IA(AΓ).

This was first proved by Day [27]. We shall give our own proof in the work that

follows. It is slightly more direct, but our methods do not differ vastly from his.

We again set up a situation where we may apply Procedure 4.1. As the image of

Aut(AΓ) in GLn(Z) can be quite complicated, our first step is to show that IA(AΓ)

is contained in the finite index subgroup SAut0(AΓ). We then find a presentation of

Φ(SAut0(AΓ)), find lifts of all the relations in terms of our chosen generating set, and

show that this generating set generates a normal subgroup of SAut0(AΓ).

In the case that the right-angled Artin group is two-dimensional, parts (1) and

(2) of the following proposition are shown in Corollary 3.3 of [19]. Below, we alter

the proof to work for all RAAGs.

Proposition 4.8. Let Sym0(AΓ) = Sym(AΓ)∩Aut0(AΓ). Let G = Φ(Aut0(AΓ)), and

let Q(Γ) = Aut(AΓ)/Aut0(AΓ) ∼= Sym(AΓ)/Sym0(AΓ).

1. The group Sym(AΓ) acts on the set of equivalences classes of vertices, and a

graph symmetry α lies in Sym0(AΓ) if and only if α acts trivially. (i.e. [α(v)] =

[v] for all v ∈ V (Γ).)

2. The quotient maps from Aut(AΓ) and Sym(AΓ) to Q(Γ) split.

3. Φ−1(G) = Aut0(AΓ).

Proof. If α ∈ Sym(AΓ) then lk(vi) ⊂ st(vj) if and only if lk(α(vi)) ⊂ st(α(vj)).

Hence α preserves the partial order on V (Γ) and so permutes the induced equivalence

classes. As two elements vi, vj in the same equivalence class can be transposed by the

automorphism siρ
−1
ij sisjρjiρ

−1
ij , any permutation that preserves equivalence classes lies

in Sym0(AΓ). In Section 3.2.3 we saw that matrices in G are of the form:

M =


M1 0 . . . 0
∗ M2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
∗ ∗ . . . Mr

 (4.1)

(when there are r equivalence classes of vertices in V (Γ)), therefore permutation

matrices that lie in G are of the form

M =


P1 0 . . . 0
0 P2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 . . . Pr

 .
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Hence, if α ∈ Sym(AΓ) does not fix equivalence classes it does not lie in Aut0(AΓ)

and the coset of α ∈ Sym(AΓ) in Q(Γ) is determined by how α permutes equiv-

alence classes. We can then define a splitting Q(Γ) → Sym(AΓ) by choosing the

representative from each coset that preserves the numerical ordering of the vertices

in each equivalence class. The injection Sym(AΓ) → Aut(AΓ) then gives a splitting

Q(Γ) → Aut(AΓ). Hence, if φ ∈ Aut(AΓ) − Aut0(AΓ) we can find a decomposition

φ = αφ′, where α ∈ Sym(AΓ)− Sym0(AΓ) and φ′ ∈ Aut0(AΓ). As Φ(φ′) lies in G and

Φ(α) does not, this tells us that Φ(φ) 6∈ G, so Φ−1(G) = Aut0(AΓ).

Proposition 4.9. According to the notation of Equation (4.1), let f : G → (±1)r be

the homomorphism defined by

f(M) = (det(M1), det(M2), . . . , det(Mr)).

Let H = ker(f). Then Φ−1(H) = SAut0(AΓ).

Proof. If [vi] = [vj] then we can write Si = Sjρjiρ
−1
ij Sjρ

−1
ji SjρjiSjρijρ

−1
ji Sj, so we may

replace the generators s1, . . . , sn in the generating set of Aut0(AΓ) by the smaller set

sm1 , . . . , smr . Suppose that Φ(φ) ∈ G. By Proposition 4.8, we have φ ∈ Aut0(AΓ).

By the shuffling argument in the proof of Proposition 3.6 we may then shuffle gen-

erators to write any element φ of Aut0(AΓ) in the form sε1m1
sε2m2
· · · sεrmr

φ′, where

εi ∈ {0, 1} and φ′ ∈ SAut0(AΓ). As Φ(SAut0(AΓ)) is generated by elementary matri-

ces, Φ(SAut0(AΓ)) ≤ ker f , and

fΦ(φ) = fΦ(sε1m1
sε2m2
· · · sεrmr

φ′)

= fΦ(sε2m2
· · · sεrmr

)

= ((−1)ε1 , . . . , (−1)εr).

Hence fΦ(φ) = 0 if and only if φ ∈ SAut0(AΓ).

In particular, the above proposition shows that if Φ(φ) = 1 then φ ∈ SAut0(AΓ):

Corollary 4.10. IA(AΓ) is a subgroup of SAut0(AΓ).

The final ingredient we need is a presentation for the group H. Given a presenta-

tion of SLn(Z), this is an exercise in finding presentations of semidirect products of

groups.

Proposition 4.11. The following four types of relations are sufficient to give a pre-

sentation of H with respect to the generating set of elementary matrices X = {Eij :

vj ≤ vi}:
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Type I [Eij, Ekl], when i 6= k and j 6= l.

Type II [Eij, Ejk]E
−1
ik for i, j, k distinct.

Type III (Emi(mi+1)E
−1
(mi+1)mi

Emi(mi+1))
4 if mi+1 −mi ≥ 2.

Type IV Emi(mi+1)E
−1
(mi+1)mi

Emi(mi+1)E(mi+1)mi
E−1
mi(mi+1)E(mi+1)mi

if mi+1−mi = 2.

Proof. Let Ha be the subgroup of H of matrices that are trivial outside the top

left a × a block in the decomposition given in Equation (4.1). This is the subgroup

generated by all Eij in X such that i, j < ma+1. As H1
∼= SLm2−m1(Z) the above

relations in the generators ofH1 are those of the Steinberg presentation of SLm2−m1(Z)

given on pages 81–82 of [60]. Suppose that the above relations in the generators of

Ha give a presentation of Ha. We can decompose Ha+1 as the semidirect product

Ha+1 = (Ha ×H′a) n A, where

H′a = 〈Eij : ma+1 ≤ i, j < ma+2〉

A = 〈Eij : ma+1 ≤ i < ma+2, 1 ≤ j < ma+1〉.

As H′a ∼= SLma+2−ma+1(Z) and A is free abelian the relations listed above are sufficient

to give a presentation for these subgroups. We attain a presentation for Ha ×H′a by

taking relations of type I to show that pairs of generators from distinct groups in the

product commute, and to get a presentation for the semidirect product we need to

encode the conjugation action of Ha×H′a on A, and this is given by relations of type

I and type II. Hence the relations listed above are sufficient to provide a presentation

of Ha+1. By induction we have provided a presentation of H.

Proof of Theorem 4.7. By Corollary 4.10, the group IA(AΓ) is the kernel of the re-

striction of Φ to SAut0(AΓ). The group SAut0(AΓ) is generated by partial conjuga-

tions and transvections, and these elements are mapped to the identity matrix and

elementary matrices respectively. As we have a presentation of Φ(SAut0(AΓ)) = H
where the generators are the images of our chosen generators of SAut0(AΓ), any ele-

ment of IA(AΓ) can be written as a product of conjugates of the lifts of the relations

given in Proposition 4.11. Therefore we need to show that every such lift can be

written as a product of elements in MΓ, and that 〈MΓ〉 is normal in SAut0(AΓ).

Firstly, let’s go through the relations. As ρij 7→ Eji we have the following to check:

Type I [ρji, ρlk] =

{
1 if j 6= l or [vi, vk] = 0

Kjik if j = l and [vi, vk] 6= 0,
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Type II [ρji, ρkj]ρ
−1
ki =

{
1 [vj, vi] = 0

Kkji [vj, vi] 6= 0

Type III (ρ(mi+1)mi
ρ−1
mi(mi+1)ρ(mi+1)mi))

4 is trivial when [vmi
, vmi+1] = 0 and is equal

to Kmi(mi+1)K(mi+1)mi
K−1
mi(mi+1)K

−1
(mi+1)mi

when [vmi
, vmi+1] 6= 0.

Type IV ρ(mi+1)mi
ρ−1
mi(mi+1)ρ(mi+1)mi

ρmi(mi+1)ρ
−1
(mi+1)mi

ρmi(mi+1) is trivial in Aut(AΓ).

The final part of the proof — showing that 〈MΓ〉 is a normal subgroup of SAut0(AΓ)

is rather technical, and rather than give the details here we will provide them in

Appendix A.

4.2 The Andreadakis–Johnson Filtration of IA(AΓ)

In this section we follow the methods of Bass and Lubotzky [5] to extend the notion

of higher Johnson homomorphisms from the free group setting to general right-angled

Artin groups. These allow us to describe the abelianisation of IA(AΓ), and show that

IA(AΓ) has a separating central series G1, G2, G3, . . . where each quotient Gi/Gi+1

is a finitely generated free abelian group. This was first studied in the case of free

groups by Andreadakis. We show that the image of this series in Out(AΓ) satisfies

the same results.

We shall be using results on the lower central series algebra of AΓ studied in

Chapter 2. We denote this algebra L. This simplified notation should not cause

any trouble, as the three algebras we studied in Chapter 2 (the lower central series

algebra LC, the central series algebra coming from the Magnus map LD, and algebra

of Lyndon elements LΓ) were shown to be isomorphic. We write γc(AΓ) as simply γc

and label each graded piece as Lc = γc/γc+1. In particular L1 = H1(AΓ). Let (L)p be

the Lie algebra obtained by taking the tensor product of Z/pZ with L and Lc be the

quotient algebra L/⊕i>c Li. We will use the following results:

Theorem 2.53. If k ∈ N, then γk(AΓ)/γk+1(AΓ) is free-abelian, and AΓ/γk(AΓ) is

torsion-free nilpotent.

Theorem 2.56. If Z(AΓ) = {1} then Z(L) = Z((L)p) = 0 and Z(Lc) is the image

of Lc under the quotient map L→ Lc.
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4.2.1 A central filtration of IA(AΓ)

As γc is characteristic, there is a natural map Aut(AΓ) → Aut(AΓ/γc). Let Gc−1 be

the kernel of this map. Then G0 = Aut(AΓ) and G1 = IA(AΓ). If g ∈ AΓ and φ ∈ Gc

we write gφ for the unique element of γc+1 such that φ(g) = ggφ.

Lemma 4.12. Let φ, ψ ∈ Gc and g, h ∈ γd. Then:

(1). gφ ∈ γc+d, so that φ(g) = g mod γc+d.

(2). (g−1)φ = g−1
φ mod γc+2d.

(3). (gh)φ = gφhφ mod γc+2d.

(4). (g)φψ = gφgψ mod γ2c+d.

Proof. We prove (1) by induction on d. This holds for d = 1 from the definition of

Gc. Now suppose that (1) holds for d− 1. Let g ∈ γ1 and h ∈ γd−1. Then gφ ∈ γc+1,

hhφ = φ(h) ∈ γd−1, and by induction hφ ∈ γc+d−1. We can apply the commutator

identities [xy, z] = [y, z]x .[x, z] and [x, yz] = [x, y]. [x, z]y from Lemma 2.3 to show

that

φ([g, h]) = [φ(g), φ(h)]

= [ggφ, hhφ]

= [gφ, hhφ]g .[g, hhφ]

= [gφ, hhφ]g .[g, h]. [g, hφ]h

= [g, h] mod γc+d.

As γd is generated by such commutators, the proof of (1) follows. As gφ = g−1φ(g)

we calculate:

(g−1)φ = gφ(g−1) (gh)φ = h−1g−1φ(gh) (gh)φψ = g−1φψ(g)

= gg−1
φ g−1 = h−1g−1ggφhhφ = g−1φ(ggψ)

= [g, g−1
φ ]g−1

φ = h−1gφhhφ = g−1ggφgψ(gψ)φ

= [h−1, gφ]gφhφ = gφgψ(gψ)φ

Parts (2), (3) and (4) follow from these calculations and part (1).
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We may now define the notion of higher Johnson homomorphisms. The word

‘higher’ here arises as in Johnson’s work on Torelli subgroups of mapping class groups,

he looked at the first homomorphism τ1 in the sequence τ1, τ2, τ3, . . . which we define

below. (Of course, we replace the fundamental group of a surface with AΓ.)

Proposition 4.13. Let φ ∈ Gc, where c ≥ 1. The mapping g.γ2 7→ gφ.γc+2 induces a

homomorphism

τc : Gc → Hom(L1, Lc+1)

such that ker(τc) = Gc+1. We say that τc is the cth Johnson homomorphism.

Proof. Suppose that g1 and g2 are elements of AΓ representing the same element of

L1. Then there exists h ∈ γ2 such that g1 = g2h. By part (1) of Lemma 4.12 we have

hφ ∈ γc+2, therefore by part (3) of Lemma 4.12:

(g1)φ = (g2h)φ = (g2)φhφ = (g2)φ mod γc+2.

Hence the map g.γ2 7→ gφ.γc+2 is well-defined. Part (3) of Lemma 4.12 also implies

that the map g.γ2 7→ gφ.γc+2 is a homomorphism, so that τc is well defined. Finally,

part (4) of Lemma 4.12 tells us that τc is a homomorphism. An automorphism φ

lies in ker(τc) if and only if gφ ∈ γc+2 for all g ∈ AΓ, and this happens if and only if

φ ∈ Gc+1. Hence ker(τc) = Gc+1.

As ∩∞c=1γc = {1}, it follows that ∩∞c=1Gc = {1}. As L1 and Lc+1 are free abelian,

Hom(L1, Lc+1) is free abelian. As Gc/Gc+1 is isomorphic to a subgroup of a free

abelian group, it is also free abelian.

Proposition 4.14. G1, G2, G3, . . . is a central series of IA(AΓ).

Proof. G1 = IA(AΓ) and Gc+1 < Gc for all c, therefore we only need to check that

[Gc, Gd] ⊂ Gc+d for all c, d ≥ 1. Suppose that φ ∈ Gc and ψ ∈ Gd. If g ∈ AΓ, then

gφ ∈ γc+1 and gψ ∈ γd+1 and we may repeatedly apply parts 1– 3 of Lemma 4.12 to

show that:

[φ, ψ](g) = φψφ−1ψ−1(g)

= ggφgψg
−1
φ g−1

ψ mod γc+d+1

= g mod γc+d+1

Hence [φ, ψ] ∈ Gc+d.
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4.2.2 The image of the filtration in IA(AΓ)

We’d now like to move our attention to the images of G1, G2, . . . in Out(AΓ), which

we will label H1, H2, . . . respectively. Let π be the natural projection Aut(AΓ) →
Out(AΓ). The action of an element of AΓ on itself by conjugation induces a homo-

morphism ad : AΓ → Aut(AΓ). For each g ∈ AΓ \ {1} there exists a unique integer d

such that g ∈ γd and g 6∈ γd+1. We identify g with the element gγd+1 in the submodule

Ld of the Lie algebra L. We use this to study the map ad in the following lemma:

Lemma 4.15. If Z(AΓ) = {1}, then g ∈ γc if and only if ad(g) ∈ Gc.

Proof. If g ∈ γc then ghg−1 = h mod γc+1, for all h ∈ AΓ. Hence ad(g) ∈ Gc.

Conversely, suppose that g 6∈ γc. Then g ∈ Ld for some d < c, and by Theorem 2.56,

the image of gγd+1 under the quotient map L→ Lc is not central. As L is generated

by v1, . . . , vn, there exists vi such that the image of [g, vi] is nonzero in Lc. Hence

[g, vi] 6= 1 mod γc+1, so gvig
−1 6= vi mod γc+1, and ad(g) 6∈ Gc+1.

Proposition 4.16. When Z(AΓ) = {1} we have an exact sequence of abelian groups:

0→ γc/γc+1
α−→ Gc/Gc+1

β−→ Hc/Hc+1 → 0,

where α and β are induced by ad and π respectively.

Proof. By Lemma 4.15, the map α is injective. The sequence H1, H2, . . . , is defined

to be the image of G1, G2, . . . in Out(AΓ), so the map β is surjective. Furthermore,

π(ad(AΓ)) = {1}, so that im(α) ⊂ ker(β). It remains to check that ker(β) ⊂ im(α).

Suppose that φ ∈ Gc and [φ] ∈ Hc+1. Then there exists g ∈ AΓ and ψ ∈ Gc+1 such

that φ = ad(g)ψ. Then ad(g) = φψ−1 ∈ Gc, so by Lemma 4.15 we have g ∈ γc. Hence

φGc+1 = ad(g)Gc+1 and φGc+1 is in the image of γc/γc+1.

Theorem 4.17. If Z(AΓ) = {1} and c ≥ 1 then the group Hc/Hc+1 is free abelian.

Proof. By the exact sequence above,

Hc/Hc+1
∼= (Gc/Gc+1)/(ad(γc)Gc+1/Gc+1).

As Gc/Gc+1 is free abelian, it is sufficient to show that if there exists φ ∈ Gc, g ∈ γc,
and a prime p such that ad(g)Gc+1 = φpGc+1, then there exists h ∈ γc such that

ad(h)Gc+1 = φGc+1.

Suppose that φ, g, and p exist as above. As φ ∈ Gc, for every generator v of AΓ

we have v−1φ(v) = vφ ∈ γc+1. By part (4) of Lemma 4.12:

φp(v) = vvpφ mod γc+2,
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therefore

gvg−1 = vvpφ mod γc+2.

Hence [g, v]γc+2 = vpφγc+2 and [g, v] is zero in (L)p. As ((L)p) is generated by

such elements, the image of g lies in Z((L)p). However, Theorem 2.56 tells us that

Z((L)p) = 0, therefore g must lie in the kernel of the map L → (L)p. Hence there

exists h ∈ γc such that g = hp mod γc+1. Then ad(hp)Gc+1 = ad(g)Gc+1 = φpGc+1.

As Gc/Gc+1 is torsion-free it has unique roots. Hence ad(h)Gc+1 = φGc+1.

We’d now like to show that the filtration H1, H2, H3, . . . is separating (has trivial

intersection). We first state two theorems without proof:

Theorem 4.18 (Toinet, [70]). Right-angled Artin groups are conjugacy separable in

their nilpotent quotients: if g, h ∈ AΓ are conjugate in AΓ/γc for all c, then g and h

are conjugate in AΓ.

Proposition 4.19 (Minasyan, [61], Proposition 6.9). Let φ ∈ Aut(AΓ). If φ(g) is

conjugate to g for all g ∈ AΓ then φ is an inner automorphism, i.e. φ = ad(h) for

some h ∈ AΓ.

These combine to give:

Proposition 4.20. The intersection ∩∞c=1Hc is trivial.

Proof. Let φ ∈ Aut(AΓ), and suppose that [φ] ∈ Hc for all c. Let g ∈ AΓ. We

know that φ(g) is conjugate to g in AΓ/γc for all c. Therefore by Toinet’s theorem,

g is conjugate to φ(g). As this applies to every element of AΓ, by the proposition of

Minasyan, φ itself is an inner automorphism. Hence ∩∞c=1Hc = {1}.

Therefore if Z(AΓ) is trivial then H1, H2, H3 . . . is central series of IA(AΓ), with

trivial intersection, such that the consecutive quotients Hc/Hc+1 are free abelian.

Corollary 4.21. If Z(AΓ) is trivial then IA(AΓ) is residually torsion-free nilpotent.

Suppose that Z(AΓ) is nontrivial. Let [v] be the unique maximal equivalence class

of vertices in Γ. By Proposition 3.10, there is a restriction map Rv and a projection

map Pv like so:

Rv : Out(AΓ)→ GL(Z(AΓ)) ∼= GL(A[v])

Pv : Out(AΓ)→ Out(AΓ/Z(AΓ)) ∼= Out(Alk[v]).
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Also by Proposition 3.10, the kernel of the map Rv × Pv is the free abelian subgroup

Tr generated by the transvections [ρij] such that vi ∈ lk[v] and vj ∈ [v]. Elements of

Out(AΓ) that lie in Tr act non-trivially on H1(AΓ), as do elements that are nontrivial

under Rv. It follows that IA(AΓ) is mapped isomorphically under Pv onto IA(Alk[v]).

As the centre of lk[v] is trivial, this lets us promote the above work to any right-angled

Artin group:

Theorem 4.22. For any graph Γ, the group IA(AΓ) is residually torsion-free nilpo-

tent.

4.2.3 The structure of H1(IA(AΓ))

The rank of each Lc has been calculated in [31], although more work is needed to

calculate the ranks of the quotients Gc/Gc+1. In the free group case G1/G2, G2/G3

and G3/G4 are known [64, 66] but as yet there is no general formula. We restrict

ourselves to studying the abelianisation of IA(AΓ), using the generating setMΓ given

in Definition 4.6.

Theorem 4.23. The first Johnson homomorphism τ1 maps MΓ to a free generating

set of a subgroup of Hom(L1, L2). The abelianisation of IA(AΓ) is isomorphic to the

free abelian group on the set MΓ, and G2 is the commutator subgroup of IA(AΓ).

Proof. We found the following basis for L2 in proposition 2.55:

S = {[vi, vj]γ3(AΓ) : i < j, [vi, vj] 6= 0}.

This allows us to obtain an explicit description of the images of elements of MΓ:

τ1(Kij)(vl) =

{
1γ3(AΓ) if vl 6∈ Γij

[vj, vl]γ3(AΓ) if vl ∈ Γij

τ1(Kijk)(vl) =

{
1γ3(AΓ) if l 6= i

[vj, vk]γ3(AΓ) if l = i

These elements are linearly independent in Hom(L1, L2). The second statement fol-

lows immediately, and the third follows as G2 = ker(τ1).

We have show that the rank of H1(IA(AΓ)) is equal to the size of MΓ.

Corollary 4.24. MΓ is a minimal generating set of IA(AΓ).
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Figure 4.1: The pentagon graph

Example 4.25 (The pentagon graph). Suppose that Γ is the pentagon shown in Fig-

ure 4.1. In this case, if vi ≤ vj then vi = vj, therefore no elements of the form Kijk

exist in IA(AΓ). Removing st(vi) from Γ leaves exactly one connected component

consisting of the two vertices opposite vi, therefore

MΓ = {K13, K24, K35, K41, K52}.

Hence H1(IA(AΓ)) = G1/G2
∼= Z5. Also, {[v1, v3], [v1, v4], [v2, v4], [v2, v5], [v3, v5]} is

a set of coset representatives of γ2(AΓ) in γ3(AΓ), therefore Hom(L1, L2) ∼= Z25. In

particular τ1 is not surjective (in contrast to the free group situation — see [64]).
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Chapter 5

Homomorphisms to Out(Fn) and
Out(AΓ)

In this chapter we give results that place restrictions on groups that can map to

Out(Fn) and Out(AΓ) with infinite image. We start with Out(Fn). We prove:

Theorem 5.1. Let Λ be a group. Suppose that no subgroup of finite index in Λ has

a normal subgroup that maps surjectively to Z. Then every homomorphism from Λ

to the outer automorphism group of a finitely generated free group has finite image.

Note that in Theorem 5.1 and indeed in any of the results in this chapter, we do

not assume that Λ is finitely generated.

We say that a group satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 is Z–averse. The

Normal Subgroup Theorem of Kazhdan and Margulis [75] tells us that irreducible

lattices in connected, higher-rank, semisimple Lie groups with finite centre have no

infinite normal subgroups of infinite index. Since such lattices are not virtually cyclic,

it follows that they are Z–averse. Hence we have the following theorem:

Theorem 5.2. If G is a connected, semisimple Lie group of real rank at least 2 that

has finite centre, and Λ is an irreducible lattice in G, then every homomorphism from

Λ to the outer automorphism group of a finitely generated free group has finite image.

An additional argument allows one to remove the hypothesis that G has finite

centre (see Remark 5.7). Further examples of Z–averse groups come from Bader and

Shalom’s recent work on the Normal Subgroup Theorem [4]. If Λ is a hereditarily

just infinite group (i.e. every finite index subgroup of Λ has no non-trivial, infinite

quotients) is not virtually cyclic then it is Z–averse; examples are described in [40].

Theorem 5.2 has implications for the Zimmer programme [76], broadly speaking,

the aim of which is to understand the actions of such lattices on manifolds. Specifi-

cally, it allows one to extend Farb and Shalen’s theorem about actions of higher-rank
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lattices on 3–manifolds to the general case, removing the non-uniform hypothesis from

Theorem II of [34] and recasting their Theorem III as follows:

Theorem 5.3. Let Λ be an irreducible uniform lattice in a semisimple Lie group of

real rank at least 2, and let M be any closed, orientable, connected 3–manifold. Then

for every action Λ→ Homeo(M), the image of Λ in Aut(H∗(M,Q)) is finite.

Our proof of Theorem 5.1 relies heavily on recent results of Bestvina and Feighn

[11], Dahmani, Guirardel and Osin [25], and Handel and Mosher [43]. The work

of Bestvina and Feighn was inspired in part by the desire to prove Theorem 5.2,

following the lines of the proof given in the case of mapping class groups by Bestvina

and Fujiwara [13], which invokes Burger and Monod’s theorem that irreducible lattices

in higher-rank Lie groups have trivial bounded cohomology [18]. One can replace this

use of bounded cohomology with an argument of Dahmani, Guirardel and Osin that

applies small cancellation theory to the study of purely pseudo-Anosov subgroups; this

is used in [25] to prove an analogue of Theorem 5.1 for homomorphisms to mapping

class groups. We also give a version of Theorem 5.1 in terms of bounded cohomology:

Theorem 5.8. Let Λ be a group. Suppose that for every finite index subgroup Λ′ ⊂ Λ

the second bounded cohomology of Λ′ is finite dimensional and Hom(Λ,R) = 0. Then

every homomorphism φ : Λ→ Out(Fn) has finite image.

Whether one uses bounded cohomology or the alternative endgame from [25],

the key step in the Bestvina–Feighn–Fujiwara approach is to get a finitely generated

subgroup of Out(Fn) to act in a suitable way on a hyperbolic metric space. Bestv-

ina and Feighn [11] construct such actions for subgroups of Out(Fn) that contain a

fully irreducible automorphism, and hence deduce that a higher-rank lattice cannot

map onto such a subgroup. If one could construct suitable actions for more general

subgroups of Out(Fn), then Theorem 5.1 would follow. A significant step in this di-

rection was taken recently by Handel and Mosher [43], who proved that if a subgroup

H < Out(Fn) does not contain the class of a fully irreducible automorphism, then H

has a subgroup of finite index that leaves the conjugacy class of a proper free factor

of F invariant. Handel and Mosher also indicate that they hope to extend their work

so as to prove Theorem 5.2 along the lines sketched above.

Our proof of Theorem 5.1 proceeds as follows. In Proposition 5.4 we shall use the

results of Handel–Mosher and Dahmani–Guirardel–Osin to see that if Λ is Z–averse,

then the image of every homomorphism Λ→ Out(Fn) will have a subgroup of finite

index that lies in the kernel IAn of the map Out(Fn)→ GLn(Z) given by the action
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of Out(Fn) on the first homology of Fn. In Theorem 4.22 of the previous chapter we

showed that IAn is residually nilpotent, and therefore every nontrivial subgroup of

IAn maps onto Z. As no finite index subgroup of Λ maps onto Z, this completes the

proof of Theorem 5.1.

We then move on to Out(AΓ). We look at subgroups G ≤ Out(AΓ) generated by

subsets of our generating set SΓ (described in Section 3.1). In Section 3.2.2 we defined

a partial order on V (Γ) given by letting vi <G vj if either i = j or [ρij] ∈ G. This

partial order induces an equivalence relation ∼G on V (Γ), and each equivalence class

generates either a free or free-abelian subgroup of AΓ. We defined the SL–dimension

of G to be equal to the size of a largest abelian equivalence class in ∼G. The name

SL–dimension comes from the fact that if [v]G is an abelian equivalence class then the

subgroup of G generated by the [ρij] with vi, vj ∈ [v]G is isomorphic to SL|[v]G|(Z).

We dedicate Section 5.2 to proving the following key result:

Theorem 5.10. Suppose that G is a subgroup of Out(AΓ) generated by a subset

T ⊂ SΓ and dSL(G) ≤ m. Let F (Γ) be the size of a maximal, discrete, full subgraph

of AΓ. Let Λ be a group. Suppose that for each finite index subgroup Λ′ ≤ Λ, we have:

• Every homomorphism Λ′ → SLm(Z) has finite image,

• For all N ≤ F (Γ), every homomorphism Λ′ → Out(FN) has finite image.

• Hom(Λ′,Z) = 0

Then every homomorphism f : Λ→ G has finite image.

The proof follows a similar structure to that of Theorem 5.1. Suppose Λ sat-

isfies the hypothesis of the above theorem. In Chapter 3 we described restriction

and projection homomorphisms from Out0(AΓ) to the outer automorphism groups of

RAAGs associated to smaller defining graphs, and showed that the SL–dimension of

the images of such homomorphisms does not increase. We use this to study the action

of Λ on H1(AΓ), and show that, up to finite index, this action must be trivial. We

then use our result from Chapter 4 that IA(AΓ) is residually torsion-free nilpotent

to deduce that the image of Λ in G must be finite. In Section 5.3 we combine the

above theorem with our result in the Out(Fn) case to restrict the maps from Z-averse

groups and higher-rank lattices to Out(AΓ). In particular, we justify our definition

of SL–dimension in the following sense:

Corollary 5.17. Let k ≥ 3. Then Out(AΓ) contains a subgroup isomorphic to SLk(Z)

if and only if k ≤ dSL(Out(AΓ)).
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5.1 Homomorphisms to Out(Fn)

We fix a Z–averse group Λ. We do not assume that Λ is finitely generated.

5.1.1 Controlling the action of Λ on homology

Proposition 5.4. For every subgroup of finite index Λ′ ⊂ Λ and every homomorphism

φ : Λ′ → Out(Fn), the intersection φ(Λ′) ∩ IAn has finite index in φ(Λ′).

Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial. Out(F2) has a free

subgroup of finite index and no subgroup of finite index in Λ can map onto a free

group, so every homomorphism Λ′ → Out(F2) has finite image.

Suppose n ≥ 3. Recall that ψ ∈ Aut(Fn) (and its image in Out(Fn)) is said to

be fully irreducible if no power of ψ sends a proper free factor of Fn to a conjugate

of itself. Let [ψ] denote the image of ψ in Out(Fn). Using the actions constructed

in [11] and drawing on the approach to small cancellation theory developed in [29],

Dahmani, Guirardel and Osin [25] prove that if ψ is fully irreducible then for some

positive integer N , the normal closure of [ψ]N is a free group. It follows that any

subgroup of Out(Fn) that contains a fully irreducible automorphism also contains

an infinite normal subgroup that is free. In particular, φ(Λ′) cannot contain a fully

irreducible automorphism.

According to [43], if φ(Λ′) does not contain a fully irreducible automorphism

then a subgroup of finite index H ⊂ φ(Λ′) leaves a free factor of Fn invariant up to

conjugacy; say Fn = L ∗ L′, where ψ(L) = g−1
ψ Lgψ for all [ψ] ∈ H. Note that the

image in Out(L) of x 7→ gψψ(x)g−1
ψ , which we denote [ψ]L, depends only on the image

of ψ in Out(Fn), and that [ψ] 7→ [ψ]L defines a homomorphism from H to Out(L).

Likewise, the action on the quotient Fn/〈〈L〉〉 induces a homomorphism H → Out(L′).

By induction, we know that the induced action of H on the abelianisation of both L

and L′ factors through a finite group. Thus the action of H on the abelianisation of

Fn = L ∗ L′ lies in a block triangular subgroup (with respect to a basis that is the

union of bases for L and L′) (
G 0
∗ G′

)
≤ GLn(Z)

where G and G′ are finite. This matrix group is finitely generated and virtually

abelian, whereas Λ, and therefore H, does not have a subgroup of finite index that

maps onto Z. Thus the action of H on the homology of Fn factors through a finite

group, and hence that of φ(Λ′) does too, i.e. φ(Λ′) ∩ IAn has finite index in φ(Λ′).

This completes the induction.
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It follows that if Λ′ is a non-trivial subgroup of IAn = H1 then there exists c ≥ 1

such that Λ′ ≤ Hc and Λ′ 6≤ Hc+1. In Theorem 4.17 we saw that for c ≥ 1 the quotient

Hc/Hc+1 is a finitely generated free abelian group.

Corollary 5.5. Every non-trivial subgroup of IAn maps onto Z.

As Λ is Z–averse, this completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

5.1.2 Alternative Hypotheses

It emerges from the proofs in the previous section that one can weaken the hypotheses

of Theorem 5.1 as follows. Note that since we have not assumed Λ to be finitely

generated, condition (1) is not equivalent to assuming that every finite index subgroup

of Λ has finite abelianisation.

Theorem 5.6. Let Λ be a group. Suppose that each finite-index subgroup Λ′ ⊂ Λ

satisfies the following conditions:

1. Λ′ does not map surjectively to Z;

2. Λ′ does not have a quotient containing a non-abelian, normal, free subgroup.

Then every homomorphism Λ→ Out(Fn) has finite image.

Proof. The only additional argument that is needed concerns the normal closure I of

[ψ]N in Out(Fn), as considered in the second paragraph of the proof of Proposition 5.4.

We must exclude the possibility that the intersection of I with the image of φ : Λ′ →
Out(Fn) is cyclic, generated by [ψ]m say. But if this were the case, 〈[ψ]m〉 would be

normal in φ(Λ′). Since the normaliser in Out(Fn) of the subgroup generated by any

fully irreducible element is virtually cyclic [6], it would follow that φ(Λ′) itself was

virtually cyclic, contradicting the fact that no finite-index subgroup of Λ′ maps onto

Z.

Remark 5.7. The class of groups that satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.6 is closed

under certain extension operations. For example, if 1→ A→ Λ̂→ Λ→ 1 is a short

exact sequence and, in the notation of Theorem 5.6, we suppose that

• every finite-index subgroup of A satisfies (2),

• every finite-index subgroup of Λ̂ satisfies (1), and

• every finite-index subgroup of Λ satisfies both (1) and (2),
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then an elementary argument shows that every finite-index subgroup of Λ̂ satisfies

(2). (Hence every homomorphism Λ̂→ Out(Fn) has finite image.)

Let Ĝ be an arbitrary semisimple Lie group of real rank at least two, with centre

Z(Ĝ). Let Λ̂ < Ĝ be an irreducible lattice, let A = Λ̂ ∩ Z(Ĝ) and let Λ = Λ̂/A. The

abelianisation of any subgroup of finite index in Λ̂ is finite ([58], page 333) and Λ is

an irreducible lattice in the centreless semisimple Lie group G = Ĝ/Z(Ĝ). Thus the

above remark allows us to remove from Theorem 5.2 the hypothesis that the centre

of G is finite.

In Theorem 5.6, condition (2) is used only to exclude the possibility that a ho-

momorphic image of Λ in Out(Fn) might contain a fully irreducible element. An

alternative way of ruling out such images is to use bounded cohomology, as in [11].

We briefly review some notation. A map f : Λ→ R is a quasi-homomorphism if the

function

(g, h) 7→ |f(g) + f(h)− f(gh)|

is bounded on Λ×Λ. Let V (Λ) be the vector space of all quasi-homomorphisms from

Λ to R. Two natural subspaces of V (Λ) are B(Λ), the vector space of bounded maps

from Λ to R, and Hom(Λ;R), the vector space of genuine homomorphisms. Define

Q̃H(Λ) = V (Λ)/(B(Λ) + Hom(Λ;R)).

Theorem 5.8. Let Λ be a group. Suppose that for every finite index subgroup Λ′ ⊂ Λ

the second bounded cohomology of Λ′ is finite dimensional and Hom(Λ,R) = 0. Then

every homomorphism φ : Λ→ Out(Fn) has finite image.

Proof. Bestvina and Feighn [11] show that if H < Out(Fn) contains a fully irreducible

automorphism then either H is virtually cyclic or Q̃H(H) is infinite dimensional. If

Hom(Λ;R) = 0 then a surjective map Λ→ H induces an injection Q̃H(H)→ Q̃H(Λ).

The vector space Q̃H(Λ) injects into the second bounded cohomology of Λ (see [62]).

Therefore, for all finite index subgroups Λ′ ⊂ Λ and integers m the image of a

homomorphism Λ′ → Out(Fm) cannot contain a fully irreducible automorphism. It

follows from Corollary 5.5 and the arguments in Proposition 5.4 that φ(Λ) is finite.

As the lattices of interest in this chapter have trivial second bounded cohomology

[18], this alternative to Theorem 5.1 also implies Theorem 5.2.
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5.2 Homomorphisms to Out(AΓ)

By Theorem 4.22 we know that IA(AΓ) is residually torsion-free nilpotent. Hence:

Proposition 5.9. Suppose that Hom(Λ,Z) = 0 and f : Λ→ IA(AΓ) is a homomor-

phism. Then f is trivial.

The overriding theme of this chapter is that we may build homomorphism rigidity

results from weaker criteria by carefully studying a group’s subgroups and quotients.

This is very much the flavour of our main theorem:

Theorem 5.10. Suppose that G is a subgroup of Out(AΓ) generated by a subset

T ⊂ SΓ and dSL(G) ≤ m. Let F (Γ) be the size of a maximal, discrete, full subgraph

of AΓ. Let Λ be a group. Suppose that for each finite index subgroup Λ′ ≤ Λ, we have:

• Every homomorphism Λ′ → SLm(Z) has finite image,

• For all N ≤ F (Γ), every homomorphism Λ′ → Out(FN) has finite image.

• Hom(Λ′,Z) = 0

Then every homomorphism f : Λ→ G has finite image.

This section is dedicated to a proof of Theorem 5.10. We proceed by induction

on the number of vertices in Γ. If Γ contains only one vertex, then Out(AΓ) ∼=
Z/2Z, so there is no work to do. As the conditions on Λ are also satisfied by finite

index subgroups, we shall allow ourselves to pass to such subgroups without further

comment.

Remark 5.11. If either m ≥ 2 or F (Γ) ≥ 2, then as there exist no homomorphisms

from Λ′ to SLm(Z) or Out(FF (Γ)) with infinite image, it follows that Hom(Λ′,Z) = 0

also. This is always the case when G = Out(AΓ) and |V (Γ)| ≥ 2. Hence the above

statement of Theorem 5.10 is a strengthening of the version given in the introduction

to this thesis.

Let f : Λ→ G be such a homomorphism. There are three cases to consider: either

the defining graph Γ is disconnected, or the defining graph is connected and Z(AΓ)

is trivial, or the defining graph is connected and Z(AΓ) is non-trivial.
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5.2.1 Γ is disconnected.

In this case AΓ
∼= FN ∗ki=1AΓi

, where each Γi is a connected graph containing at least

two vertices. Let Λ′ = f−1(Out0(AΓ)). As Out0(AΓ) is finite index in Out(AΓ), this

means Λ′ is finite index in Λ. We showed in Example 3.8 that for each Γi there is a

restriction homomorphism:

Ri : Out0(AΓ)→ Out0(AΓi
).

By Lemma 3.12, Ri(G) is generated by a subset Ti ⊂ SΓi
, and dSL(Ri(G)) ≤ dSL(G).

As Γi is a proper, full subgraph of Γ, we have F (Γi) ≤ F (Γ) and |V (Γi)| < |V (Γ)|.
Hence, by induction Rif(Λ′) is finite for each i, and there exists a finite index sub-

group Λi of Λ′ such that Rif(Λi) is trivial. We may also consider the exclusion

homomorphism:

E : Out(AΓ)→ Out(FN).

As N ≤ F (Γ), the group ker(Ef) is a finite index subgroup of Λ. Let

Λ′′ = ∩ki=1Λi ∩ ker(Ef).

As Λ′′ is the intersection of a finite number of finite index subgroups, it is also finite

index in Λ. We now study the action of Λ′′ on H1(AΓ). The transvection [ρij] belongs

to Out0(AΓ) only if either vi and vj belong to the same connected component of Γ,

or if vi is an isolated vertex of Γ. Therefore the action of Out0(AΓ) on H1(AΓ) has a

block decomposition of the following form:
M1 0 . . . 0 ∗
0 M2 . . . 0 ∗
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 . . . Mk ∗
0 0 . . . 0 Mk+1

 ,

where Mi (for i ≤ k) corresponds to the action on AΓi
, and Mk+1 corresponds to the

action on FN . However, as Rif(Λ′′) is trivial for each i, and Ef(Λ′′) is trivial, the

action of Λ′′ on H1(AΓ) is of the form:
I 0 . . . 0 ∗
0 I . . . 0 ∗
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 . . . I ∗
0 0 . . . 0 I

 .

This means there is a homomorphism from Λ′′ to an abelian subgroup of GLn(Z). As

Hom(Λ′′,Z) = 0, this homomorphism must be trivial. Hence f(Λ′′) ⊂ IA(AΓ). By

Proposition 5.9, this shows that f(Λ′′) is trivial. Hence f(Λ) is finite.
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5.2.2 Γ is connected and Z(AΓ) is trivial.

Let Λ′ = f−1(Out0(AΓ)) = f−1(G0). For each maximal vertex v of Γ we have a

projection homomorphism:

Pv : Out0(AΓ)→ Out0(Alk[v]).

By Proposition 3.14, Pv(G
0) is generated by a subset Tv ⊂ Slk[v] and dSL(Pv(G

0)) ≤
dSL(G0) = dSL(G). As lk[v] is a proper subgraph of Γ, we have F (lk[v]) ≤ F (Γ) and

|V (lk[v])| < |V (Γ)|. Therefore by induction Pvf(Λ′) is finite. Let

Λ′′ =
⋂

[v] max.

ker(Pvf).

Then Λ′′ is a finite index subgroup of Λ and its image lies in the kernel of the amal-

gamated projection homomorphism:

P : Out0(AΓ)→
⊕

[v] max.

Out0(Alk[v]).

By Theorem 3.9, kerP is a finitely generated free-abelian group. As Hom(Λ′′,Z) = 0,

a homomorphism from Λ′′ to kerP must be trivial. Therefore f(Λ′′) is trivial and

f(Λ) is finite.

5.2.3 Γ is connected and Z(AΓ) is nontrivial.

Suppose that Z(AΓ) is nontrivial. Let [v] be the unique maximal equivalence class in

Γ, so that Z(AΓ) = A[v]. Let Pv and Rv be the restriction and projection maps given

in Proposition 3.10 so that:

Rv :Out(AΓ)→ Out(A[v]) ∼= GL(A[v])

Pv :Out(AΓ)→ Out(Alk[v])

If [v] is not equal to the whole of Γ then by induction Pvf(Λ) and Rvf(Λ) are both

finite, and there exists a finite index subgroup Λ′ of Λ such that f(Λ′) is contained

in the kernel of Pv × Rv. By Proposition 3.10 this is a free abelian group Tr, so the

image of Λ′ in Tr is trivial, and f(Λ) is finite.

Therefore we may assume that Γ = [v]. We now look at the ∼G equivalence classes

in Γ. As AΓ is free abelian, each [vi]G ⊂ [v] is abelian, and as dSL(G) ≤ m, every such

[vi]G contains at most m vertices. Therefore matrices in (the image of) G0 (under Φ)

are of the form:
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M =


N1 0 . . . 0
∗ N2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
∗ ∗ . . . Nr′

 ,

where the ∗ in the (i, j)th block is possibly nonzero if [vlj ] ≤ [vli ]. For each i, we can

look at the projection M 7→ Ni to obtain a homomorphism gi : SG0 → SLli+1−li(Z).

As li+1 − li ≤ m, our hypothesis on Λ implies that gif(f−1(SG0)) is finite for all i.

Let Λi be the kernel of each map gif restricted to f−1(SG0). Each Λi is finite index

in Λ. Let Λ′ = ∩ki=1Λi. Then matrices in the image of Λ′ under f are of the form:

M =


I 0 . . . 0
∗ I . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
∗ ∗ . . . I

 ,

therefore f(Λ′) is a torsion-free nilpotent group. As Hom(Λ′,Z) = 0, this implies that

f(Λ′) is trivial. Hence f(Λ) is finite, and this finishes the final case of the theorem.

5.3 Consequences of Theorem 5.10

As there are no homomorphisms from a Z–averse group to SL2(Z) with infinite image

(as SL2(Z) is virtually free), combining our result for Out(Fn) (Theorem 5.1) with

Theorem 5.10 we obtain:

Corollary 5.12. If Λ is a Z–averse group, and Γ is a finite graph that satisfies

dSL(Out(AΓ)) ≤ 2, then every homomorphism f : Λ→ Out(AΓ) has finite image.

We would like to apply Theorem 5.10 to higher-rank lattices in Lie groups. For the

remainder of this section Λ will be an irreducible lattice in a semisimple real Lie group

G with real rank rankRG ≥ 2, finite centre, and no compact factors. As previously

stated, such lattices are Z-averse by Margulis’ normal subgroup theorem, and the

work of Margulis also lets us restrict the linear representations of such lattices:

Proposition 5.13. If rankRG ≥ k then every homomorphism f : Λ → SLk(Z) has

finite image.

To prove this we appeal to Margulis superrigidity. The following two theorems

follow from [58], Chapter IX, Theorems 6.15 and 6.16 and the remarks in 6.17:

Theorem 5.14. Let H be a real algebraic group and f : Λ → H a homomorphism.

The Zariski closure of the image of f , denoted f(Λ), is semisimple.
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Theorem 5.15 (Margulis’ Superrigidity Theorem). Let H be a connected, semisim-

ple, real algebraic group and f : Λ→ H a homomorphism. If

• H is adjoint (equivalently Z(H) = 1) and has no compact factors, and

• f(Λ) is Zariski dense in H,

then f extends uniquely to a continuous homomorphism f̃ : G→ H. Furthermore, if

Z(G) = 1 and f(Λ) is nontrivial and discrete, then f̃ is an isomorphism.

We may combine these to prove Proposition 5.13:

Proof of Proposition 5.13. Let f : Λ → SLk(Z) be a homomorphism. By Theo-

rem 5.14, the Zariski closure of the image f(Λ) ⊂ SLk(R) is semisimple. Also, f(Λ)

has finitely many connected components — let f(Λ)0 be the connected component

containing the identity. Decompose f(Λ)0 = H1×K, where K is a maximal compact

factor. Then H1 is a connected semisimple real algebraic group with no compact fac-

tors. We look at the finite index subgroup Λ1 = f−1(H1) of Λ, so that f(Λ1) = H1.

As the centre of a subgroup of an algebraic group is contained in the centre of its

Zariski closure, f(Z(Λ1)) ⊂ Z(H1). This allows us to factor out centres in the groups

involved. Let G2 = G/Z(G), Λ2 = Λ1/Z(Λ1) = Λ1/(Λ1∩Z(G)) and H2 = H1/Z(H1).

Then there is an induced map f2 : Λ2 → H2 satisfying the conditions of Theorem

5.15. Therefore if f2(Λ2) 6= 1 there is an isomorphism f̃2 : G2 → H2. However

rankRG2 = rankRG ≥ k

rankRH2 = rankRH1 ≤ rankRSLk(R) = k − 1.

This contradicts the isomorphism between H2 and G2. Therefore f2(Λ2) = 1. As

Z(Λ1) is finite, and Λ1 is finite index in Λ, this show that the image of Λ under f is

finite.

Combining Proposition 5.13 with Theorems 5.1 and 5.10, this gives:

Theorem 5.16. Let G be a real semisimple Lie group with finite centre, no com-

pact factors, and rankRG ≥ 2. Let Λ be an irreducible lattice in G. If rankRG ≥
dSL(Out(AΓ)), then every homomorphism f : Λ→ Out(AΓ) has finite image.

The following corollary justifies our definition of SL–dimension, and shows that

you can’t hide any larger copies of SLn inside Out(AΓ):

Corollary 5.17. Let k ≥ 3. Then Out(AΓ) contains a subgroup isomorphic to SLk(Z)

if and only if k ≤ dSL(Out(AΓ)).
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This corollary notably excludes the case k = 2 (It also excludes k = 1, but SL1(Z)

is trivial!). As SL2(Z) is virtually free, it is much easier to embed into other groups

(in particular it is of index 2 in Out(F2) ∼= GL2(Z)), so we cannot expect such a result

to hold.
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Part II

Folding and Outer Space
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Chapter 6

Folding free-group automorphisms

The idea of controlling cancellation between words in a group can be traced along a

line of thought spanning the twentieth century, from Nielsen’s 1921 paper [63] showing

that a finitely generated subgroup of a free group is free, through to the combinato-

rial and geometric methods in small cancellation theory now prevalent in the study

of group actions on CAT(0) and hyperbolic complexes. In the free group, Nielsen’s

method of reduction was extended and given a topological flavour by Whitehead, who

looked at sphere systems in connected sums of copies of S1 × S2 [74]. Whitehead’s

idea of peak reduction was refined and recast in combinatorial language by Rapa-

port [65], Higgins and Lyndon [44], and McCool [59]. There is a good description of

this viewpoint in Lyndon and Schupp’s book on combinatorial group theory [55].

Peak reduction is very powerful. Given a finite set Y of elements in Fn, Mc-

Cool [59] gives an algorithm to obtain finite presentations of Fix(Y ) and Fixc(Y ), the

subgroups of Aut(Fn) that fix Y pointwise, and fix each element of Y up to conjugacy,

respectively. Culler and Vogtmann’s work on Outer Space shows that such subgroups

also satisfy higher finiteness properties [24].

The generating sets for Fix(Y ) and Fixc(Y ) are built up out of Whitehead Auto-

morphisms. These are automorphisms of two types. The first consists of the group

Wn of automorphisms that permute and possibly invert elements of a fixed basis. So

if Fn is generated by X = {x1, . . . , xn}, then for each φ ∈ Wn there exists σ ∈ Sn and

ε1, . . . , εn ∈ {−1, 1} such that φ(xi) = xεiσ(i). For the second type, we pick an element

a ∈ X ∪X−1 and for each basis element, we either pre-multiply by a, post-multiply

by a−1, or do both of these things. Traditionally this is defined by taking a subset

A ⊂ X ∪X−1 such that a ∈ A and a−1 6∈ A, and defining (A, a) ∈ Aut(Fn) by

(A, a)(xj) =

{
xj if xj = a±1

aαjxja
−βj if xj 6= a±1

,
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where αj = χA(xj) and βj = χA(x−1
j ) (here χA is the the indicator function of A, so

that χA(y) = 1 if y ∈ A and otherwise χA(y) = 0).

Beyond the work of Nielsen and Whitehead, a third approach to reduction in free

groups comes from Stallings [69], who cast Nielsen reduction in terms of folds on

graphs. Since ‘Topology of finite graphs’ appeared in 1983, folding has become a key

tool in geometric group theory, notably in its applications to graphs of groups and

their deformation spaces [41, 46, 36], and to the dynamics of free group automor-

phisms (and endomorphisms) [7, 35, 30]. In this chapter we give an account of how

folding gives an algorithm to decompose an automorphism as a product of Whitehead

automorphisms. This algorithm is hinted at by Stallings [69, Comment 8.2], and will

be familiar to many authors who have used his techniques, but no explicit account

appears in the literature.

The chief advantage of folding over peak reduction is the ease of application:

folding a graph is less complicated than searching through a list of possible Whitehead

automorphisms (a list that grows exponentially with n). Moreover, folding gives an

intuitive, pictorial way of looking at the decomposition. The proofs here are geared

towards making it easy to produce such calculations by hand or with a computer.

Finite generation of some subgroups of the form Fix(Y ) and Fixc(Y ) also follows

very naturally from this description. In Section 6.3 we show that if Y is a subset of

our preferred basis for Fn then the folding algorithm implies that Fix(Y ) and Fixc(Y )

are generated by the Whitehead automorphisms that lie in Fix(Y ) and Fixc(Y ),

respectively (see Figure 6.4 for a quick idea of how this is done.) We used this result

in Chapter 4 to show that when Y is a subset of a basis the intersection of Fixc(Y )

with IAn is finitely generated.

6.1 Graphs, folds, and associated automorphisms

The fundamental group of a graph gives a pleasant pictorial description of the free

group, and can be thought of as both a topological and a combinatorial construction.

We will focus on the latter approach, borrowing most of our notation from Serre’s

book [67]. Proofs in this first section will either be sketched or omitted.
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6.1.1 The fundamental group of a graph

Definition 6.1. A graph G consists of a tuple (EG,VG, inv, ι, τ) where EG and VG

are sets and inv : EG→ EG, ι, τ : EG→ VG are maps which satisfy

inv(e) 6= e

inv(inv(e)) = e

ι(inv(e)) = τ(e).

EG is said to be the edge set of G and VG the vertex set of G. For an edge e ∈ EG

we write inv(e) = ē, and say that ι(e), τ(e) are the initial and terminal vertices of e

respectively.

A path p in G is either a sequence of edges e1, . . . ek such that ι(ei+1) = τ(ei), or

a single vertex v. Let PG be the set all paths. The functions inv, ι and τ extend to

PG; in the case where p is a sequence of edges we define ι(p) = ι(e1), τ(p) = τ(ek)

and p̄ = ēk, . . . ē1, and evaluate these functions at v if p is a single vertex v. We

say that G is connected if for any two vertices v, w there exists a path p such that

ι(p) = v and τ(p) = w. If τ(p1) = ι(p2) we define p1.p2 to be the concatenation of

the two sequences. We define an equivalence relation ∼ on PG by saying two paths

p1, p2 are equivalent if and only if one can be obtained from the other by insertion

and deletion of a sequence of pairs of edges of the form (e, ē). We say that a path p

is reduced if there are no consecutive edges of the form (e, ē) in p.

Proposition 6.2. Every element of PG/ ∼ is represented by a unique reduced path.

For p ∈ PG we let [p] denote the reduced path in the equivalence class of p.

The set of reduced paths that begin and end at a vertex v in G form a group that

we shall denote π1(G, v), the fundamental group of G based at v. Multiplication is

defined as follows — if p, q are reduced paths, then p · q = [p.q]. The identity element

is the path consisting of the single vertex v, and the inverse of a reduced path p is

the path p̄. A path pvw connecting vertices v and w in G induces an isomorphism

[p] 7→ [pvw.p.pvw] between π1(G,w) and π1(G, v). A subgraph of G is given by subsets

of EG and VG which are invariant under the operations inv and ι. A connected

graph T is called a tree if π1(T, v) is trivial for a (equivalently, any) vertex v of T .

We say that T is a maximal tree in a connected graph G if T is a subgraph of G,

T is a tree, and the vertex set of T is VG. Such a tree always exists. Given a base

point b in a connected graph G and a maximal tree T , there exists a unique reduced

path pv from b to v. An orientation of a subgraph G′ ⊂ G is a set O that contains
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exactly one element of {e, ē} for each element of G′. An ordered orientation of G′ is

an orientation O of G′ with an enumeration of the set O.

Proposition 6.3. Let T be a maximal tree in a connected graph G with chosen base

point b. Then we can define an orientation O(T, b) of T by saying that e ∈ O(T, b) if

an only if e occurs as an edge in a path pv for some v.

Geometrically, this is the orientation one obtains by drawing arrows on edges

‘pointing away from b.’ The main use of maximal trees and orientations will be to

give a basis for π1(G, b). The following theorem is key to this chapter, so we will give

it a name:

Basis Theorem. Let T be a maximal tree in a connected graph G with chosen base

point b. Let {e1, . . . , en} be an ordered orientation of Gr T . Let

li = pι(ei)eipτ(ei).

π1(G, b) is freely generated by l1, . . . , ln. Given any loop l based at b, we may write

[l] as a product of the generators as follows: remove the edges of l contained in T to

obtain a sequence eε1i1 , . . . , e
εk
ik

, where ij ∈ {1, . . . , n} and εj ∈ {1,−1}. Then

[l] = [lε1i1 · · · l
εk
ik

].

Thus, once we have a maximal tree and an ordered orientation of the edges outside

of this tree, the Basis Theorem gives us a method for constructing an ordered free

generating set of π1(G, b). It also tells us how to write any element of π1(G, b) as a

product of these generators. We may determine when a subgraph of G is a maximal

tree as follows:

Lemma 6.4. Let G be a connected graph, T a subgraph of G and b a vertex of G.

Then T is a maximal tree if and only if:

1. T contains 2(|VG| − 1) edges.

2. For each vertex v of G there exists a reduced path pv from b to v in T .
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6.1.2 Folding maps of graphs

From now on we shall assume that all graphs are connected. A map of graphs f : G→
∆ is a map that takes edges to edges, vertices to vertices and satisfies f(ē) = f(e)

and f(ι(e)) = ι(f(e)) for every edge in G. For a vertex v of G the map f induces a

group homomorphism f∗ : π1(G, v) → π1(∆, f(v)). If f∗ is an isomorphism for some

(equivalently, any) choice of vertex of G, we say that f is a homotopy equivalence. If f

is bijective on EG and VG then we say f is a graph isomorphism. Stallings’ definition

of the star of a vertex differs from the one we have used in previous chapters, and we

will need his definition in the work that follows:

St(v,G) = {e ∈ EG : ι(e) = v}.

Henceforth we shall only use this second definition, and hope the difference in

notation clarifies this abuse of terminology. If f is a map of graphs then for each

vertex v in G we obtain a map fv : St(v,G) → St(f(v),∆) by restricting f to the

edges in St(v,G). We say that f is an immersion if fv is injective for each vertex of G,

and we say that f is a covering if fv is bijective for each vertex of G. If for some vertex

v the map fv is not injective, Stallings [69] introduced a method called folding for

improving the map f : take edges e1 and e2 in St(v,G) such that fv(e1) = fv(e2) and

form a quotient graph G′ by identifying the pairs {e1, e2}, {ē1, ē2} and {τ(e1), τ(e2)}
in G to form quotient edges e′, ē′ and a quotient vertex v′.

There are then induced maps q : G → G′ and f ′ : G′ → ∆ such that f ′ · q = f .

We call this process folding f along e1 and e2. If v is a vertex in G the map q∗ :

π1(G, v)→ π1(G′, q(v)) is surjective and f∗(π1(G, v)) = f ′∗(π1(G′, q(v))).

Stallings’ Folding Theorem ([69]). Let f : G→ ∆ be a map of graphs, and suppose

that G is finite and connected.

1. If f is an immersion then f∗ is injective.

2. If f is not an immersion, there exists a finite sequence of folds G = G0 → G1 →
G2 . . .→ Gn and an immersion Gn → ∆ such that the composition of the above

maps is equal to f .

Sketch proof. If f is an immersion, then reduced paths are sent to reduced paths of

the same length. Hence f∗ is injective. For the second part, we iterate the folding

described above to obtain a sequence of graphs with the required properties. This

process must eventually end as G is finite, and folding reduces the number of edges

in a graph.
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There are four different types of fold that can occur, which we illustrate in Fig-

ure 6.1. If f∗ is injective only folds of type 1 or 2 occur. In case 3 the loop e1, ē2

is non-trivial in the original graph, but mapped to the trivial element in the quo-

tient, and in 4 the loops e1 and e2 are distinct but mapped to homotopic loops in the

quotient.

Figure 6.1: Possible folds of a graph

6.1.3 Branded graphs and their associated automorphisms

We may identify Fn with the fundamental group of a fixed graph, Rn:

Definition 6.5. The rose with n petals, Rn is defined be the graph with edge set

ERn = {x1, . . . , xn} ∪ {x̄1, . . . , x̄n}, a single vertex bR with ι(e) = τ(e) = bR for each

edge e in ERn and inv taking xi → x̄i. We identify Fn with π1(Rn, bR) by the map

taking each generator xi of Fn to the path consisting of the single edge with the same

name.

Suppose that f : G → Rn is a homotopy equivalence. Let T be a maximal tree

of G, let b be a vertex of G, and let {e1, . . . , en} be an ordered orientation of Gr T .

We call the tuple G = (G, f, b, {e1, . . . , en}) a branded graph. If we are given G and f ,

then we say that a choice of a base point b and an ordered orientation of a complement

of a maximal tree in G is a branding of (G, f). As b and {e1, . . . , en} determine a

choice of basis of π1(G, b), every branded graph has an associated automorphism of

Fn defined by:

φG(xi) = f∗(li),

where li is the loop pι(ei).ei.pτ(ei) described in Proposition 6.1.1. Topologically, the

choice of basepoint b and edges {e1, . . . , en} determines a homotopy equivalence

(Rn, bR)
hG−→ (G, b) given by mapping xi over li. Then φG is the automorphism f∗hG∗:

π1(G, b)

f∗
��

π1(Rn, bR)

hG∗
77ooooooooooo

φG // π1(Rn, bR)
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Example 6.6. If φ ∈ Aut(Fn) and φ(xi) = wi for all i, let G be the graph that is

topologically a rose, with the ith loop subdivided into |wi| edges. Let f : G → Rn

be the homotopy equivalence given by mapping the ith loop to the path given by wi

in Rn. Let b be the vertex in the centre of the rose, and for each i choose an edge ei

in the ith loop oriented in the direction of the word wi. If G = (G, f, b, {e1, . . . , en})
then li is the ith loop, so that φG = φ.

Of particular importance is the situation when f is an immersion:

Lemma 6.7. Let f : G → Rn be a homotopy equivalence and an immersion. Then

f is an isomorphism, and for any branding G associated to G, f , we have φG ∈ Wn.

(φG acts on the basis of Fn by permuting and possibly inverting basis elements.)

Proof. If f is an isomorphism of graphs, then φG ∈ Wn for any branding – each ei

forms a loop in G, so there exists σ ∈ Sn such that each ei is sent to xεiσ(i) for some

εi ∈ {−1, 1} that depends on i. It remains to show that if f is an immersion and a

homotopy equivalence then f is an isomorphism. One way to see this is as follows: if

f is an immersion, there we can add extra edges to G to build a graph G′ containing

G and a map f ′ : G′ → Rn which covers Rn (e.g. [69], Theorem 6.1). However, f∗ is

surjective, so this cover is degree 1, and G′ = G ∼= Rn.

6.2 An algorithm

The algorithm for writing an arbitrary element of φ ∈ Aut(Fn) as a product of

Whitehead automorphisms proceeds as follows. One first picks a branded graph G
such that φG = φ; to be definite we take the one described in Example 6.6. If f is not

an immersion then we may fold f and, since f is a homotopy equivalence, the fold is

one of the two types shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Possible folds when f is a homotopy equivalence

If, as the labelling in Figure 6.2 suggests, the folding edges with two distinct

endpoints are in the maximal tree T, then we obtain a branding G ′ of the folded
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graph G′ by taking the images of {e1, . . . , en} and b in G′. If the fold is of the first

type, then the associated automorphisms φG and φG′ are identical (Proposition 6.8).

If the fold is of the second type, they differ by a Whitehead automorphism of the

form (A, a) that may be read off from the structure of T (Proposition 6.9).

It may happen that one of t1, t2, or t does not lie in T . In this case we can swap

this edge with an edge already lying in T (see Section 6.2.2), to obtain a new tree T ′

and a new branding G ′. Again, φG and φG′ differ by a Whitehead automorphism of

the form (A, a) that may be read off from the swap (Proposition 6.10). After at most

two such swaps, we can ensure that the folding edges with two distinct endpoints lie

in T , and proceed as above (Remark 6.11).

By Stallings’ folding theorem, we obtain a finite sequence G = G1,G2, . . . ,Gk of

branded graphs Gj = (Gj, fj, bj, {ej1, . . . , ejn}) such that each fj is a homotopy equiv-

alence, and fk is an immersion. By Lemma 6.7 we know that fk is an isomorphism

and φGk ∈ Wn. Then:

φ = φG1 = φGk(φ−1
Gk φGk−1

) · · · (φ−1
G3
φG2)(φ−1

G2
φG1)

is a decomposition of φ as a product of Whitehead automorphisms. We assume that

Aut(Fn) acts on Fn on the left, so that in the above decomposition we apply φ−1
G2
φG1

first, then φ−1
G3
φG2 , etc.

If we count one step as a (possibly trivial) tree substitution, followed by a fold,

then each step reduces the number of combinatorial edges of the graph by two (an e

and an ē). If the initial graph has 2m edges, then as Rn has 2n edges we will obtain

a decomposition of φ after m − n steps. If φ(xi) = wi and we start with the graph

given in Example 6.6, then our algorithm will terminate after (
∑n

i=1 |wi|)− n steps.

We will now give a detailed description of the process of folding and exchanging

edges in maximal trees.

6.2.1 Folding edges contained in T

Suppose q : G→ G′ is a fold from Figure 6.2. The map f factors through q, inducing

a homotopy equivalence f ′ : G′ → Rn such that f = f ′ · q. Let b′, e′1, . . . , e
′
n be the

images of b, e1, . . . , en respectively under q. Then G ′ = (G′, f ′, b′, {e′1, . . . , e′n}) is a

branding of G′. The only thing to check is that T ′ = G′ r {e′1, e′1, e′2, e′2, . . . , en, e′n} is

a maximal tree of G′. The subgraph T ′ contains 2(|V G′| − 1) edges as a fold of type

1 or 2 reduces the number of vertices in a graph by one, and the number of edges in a

graph by two. Let v′ be a vertex of G′. Take a vertex v of G such that q(v) = v′. In

the case of a type 1 fold, the path [q(pv)] is a reduced path from b′ to v′ lying in T ′,
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and in the case of a type 2 fold, if we remove all occurrences of e′i from q(pv), then

reduce, we obtain a path from b′ to v′ lying in T ′. Hence by Lemma 6.4, we know that

T ′ is a maximal tree of G′. Let pv be the unique reduced path from b to v in T and

let l1, . . . , ln be the generators of π1(G, b) given by b and {e1, . . . , en}. Let l′1, . . . , l
′
n

be the generators of π1(G′, b′) given by b′ and {e′1, . . . , e′n}. As f∗ = f ′∗q∗, we may find

the difference between the automorphisms φG and φG′ by finding a decomposition of

q∗(li) in terms of the l′i.

Proposition 6.8. Suppose that q is a fold of type 1, where the folded edges t1 and t2

lie in T . Then φG = φG′.

Proof. For each path li, the only edge q(li) crosses that does not lie in T ′ is e′i. By

the Basis Theorem, we have q∗(li) = l′i. Hence

φG′(xi) = f ′∗(l
′
i) = f ′∗(q∗(li)) = f∗(li) = φG(xi).

Proposition 6.9. Suppose that q is a fold of type 2, where an edge t in T is identified

with a loop ei in Gr T (and t̄ is identified with ēi). Let O(T, b) be the orientation of

T given by Proposition 6.3. Let

ε =

{
1 if t ∈ O(T, b)

−1 if t̄ ∈ O(T, b).

Define A ⊂ X ∪X−1 such that xεi ∈ A, x−εi 6∈ A and

xj ∈ A⇔ pι(ei) crosses t or t̄

x−1
j ∈ A⇔ pτ(ei) crosses t or t̄.

Then φG = φG′ · (A, xεi).

Proof. We prove this result for t ∈ O(T, b), the other case being similar. If t ∈ O(T, b),

then t may appear at most once in a path pv, however t̄ may not. Note that:

q(lj) = q(pι(ej)ejpτ(ej))

= q(pι(ej)).e
′
j.q(pτ(ej)).

Removing all the edges of q(lj) not in T ′ leaves a sequence of the form (e′j), (e′i, e
′
j),

(e′i, e
′
j, e
′
i) or (e′j, e

′
i), where e′i proceeds e′j if and only if t lies in pι(ej), and e′i follows e′j

if and only if t lies in pτ(ej). As ei is a loop, pι(ei) = pτ(ei), and therefore this sequence

is either (e′i) or (e′i, e
′
i, e
′
i). Therefore q∗(li) = l′i and it follows that φG(xi) = φG′(xi). If
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j 6= i then by the Basis Theorem we have [q(lj)] = [l′i]
αj .[l′j].[l

′
i]
−βj where αj = χA(xj)

and βj = χA(x−1
j ). Hence

φG′ · (A, xi)(xj) = φG′(x
αj

i xjx
−βj
i )

= f ′∗([l
′
i]
αj .[l′j].[l

′
i]
−βj)

= f ′∗q∗(lj)

= f∗(lj)

= φG(xj)

6.2.2 Swapping edges into a tree

Suppose that we would like to fold in a branded graph as in Figure 2, but an edge t1,

t2 or t lies outside the maximal tree. Then either this edge or its inverse is equal to ei

for some i. The edge ei has distinct endpoints, so pι(ei) 6= pτ(ei). Let a be the shared

initial segment of these paths. Either pι(ei) r a or pτ(ei) r a is non-empty. Choose an

edge e′i such that either e′i ∈ pι(ei)ra or e′i ∈ pτ(ei)ra. By a similar approach to the one

used in Section 6.2.1 one can check that T ′ = Gr {e1, e1, e2, e2, . . . , e
′
i, e
′
i, . . . , en, en}

is a maximal tree of G, so that G ′ = (G, f, b, {e1, . . . , e
′
i, . . . , en}) is a branding of G.

Figure 6.3: Changing maximal trees.

Proposition 6.10. Let G ′ be the branding obtained by swapping an edge as described

above and depicted in Figure 6.3. Define

ε =

{
1 if e′i ∈ pι(ei)
−1 if e′i ∈ pτ(ei).
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Now define A ⊂ X ∪X−1 to be such that xεi ∈ A, x−εi 6∈ A and

xj ∈ A⇔ pι(ej) crosses e′i or e′i

x−1
j ∈ A⇔ pτ(ej) crosses e′i or e′i.

Then φG = φG′ · (A, xεi).

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 6.9. Let l′1, . . . , l
′
n be the

new basis of π1(G, b) given by b and {e1, . . . , e
′
i, . . . , en}. By reading off the edges

that lie outside of T ′ crossed by the paths lj we find that li = l′i and for j 6= i

we have lj = [l
′εαj

i .l′j.l
′−εβj
i ], where αj = χA(xj) and βj = χA(xj). It follows that

φG = φG′ · (A, xεi).

Remark 6.11. If we are looking at a fold of the first type in Figure 6.2, we would like

both edges t1 and t2 to lie in the maximal tree T. If we move one edge t1 into the

maximal tree through the method described above, the edge t2 may still lie outside

the maximal tree. We would like to add it in without removing t1. We are only

unable to do this if t1 and t̄1 are the only elements of pι(t2) r a and pτ(t2) r a. This

means that {pι(t2), pτ(t2)} is either the set {a, a.t1} or the set {a, a.t̄1}. These cases

would contradict either ι(t1) = ι(t2) or τ(t1) 6= τ(t2).

6.3 Fixing generators

The algorithm described in Section 6.2 may be applied to find generating sets of

subgroups of Aut(Fn). Let ρij, Kij, and Si be the elements of Aut(Fn) defined in the

same way as in previous chapters:

ρij(xk) =

{
xixj if k = i

xk if k 6= i
,

Kij(xk) =

{
xixkx

−1
i if k = i

xk if k 6= i
,

Si(xk) =

{
x−1
i if k = i

xk if k 6= i
.

Any Whitehead automorphism can be written as a product of the above elements.

Let Fix({xm+1, . . . , xn}) be the subgroup of Aut(Fn) consisting of elements that fix

xm+1, . . . , xn pointwise, and let Fixc({xm+1, . . . , xn}) be the subgroup of Aut(Fn) that

takes each element of the set {xm+1, . . . , xn} to a conjugate of itself.
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Figure 6.4: The Construction of G in Theorem 6.12

Theorem 6.12. Let Y = {xm+1, . . . , xn} be a subset of our preferred basis for Fn.

The subgroups Fix(Y ) and Fixc(Y ) are generated by the Whitehead automorphisms

that lie in Fix(Y ) and Fixc(Y ) respectively. In terms of Nielsen automorphisms,

generating sets for Fix(Y ), Fixc(Y ) are given by

Am = {Si, ρij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n},

Bm = Am ∪ {Kij : m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n},

respectively.

Proof. Let φ ∈ Fixc(Y ) and let G be a graph constructed as follows: take a single

vertex b and a loop lj consisting of |φ(xj)| edges about b for x1, . . . , xm. When j > m

we have φ(xj) = wjxjw
−1
j – add a path aj containing |wj| edges to b for each j,

and attach an edge loop ej to the end of each of these paths. We can then define

f : G→ Rn so that when j ≤ m the loop lj is mapped to edge path φ(xj) and when

j > m each path aj is sent to the edge path wj and the edge loops em+1, . . . , en to

the edges xm+1, . . . , xn respectively (see Figure 6.4). For j ≤ m pick an edge ej in

each lj oriented in the direction of the word φ(xj) being spelt out by lj. Then φ is

the automorphism associated to the branded graph G = (G, f, b, {e1, . . . , en}). We

apply the algorithm described in Section 6.2 to write φ as a product of Whitehead

automorphisms. Let br = G1,G2, . . . ,Gk be the sequence of branded graphs Gj =

(Gj, fj, bj, {ej1, . . . , ejn}) obtained. Let ei be an edge in {em+1, . . . , en}. Then each

eji is a loop, and will never be swapped into a maximal tree, so eji → ej+1
i at each

step in the folding process. As ι(eji ) = τ(eji ), we have pι(eji ) = pτ(eji ) at each step,
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so by Propositions 6.9 and 6.10 the only Whitehead automorphisms of the form

(A, a) that occur in the decomposition of φG take xj to a conjugate. Also, φGk ∈
Wn fixes xm+1, . . . , xn. Hence the Whitehead automorphisms that lie in Fixc(Y )

generate Fixc(Y ). In the case where xm+1, . . . , xn are completely fixed by φ, the

loops ejm+1, . . . , e
j
n are at the basepoint of each graph in the folding process, therefore

Propositions 6.10 and 6.9 tell us every Whitehead automorphism that occurs in the

decomposition of φ will fix xm+1, . . . , xn. To obtain the generating sets in terms of

Nielsen automorphisms one checks that each Whitehead automorphism that lies in

Fix(Y ) may be written as a product of elements of Am, and that each Whitehead

automorphism that lies in Fixc(Y ) may be written as a product of elements that lie

in Bm.
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Chapter 7

Displacement functions on Outer
Space

The techniques in the first part of this thesis are mostly combinatorial, and in this

sense could be deemed a little dated from the modern viewpoint of geometric group

theory. In Chapter 6, with Stallings’ methods, we moved into late twentieth century,

more topological, techniques. In this final chapter we shall look at metric properties

of outer space, an area of research only a few years old. Outer space (denoted CVn)

is a finite dimensional, contractible topological space that admits a proper action of

Out(Fn) with finite stabilisers. Previous results have mostly concerned topological

properties of Outer space, however a series of recent papers [38, 37, 2, 1, 8] have turned

to study its metric properties. Francaviglia and Martino [38] introduced an Out(Fn)–

invariant non-symmetric Lipschitz metric d : CVn×CVn → R≥0 on Outer space. The

map d gets its name as it is positive definite and satisfies the triangle inequality, but

is not symmetric. This metric is a new and useful way to study Out(Fn). Notably,

Bestvina and Feighn [12] use the Lipschitz metric as an important part of their proof

that the complex of free factors is Gromov hyperbolic. Bestvina and Feighn’s previous

results [11] regarding the action of Out(Fn) on certain hyperbolic complexes were an

essential part of our proofs in Chapter 5.2 regarding homomorphisms to Out(Fn).

These are ‘custom builds’ in the sense that you input a finite set φ1, . . . , φk of fully

irreducible automorphisms and get out a Gromov hyperbolic complex X with an

Out(Fn) action and particularly nice action of φ1, . . . , φk. The complex of free factors

F is a major improvement in the sense that it replaces all of these custom builds –

all fully irreducible automorphisms act ‘nicely’ on F . It is possible that F could also

be used as a first step in the proof that Z–averse groups have finite image in Out(Fn)

(Theorem 5.1). Indeed, if similar complexes were developed for subgroups of Out(Fn)

that fix a free factor (up to finite index this is equivalent to not containing a fully
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irreducible element [43]), one may be able to give an alternate proof of Theorem 5.1

that does not use the structure of IAn at all.

An automorphism φ is reducible if there exists a non-trivial decomposition Fn =

F 1 ∗ F 2 ∗ . . . ∗ F k ∗B and g1, . . . , gk ∈ Fn so that φ(F i) = giF
i+1g−1

i mod k. We say

that φ is irreducible if it is not reducible, and fully irreducible if every power of φ is

irreducible. Note that if we change φ by an element of Inn(Fn) it will stay reducible,

irreducible, or fully irreducible, so these definitions extend to elements of Out(Fn).

Bestvina [8] uses the Lipschitz metric to prove the existence of train track maps for

irreducible automorphisms. The first step in Bestvina’s proof is to classify the action

of an element Φ on CVn via a displacement function. Define

D(Φ) = inf{d(Γ,Γ.Φ) : Γ ∈ CVn}.

If there exists Γ ∈ CVn on which D(Φ) is attained, we say Φ is semisimple. In this

case Φ is elliptic if D(Φ) = 0 and hyperbolic if D(Φ) > 0. If D(Φ) is not attained on

any point of CVn we say that Φ is parabolic. Bestvina shows that if Φ is irreducible

then Φ is hyperbolic and there is a perturbation of a point on which D(Φ) is attained

that gives a train track map. In the case that Φ is reducible, he uses the metric to

find a free factor decomposition of Fn that witnesses this reducibility.

Similar to the displacement function, there are two asymptotic constants that can

be assigned to an element of Out(Fn). The asymptotic displacement length again uses

the Lipschitz metric and is defined by

A(Φ) = lim
n→∞

d(Γ,Γ.Φn)

n
.

It is easily verified that A(Φ) is well-defined, independent of the choice of Γ ∈ CVn

and A(Φ) ≤ D(Φ). The second constant is the exponential growth rate associated to

a conjugacy class α of Fn. For w ∈ Fn define ‖w‖ to be the cyclically reduced length

of w with respect to a word metric on Fn. Then

EGR(Φ, α) = lim
n→∞

log ‖Φn(α)‖
n

.

Let C be the set of conjugacy classes of elements of Fn. We show that these

functions are related in the following way:

Theorem 7.7. Let Φ ∈ Out(Fn). The contsants supα∈C EGR(Φ, α), A(Φ), and D(Φ)

are all equal. Furthermore,

D(Φ) =

{
0 if Φ is NEG

max{log(λ) : λ ∈ PFΦ} if Φ is EG.
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Here EG means exponentially growing, NEG is not exponentially growing, and PFΦ

is a set of Perron–Frobenius eigenvalues associated to a train track representative of

Φ. We will give precise definitions of EG, NEG and PFΦ in Section 7.2. The proof of

Theorem 7.7 uses the theory of relative train tracks from [14], which are more general

than the train track maps constructed in [8] using the Lipschitz metric. This may

appear to be against the philosophy of building up a theory of Outer space completely

from the metric viewpoint. However, at the end of [8] Bestvina states that the same

ideas on a relative version of Outer space could be used to give a metric proof for the

existence of relative train track maps.

7.1 Outer space and the Lipschitz metric

The topological realisation of a graph Γ is a cell complex obtained by taking one 0–

cell for each vertex of Γ, and one 1–cell for each edge in an orientation O of Γ. The

1–cells are glued to the 0–cells according to the maps ι and τ. A map ` : EΓ → R>0

that satisfies `(e) = `(ē) induces a metric on the topological realisation by setting the

length of each edge to be `(e). We shall abuse notation by blurring the distinction

between a graph and its (possibly metrized) topological realisation.

We are interested in triples (Γ, f, `), where Γ is a minimal graph (every edge of Γ is

contained in an immersed loop), f : Rn → Γ is a (topological) homotopy equivalence

and ` : EΓ→ R>0 a map inducing a metric on Γ as above. We define an equivalence

relation on this set of triples by saying that two points (Γ, f, `) and (Γ′, f ′, `′) are

equivalent if there exists an isometry g : Γ → Γ′ such that gf is freely homotopic to

f ′. Let [Γ, f, `] denote the equivalence class of (Γ, f, `) under this relation. Where it

does not cause confusion we will sometimes write Γ rather than [Γ, f, `].

Culler and Vogtmann’s Outer space, denoted CVn, is defined to be the set of

equivalence classes [Γ, f, `] such that the metric on Γ has volume one (
∑

e∈O `(e) = 1

for an orientation O of Γ). The equivalence class [Γ, f, `] is called a marked graph, and

the map f a marking of the metric graph Γ. There is a natural action of Out(Fn) on

CVn; any element Φ ∈ Out(Fn) can be viewed as a homotopy equivalence Φ : Rn →
Rn from the rose to itself, therefore we can define [Γ, f, `].Φ = [Γ, fΦ, `].

Any continuous map between two metric graphs can be homotoped to a map that

is linear on edges. If g : Γ → Γ′ is such a map between metric graphs, define Lip(e)

to be the slope of g on the edge e. The Lipschitz constant of f , denoted Lip(f), is

the largest value of Lip(e) as e runs through all the edges of Γ. For two points [Γ, f, `]
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and [Γ′, f ′, `′] of CVn we say that a difference of markings is a map g : Γ → Γ′ that

is linear on edges such that fg is freely homotopic to f ′. Let

d([Γ, f, `], [Γ′, f ′, `′]) = inf{log(Lip(g)) : g is a difference of markings}.

We will sometimes shorten this to d(Γ,Γ′). We say that g is optimal if Lip(g)

is minimal as we run through differences of markings. For any pair of points in

CVn a minimal difference of markings always exists (see Proposition 7.1, below).

As any difference of markings g is surjective and both Γ and Γ′ have volume one,

Lip(g) ≥ 1. If Lip(g) = 1 then g is an isometry, and [Γ, f, `] = [Γ′, f ′, `′] in CVn.

Therefore d(Γ,Γ′) ≥ 0 and d(Γ,Γ′) = 0 if and only if Γ = Γ′ in CVn. For any two

maps g : Γ → Γ′ and h : Γ′ → Γ′′ that are linear on edges, Lip(hg) ≤ Lip(h)Lip(g).

It follows that d(Γ,Γ′′) ≤ d(Γ,Γ′) + d(Γ′,Γ′′) for any three points in CVn. It would

be pleasing if d were also symmetric, so that d(Γ,Γ′) = d(Γ′,Γ), however this is not

always the case. In Figure 7.1 we look at two metrics on R2. The first assigns both

loops length 1
2
, the second assigns the first length 1 − 1

n
and the second length 1

n
.

The maps f and f ′ are obtained in the obvious way. One can show that the obvious

choices for differences of markings g and h are optimal (for instance using Proposition

7.1, below), therefore d(Γ,Γ′) = log(2− 2
n
) and d(Γ′,Γ) = log(n

2
).

Figure 7.1:

Because of the above properties d is referred to as the non-symmetric Lipschitz

metric on CVn, or the Lipschitz metric for short. If α is a conjugacy class in C and

[Γ, f, `] is a marked graph, there is a unique (up to rotation) shortest loop αΓ in Γ

representing α under the marking given by f . It is obtained by taking a loop in the

conjugacy class of α in Rn, mapping it to Γ under f, and then tightening its image
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in Γ to an immersion. We use [β] to denote a tightened version of a loop β. If β

is an edge loop (so does not only partially cross an edge) then [β] is obtained by

removing any occurrences of (e, ē) from β. Denote the length of αΓ in Γ by `(α). If g

is a difference of markings between [Γ, f, `] and [Γ′, f ′, `′] then αΓ′ = [g(αΓ)]. Where

it does not cause confusion we shall refer to αΓ simply as α. The following proposition

is key to our discussion; proofs can be found in [38] and [8].

Proposition 7.1. Let [Γ, f, `] and [Γ′, f ′, `′] be marked graphs. Then

inf{Lip(g) : g is a difference of markings} = sup
α∈C

`′([g(α)])

`(α)
.

Moreover, both inf and sup are realised.

Note that `′([g(α)])
`(α)

is independent of our choice of g, therefore we do not need to

find an optimal g to calculate distance in CVn. In particular, if g is any difference of

markings between (Γ, f, `) and (Γ, f, `).Φ, we have

d(Γ,Γ.Φn) = sup
α∈C

`([gn(α)])

`(α)
.

Lemma 7.2. Let X be a basis of Fn and let g be a difference of markings between Γ

and Γ.Φ. There exists a constant C such that for any conjugacy class α in Fn:

1

C
‖Φn(α)‖X ≤ `([gn(α)]) ≤ C‖Φn(α)‖X ,

and it follows that

EGR(Φ, α) = lim
n→∞

log(`([gn(α)]))

n
≤ A(Φ).

Proof. As any two bases of Fn are Lipschitz equivalent we may assume that X is

obtained by choosing a maximal tree T in Γ, and choosing the generating set deter-

mined by T , as described in the previous chapter. We can then find ‖Φn(α)‖X by

taking the tightened loop [gn(α)] and counting number of edges of Γ r T that this

loop crosses. We can compute upper and lower bounds for this, giving

`([gn(α)])

2.Diam(T ) + max{`(e) : e ∈ Γ r T}
≤ ‖Φn(α)‖X ≤

`([gn(α)])

min{`(e) : e ∈ Γ r T}
.
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Here Diam(T ) is the diameter of the maximal tree T . If follows that such a constant

C exists. Then

EGR(Φ, α) = lim
n→∞

log(‖Φn(α)‖X)

n

= lim
n→∞

log(`([gn(α)]))

n

= lim
n→∞

log( `([g
n(α)])
`(α)

)

n

≤ lim
n→∞

d(Γ,Γ.Φn)

n
= A(Φ),

by the work above and Proposition 7.1.

7.2 Train tracks and displacement functions

We say that a difference of markings g between [Γ, f, `] and [Γ, fΦ, `] is a topological

representative if it maps vertices to vertices. As a difference of markings is linear, such

maps are determined by a consistent assignment of an edge path in Γ to each edge

in Γ. Therefore if e1, . . . , ek is an ordering of the (topological) edges of Γ we obtain a

k×k transition matrix M , by taking aij to be the number of times g(ej) crosses ei in

either direction. We say that M is irreducible if there is no way of permuting the order

of the edges so that M has a non-trivial block decomposition M =
(
A B
0 D

)
. A filtration

is an increasing sequence of g–invariant subgraphs ∅ = Γ0 ⊂ Γ1 ⊂ . . .Γm = Γ. The

edges in Γr r Γr−1 constitute the rth stratum of Γ and their union is denoted Hr.

Each stratum has an associated |Hr| × |Hr| submatrix Mr of the transition matrix

attained by solely looking at the edges of Hr, and we say that the filtration is maximal

if each Mr is either irreducible or zero. Where it is 0, Hr is called a zero-stratum. If

Mr is irreducible the Perron-Frobenius theorem ([15], Appendix A) tells us there is

a unique (up to scaling) positive eigenvector of Mr with eigenvalue λr ≥ 1. If λ = 1

then Mr is a permutation matrix, and we say Hr is a polynomially growing (PG)

stratum. If λr > 1 then we say that Hr is exponentially growing (EG). If we assign

the edges of Hr lengths according to a left positive eigenvector of Mr (which also has

eigenvalue λr) then
`(g(e) ∩Hr)

`(e)
= λr (7.1)

for each edge e in Hr.
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To study cancellation of paths under iteration by g we use the notion of turns. A

topological representative g : Γ→ Γ induces a map Dg on oriented edges by mapping

the edge e to the initial edge of g(e). A turn is an unordered pair of oriented edges

that have the same initial vertex. The map Dg then induces a map Tg on the set

of turns. We say that a turn is degenerate if the edges in the pair are identical, and

non-degenerate if they are distinct. A turn is legal if it mapped to a non-degenerate

turn. (In some papers a turn is legal if and only if it is mapped to a non-degenerate

turn under every iteration of Tg. We only need the weaker definition here.)

We recall the definition of relative train tracks from [14]:

We say that g : Γ → Γ is a relative train track representative of Φ if g is a topo-

logical representative of Φ and the following conditions hold for each exponentially

growing stratum Hr:

(RTT-i) Dg maps the set of oriented edges in Hr to itself; in particular all mixed

turns in (Γr,Γr−1) are legal.

(RTT-ii) If α ⊂ Γr−1 is a non-trivial path with endpoints in Hr ∩ Γr−1, then [g(α)] is

a non-trivial path with endpoints in Hr ∩ Γr−1.

(RTT-iii) For each legal path β ⊂ Hr, g(β) is a path that does not contain any illegal

turns in Hr.

We shall make use of the following theorem:

Theorem 7.3 ([14], Theorem 5.12). For every outer automorphism Φ there exists a

relative train track representative g : Γ→ Γ of Φ.

Given a relative train track representative g : Γ→ Γ of Φ, we are free to choose a

metric ` on Γ as we wish. The set of eigenvalues of exponential strata is independent of

the choice of relative train track (see [14]); we therefore let PFΦ be the set of Perron-

Frobenius eigenvalues associated to the exponential strata of a relative train track

representative of Φ. We say that Φ is exponentially growing (sometimes shortened

to EG) if PFΦ is nonempty, and Φ is of non-exponential growth (NEG) otherwise.

A path (or loop) is said to be r–legal if it is contained in Γr and each turn in Hr

is legal. The relative train track conditions imply that no cancellation occurs in Hr

under iteration of an r-legal loop by g.

Proposition 7.4. Let g : Γ → Γ be a relative train track representative of Φ. For

every ε > 0 there exists a metric ` on Γ such that for an edge e in a stratum Hi:

Lip(e) ≤


λi + ε if Hi is EG

1 + ε if Hi is PG

ε if Hi is a zero stratum
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Proof. We proceed by induction moving up the strata. H1 is either polynomially

growing, in which case we give each edge length 1, or H1 is exponentially growing and

we assign the edges lengths according to a left positive eigenvector of the transition

matrix M1. Then, by equation (7.1) the Lipschitz constant for each edge is λ1. Now

assume we have constructed such a metric ` on Γr−1. As for the base case, if Hr is

a polynomial or zero stratum, give each edge length 1, and in the second case assign

the edges lengths according to a positive left eigenvector of Mr. Then for any edge e

in Hr, we have `(g(e)∩Hr)
`(e)

=λr if Hr is EG, `(g(e)∩Hr)
`(e)

=1 if Hr is PG, and `(g(e)∩Hr)
`(e)

=0 if

Hr is a zero stratum. Uniformly contracting or expanding the edges of Γr−1 does not

change their Lipschitz constants, therefore we may shrink all the edges of Γr−1 so that
`(g(e)∩Γr−1)

`(e)
< ε. This ensures every edge of Γr has Lipschitz constants as required.

Corollary 7.5.

D(Φ) ≤

{
0 if Φ is NEG

max{log(λ) : λ ∈ PFΦ} if Φ is EG

Proof. Let g, Γ be as in Proposition 7.4, and scale the metric given in Proposition

7.4 so that is has volume 1. The map g is a difference of markings between (Γ, f, `)

and (Γ, f, `).Φ, therefore

d(Γ,Γ.Φ) ≤

{
log(1 + ε) if Φ is NEG

max{log(λ+ ε) : λ ∈ PFΦ} if Φ is EG

The result follows by taking a sequence of graphs where ε→ 0.

Proposition 7.6.

sup
α∈C

EGR(Φ, α) ≥ max{log(λ) : λ ∈ PFΦ}

Proof. Let g be a relative train track representative of Φ with a metric given by

Proposition 7.4. Let λr be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of an EG stratum Hr.

Let e be an edge of Hr. The edge e is r-legal, so no cancellation occurs in Hr while

iterating e. Therefore there exists k such that [gk(e)] runs over e at least three times.

At least two of these crossings occur with the same orientation, and cutting [gk(e)]

here gives an r–legal loop α such that e ⊂ α. Then by the work in Proposition 7.2

EGR(Φ, α) = lim
n→∞

log(`([gn(α)]))

n
≥ lim

n→∞

log(`(gn(e) ∩Hr))

n
= log(λr).

Repeating this for every EG stratum gives the required result.
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Theorem 7.7. Let Φ ∈ Out(Fn). The contsants supα∈C EGR(Φ, α), A(Φ), and D(Φ)

are all equal. Furthermore,

D(Φ) =

{
0 if Φ is NEG

max{log(λ) : λ ∈ PFΦ} if Φ is EG.

Proof. We have

0 ≤ sup
α∈C

EGR(Φ, α) ≤ A(Φ) ≤ D(Φ) ≤ sup
α∈C

EGR(Φ, α).

The second inequality is given by Lemma 7.2, the third follows from the triangle

inequality for d. The final inequality follows from Corollary 7.5 and Proposition 7.6.

Furthermore, Corollary 7.5 and Proposition 7.6 tell us the value of these functions.
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Appendix A

〈MΓ〉 is a normal subgroup of
SAut0(AΓ).

We would like to show that the subgroup of SAut0(AΓ) generated by elements ofMΓ

(see Definition 4.6) is normal. This will complete the proof thatMΓ generates IA(AΓ)

(Theorem 4.7). One would like to directly take the computations made when proving

Magnus’ generators of IAn generate a normal subgroup of Aut(Fn), and indeed this

is roughly our strategy. However, Kijk (the automorphism taking vi to vi[vj, vk])

does not exist for all i, j, k. Also Kij conjugates every vertex in Γij (the connected

component of Γ− st(vj) containing vi) by vj, so may conjugate other basis elements

of AΓ in addition to vi. Therefore more care needs to be taken. We make extensive

use of the fact that a transvection ρij exists only if vi ≤ vj. Most of the difficulties

are dealt with by the following two lemmas.

Lemma A.1. Suppose that vi ≤ vj. Then the following holds:

1. The vertex set of each connected component Γki of Γ − st(vi) consists of the

vertices of Γki ∩ st(vj) together with the union of the vertex sets of certain

connected components (Γtj)t∈T of Γ− st(vj) indexed by a set T ⊂ V (Γ).

2. There automorphism
∏

t∈T Ktj conjugates every element of Γki by vj and fixes

all other basis elements of AΓ.

3. Either vi commutes with vj or Kij fixes every basis element except vi.

4. Every automorphism of the form Klj where l 6= i fixes vi.

Proof. If [vi, vj] = 0 then st(vi) ⊂ st(vj), hence each connected component of Γ−st(vj)
is a subset of a connected component of Γ− st(vi). If [vi, vj] 6= 0 then lk(vi) ⊂ st(vj),

and Γij = {vi}. If two vertices in Γ−st(vj)−{vi} are connected by a path in Γ−st(vj),
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then they must also be connected by a path in Γ − st(vi), therefore each connected

component of Γ − st(vj) − {vi} is a subset of a connected component of Γ − st(vi).
This completes the proof of (1), and (2) is a direct consequence. Parts (3) and (4)

follow from the fact that either vi ⊂ st(vj) or Γij = {vi}.

Lemma A.2. Suppose that vi ≤ vj, and vl is a generator distinct from vi and vj.

Then either

1. vi and vj both commute with vl.

2. vj commutes with vl but vi does not.

3. vi and vj do not commute with vl, and lie in the same component of Γ− st(vl).

4. vj and vi do not commute with vl and lie in distinct components of Γ− st(vl).

Then vi ≤ vl.

Proof. If vi ∈ st(vl), then as lk(vi) ⊂ st(vj), this implies that vj ∈ st(vl). Hence if

either vi or vj commutes with vl we must be in case 1 or case 2. If vi and vj both lie

outside of st(vl), the only way that they could lie in distinct components of Γ− st(vl)
would be if lk(vi) ⊂ st(vl), as lk(vi) ⊂ st(vj). This shows that the other possibilities

are case 3 and case 4.

A.1 Conjugates of the form ρijKklρ
−1
ij and ρ−1

ij Kklρij.

Proposition A.3. For all i, j, k, l such that the relevant automorphisms exist, the

elements ρijKklρ
−1
ij and ρ−1

ij Kklρij lie in the group generated by the set MΓ.

We work on a case-by-case basis. We first check that if j = l then ρijKklρ
−1
ij =

ρijKkjρ
−1
ij = Kkj, and similarly ρ−1

ij Kkjρij = Kkj. When i = l, by Lemma A.1 there

exists a subset T ⊂ V (Γ) such that the automorphism that conjugates every element

of Γki by vj is of the form
∏

t∈T Ktj. We find that

ρijKkiρ
−1
ij =

∏
t∈T

KtjKki

ρ−1
ij Kkiρij =

∏
t∈T

K−1
tj Kki,
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when j 6∈ Γki. If j ∈ Γki, then Kki = Kji and

ρijKkiρ
−1
ij = ρijKjiρ

−1
ij =

∏
t∈T

KtjKjiKij

ρ−1
ij Kkiρij = ρ−1

ij Kjiρij =
∏
t∈T

K−1
tj KjiK

−1
ij .

We are now left with the situation where i and j are both distinct from l, and we can

apply Lemma A.2 to leave us with the following cases:

1. i, j 6∈ Γkl;

2. i ∈ Γkl, [xj, xl] = 0;

3. i, j ∈ Γkl;

4. i ∈ Γkl, j 6∈ Γkl, [xj, xl] 6= 0, xi ≤ xl;

5. i 6∈ Γkl, j ∈ Γkl, [xi, xl] 6= 0, xi ≤ xl.

In the first three sub-cases, ρij and Kkl commute, giving ρijKklρ
−1
ij = ρ−1

ij Kklρij =

Kkl. In the remaining two cases, note that as vi ≤ vj, vl the automorphisms Kijl and

Kilj are well-defined, and Lemma A.1 tells us how conjugating by vl and vj behaves.

In case 4 we have Kkl = Kil and

ρijKilρ
−1
ij = KilKilj

ρ−1
ij Kilρij = KilK

−1
ij KijlK

−1
ij .

In case 5 we have Kkl = Kjl and

ρijKjlρ
−1
ij = KijlKjl

ρ−1
ij Kjlρ

−1
ij = KijKiljK

−1
ij Kjl.

A.2 Conjugates of the form ρijKklmρ
−1
ij and of the

form ρ−1
ij Kklmρij

Proposition A.4. For all i, j, k, l,m such that the relevant automorphisms exist, the

elements ρijKklmρ
−1
ij and ρ−1

ij Kklmρij lie in the group generated by the set MΓ.

After noting that Kklm = K−1
kml we having the following cases to check:

1. i, j 6= k, l,m;
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2. i = k;

3. i = k and j = l;

4. i = l;

5. i = l and j = m;

6. i = l and j = k;

7. j = l;

8. j = k.

When we do not specify a value of i or j we assume that it is not in the set

{k, l,m}. When we are in the situation of 1, 5, or 7 the elements ρij and Kklm

commute. Remembering that xj ≤ xk implies that Kkj fixes every element other

than vk, in case 2 we have:

ρkjKklmρ
−1
kj = K−1

kj KklmKkj

ρ−1
kj Kklmρkj = KkjKklmK

−1
kj ,

unless [xj, xk] = 0, in which case [vj, vl] = [vj, vm] = 0 and ρkj and Kklm commute.

In case 3 we have

ρklKklmρ
−1
kl = K−1

kl KklmKkl

ρ−1
kl Kklmρkl = KklKklmK

−1
kl .

For case 4, either vj commutes with vm, in which case ρlj and Kklm commutes, or

since vk ≤ vl ≤ vj the automorphism Kkjm is well-defined. Hence

ρljKklmρ
−1
lj = K−1

kl KkjmKklKklm

ρ−1
lj Kklmρlj = K−1

kl KkjKkmjK
−1
kj KklKklm.

Case 6 is the trickiest. Firstly, note that as vl ≤ vk and vk ≤ vl, this implies

that [vl] = [vk]. In particular st(vk) = lk(vl) ∪ {vk}, and we see that the connected

components of Γ − st(vk) − {vl} are equal to the components of Γ − st(vl) − {vk}.
Therefore the automorphisms Kmk and Kml conjugate the same basis elements. As

vk ≤ vm, this implies that vl ≤ vm, so the automorphism Klmk exists, and furthermore
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Klm, Kkl and Kkm fix every basis except vl, vk and vk respectively. These facts allow

one to confirm that

ρlkKklmρ
−1
lk = KmkKmlKlmKlmkKklKklmK

−1
kmK

−1
kl K

−1
mlK

−1
mk.

For ρ−1
lk Kklmρlk we need to use Lemma A.1 to find a set of connected components

{Γtm}t∈T such that
∏

t∈T Ktm conjugates every element of Γmk = Γml by vm. (This

product may be trivial.) Then

ρ−1
lk Kklmρlk = K−1

mkKmlK
−1
lm (
∏
t∈T

K−1
tm )K−1

ml (
∏
t∈T

Ktm)KklmKlmkKmkKkm.

Finally, in case 8, we have vi ≤ vk ≤ vl, vm, so either [vi, vk] = [vi, vl] = [vi, vm] = 0

and conjugation fixes Kklm, or the following occurs:

ρikKklmρ
−1
ik = K−1

ik KimlKikKklm

ρ−1
ik Kklmρ

−1
ik = KilmKklm.
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